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Desegregation of social and public spaces was the most visible result of the Civil Rights Movement. After 1960, the integration of schools in Mississippi became a source of conflict. The social change of Civil Rights attacked the social order of White Resistance that supported the state superstructure. The public schools were a place for the discovery of identity for Blacks. The integration of the schools caused many Whites to leave rather than be integrated with Blacks. Desegregation of schools was also a slow process because the local and state government could not enforce the decisions of the US Courts, leading Blacks to realize their place in American society could only be secured through individual action.

This work explains the role of schooling during the integration of the Holly Springs Separate School System. The process of forging a new identity by local Blacks is examined against the forces of social change and resistance. In addition, this work
examines the perils for the Blacks as they faced the uncertainty of change in the crucial Civil Rights years between 1964 and 1974.

This work analyzes how the Black community dealt with the problems triggered by the desegregation of the school system in Holly Springs, of a constructed social condition, a psychological state of being, the realities of racism and segregation, and the change and resistance between the individual and the collective. It is based on six months of field work investigation. Although the schools were a crucial aspect of community life for Blacks and Whites, Blacks did form their identity in them. Other institutions, such as churches were more crucial. Second, the aspect of politeness and belief in law made the experience in Holly Springs unique to that place, and thus, warrants further study to determine its place within the Civil Rights Movement. Finally, while the political and economic control of Holly Springs remained with Whites, desegregation led to the re-segregation of the public schools as Whites left to private schools.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

As I arrived in Holly Springs in June 1999, the city had just come out of two extraordinary weeks. First, a demonstration occurred over the allegations of police brutality in the death of a young black male. Sheriff Kenny Dickerson’s department had been accused of violating Lester Jackson’s Civil Rights. After a Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) probe, the grand jury did not find enough evidence to convict the police officers. This action led the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) to consider “economic sanctions” against businesses that had supported Sheriff Dickerson (South Reporter, 1999). The mayor, Eddie Lee Smith, Jr., a former Civil Rights leader and the first black mayor in the county, sided with the police. During the Movement, although the county had avoided serious Civil Rights violence, this affair led to a serious schism between the black and white communities of Holly Springs that had been building since the 1970s.

Holly Springs is thirty miles southeast of Memphis, considered the commercial center of the Mid-South. Memphis is the largest land shipping center in the United States, and has been growing east at a rapid rate, similar to Atlanta, Houston, Dallas, Miami-Ft. Lauderdale, and other New South cities. Mississippi offers cheap properties, and rustic antebellum towns with fabulous homes at low prices, suited for the new sprawling suburbanites who want a taste of the Old South. Holly Springs, however, has not received the attention and money of its neighbor, Oxford. In the 1990s, as Oxford’s economy, and
intellectual community blossomed with the influx of capital and professionals, Holly Springs remained unchanged. Unlike Oxford, Holly Springs has had to deal with all the problems of larger urban settings, such as crime, drugs, and attacks on its schools.

Holly Springs has experienced more violence, segregation, and economic growth in the 1990s than it had in the twenty previous years, including a 70% increase in population (US Census, 1990). In the 1980s, the city became a stopping point along Highway 78 for drug traffickers carrying cocaine, crack, and marijuana between Memphis, Tupelo, and Birmingham. In 1986, Sheriff Osborne Bell was on his way home when he heard over the radio that a deputy needed back up with a suspect transporting drugs. As he showed up, the suspect who had been handcuffed in front instead of in the back, pulled out a small gun and shot the Sheriff. He later died. Sheriff Bell had been was the first black sheriff in the history of the county (South Reporter, 1986).

In 1989, Eddie Lee Smith, Jr., who participated in local politics since the 1960s, became the city's first black mayor. Smith left Holly Springs in the 1970s to attend the University of Miami. However, like many blacks raised in the South, he came back to his hometown and was later elected mayor. On the one hand is his past as a Civil Rights leader, remembered by the older whites and blacks. On the other hand, he is a politician worried about the economic development of a run down city. Smith, like Holly Springs, is trying to deal with the changing economy and politics of a historically divided black and white community that changed forever in the 1960s. He has been able to forge a coalition of local black leaders and white elites who have supported an urban revitalization project for the city. Many of the people who voted for Smith do not realize his past or the
county’s as one of the oldest and most revered towns for both whites and blacks, for completely different reasons. The Garden Club’s Spring tour of antebellum homes in April make the city famous in the eyes of white Mississippi. For blacks, Mississippi Industrial College (MI) and Rust College have represented bastions of education in a place that offered few opportunities for them.

Holly Springs has always been attractive to me. As a first year teacher at Marshall Academy (MA), I experienced one side of Holly Springs. My experiences in 1995 lead me to ask questions about my own racial and ethnic identity. As I examined race relations in town, I believed them to be amicable. I could not be closer to the truth, and further from the reality of the town. On the one hand, the relationships were amicable, polite, and even friendly. On the other hand an economically and socially segregated town lies beneath all the politeness. The uniqueness of this North Mississippi town is what inspired me to tell its story. I hope to avoid what Lee D. Baker (1998) calls the attempt to settle past wrongs by writing a revisionist recount of Holly Springs. Civil Rights historiography has tended to emphasize the extraordinary and the exciting over the mundane. This work uses social change literature to examine the change and resistance in the Civil Rights Movement in Holly Springs. The main focus of this work is the battle for the desegregation of the public schools.

I hope this work contributes and sheds light on places like Holly Springs, which avoided Civil Rights violence but remained largely unchanged. The politeness of the formal relations between the races made the Holly Springs experience unique. Although it is unique in terms of the Civil Rights historiography, which tends to report the sensational,
Holly Springs might not be all that unique in terms of what occurred in most small Southern towns during Civil Rights.

Organization of Dissertation

This section outlines the sources used in the dissertation and how the work was organized. This dissertation draws on interviews of persons involved in the Civil Rights Movement in Holly Springs between 1964 and 1974. Their experiences have been complemented by the use of the local newspaper, the South Reporter, and the state’s largest publication, the Jackson Clarion Ledger. I also use local, state, and Federal documents on education, politics, and law, and archives at Holly Springs City Hall, Marshall County Courthouse, Rust College, and the University of Mississippi. Finally, the dissertation depends heavily on the information gathered by the State Sovereignty Commission of Mississippi Records that have recently been opened to the public. The State Sovereignty Commission established in 1956, shortly after the Brown v. Topeka, Kansas. A state-funded institution, like the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), it gathered information on all citizens of the state of Mississippi. It served to thwart desegregation in the state. The Commission was a hierarchal web of local and state authorities who used any means necessary, from the law to smearing and violence, in order to stop change in the state. The records for the most part offer general information on persons and their whereabouts between 1956 and 1977. However, some reveal the cooperation of local members of the community to stop desegregation. The key point is that even though the majority of these were white, many blacks cooperated with the state
in the effort, mostly as informants. Most of these sources have never been fully examined or used before.

This dissertation is divided into four sections, Theoretical Framework, Holly Springs and Civil Rights, Schools and Civil Rights, and Aftermath of Civil Rights. The first section deals with the theoretical framework of the exploration of social change and identity among blacks and the construction of identity in the South. The second section introduces Holly Springs through an overview of the Civil Rights Movement. This section focuses on the genesis of the Movement in 1960, local attempts to cause change through a boycott of the city, and conflict between the black leadership and outside agents of change after 1965. The third section explores the role of the schools in the community during the 1960s. This section contains three chapters that examined schools before Freedom of Choice, then through the eyes of black students who attended white schools during Freedom of Choice, third, as the schools fought desegregation, and finally as they were integrated in 1970. The last section examines the aftermath of Civil Rights by exploring two long term outcomes of the Movement, Head Start and private schools.

This work proposes that the Civil Rights Movement needs to be reexamined. The conventional historiography focuses on the violent revolutionary aspects of the Movement, such as those that occurred in the Mississippi Delta or Birmingham, on Watts, Boston, and Selma. Yet, these were the exceptions. Most places tended to be like Holly Springs, changing slowly. That change might have caused more segregation but it is where researchers should begin, in order to deal with current questions of race relations in rural towns. Second, this work addresses the paradigm of grouping whites as resisters
and blacks as activists. In this paradigm, we take the authenticity and individuality away from both communities. Not all whites wanted to stop change, and not all blacks wanted change to occur. Both groups lined up across class lines, social positions, education, and even against the Federal government.

Methodology

This work is based on six months of fieldwork conducted in Holly Springs, Mississippi. In this section, I will describe the five procedural steps taken during the ethnography study: Selecting the site for study, choosing the theoretical framework, gaining access into the community, collecting and gathering archival data and conducting interviews with the subject, and interpreting meanings, and writing.

I chose to follow Robert Bellah's (1984) *Habits of the Heart*, as my stylistic framework. Bellah's work is a descriptive theoretical project that incorporates the subjects' responses into the authors' narrative to give credence to the philosophical essay. The goal is strike a delicate balance between narrative and theory. The work will at times be solely theoretical, then historiographical, then narrative. I chose Holly Springs because of its location and place in the story of the Civil Rights movement in Mississippi. The proximity to Memphis and the Mississippi and Yazoo Deltas made it an ideal place to launch the Civil Rights missions of the 1960s. The relatively small city makes it easy to track participants. The town has excellent records and archives. Holly Springs is also unrepresented in terms of its role in the Civil Rights movement. The Delta towns, and Southern Mississippi have received much more attention.
Antonio Gramsci (1997), Benedict Anderson (1991), and Hannah Arendt (1968; 1970; 1994; 1995; 1998) provide the theoretical framework for the dissertation. Gramsci provides a tool to analyze the political and economic conditions in Holly Springs. The Gramscian analysis will be used to describe the interaction between the state and its citizens; in this case what occurs in Holly Springs at the regional level (Mississippi) and at the local level (Marshall County). Benedict Anderson’s concept of *Imagined Community* introduces issues of identity. Even though these communities might be imagined, they are very real for each individual who chooses to believe in them. These can exist at many levels. For example, there is the idea of the South, or of the black and white South. These models of community exist both at the regional level and the local level. In contrast to Gramsci and Anderson, the third theorist, Hannah Arendt, allows an understanding of individuals liberation from the collective. She allows for a bridge, for the individual participant, between the Gramscian social way of life and political superstructure and the individuals in Anderson’s imagined community to continue the dialoguing during the change in social mores and values that occurred in the Civil Rights movement.

I was given full access to the town’s archives, the Genealogical Bank, the School system’s records, the University of Mississippi Archives, Rust College’s Archive, and the African-American Archive in Holly Springs. Interviews became difficult as the news of my study spread among some people, who because of Robert Altman’s movie “Cookie’s Fortune,” are in what Bobby Mitchell, the town’s unofficial historian, called “15 minutes of fame craziness.” The goal is to first use the School district’s records as a way to gain empirical data on the participants in the desegregation year of the high school. A crucial
part of the data analysis also comes from the use of the university archives which provided data collected by the university dealing with Civil Rights. The town’s archives also provided information that allowed me to reconstruct not only the town after 1954, but also the atmosphere in which the subjects lived during the Civil Rights movement. From these documents, I chose about ten to fifteen subjects to conduct in-depth interviews. The method to be used for these is found in H. Russell Bernard (1995), Dohrenwend and Richardson (1965), Gorden (1975), and Spradley (1979). Since this is an educational ethnography, the work of Phil Francis Carspecken (1996) also guided me. The interviews were unstructured, but were based on a clear plan. I made no effort to control the informant’s responses. My goal was to strike a balance between the oral history of The Life of Nate Shaw (Rosengarten, 1974) and Habits of the Heart (Bellah, 1984) structured oral anthropology.

The theoretical framework limited the scope of the study to the subjects’ recount their attempt to integrate the white schools in the city but the openness of the interviews allows the actual data from the interviews to go beyond the theoretical model I chose. There is the possibility that the schools were not the place where they formed an individual black identity. If that is the case, then I must figure out where it happened, why blacks did fight for equal schooling. What was to be gained? If it was not the schools, what other institution provided black individual identity? However, what if there was no black individual identity formed as a result of the Civil Rights Movement? What if it already existed? Since this is an ethnography of a small group, then the last chapters are vital. How do the subjects’ experiences compare to those of other individuals that the literature
on Civil Rights describes? It is crucial that if my question is not accurate that I demonstrate that the experience in Holly Springs is unique to that place, and, thus, warrants further study in another contextual milieu in order to determine its place within the history of the Civil Rights movement showing explain why schools became so important in the fight.

Research Question

The discussion in this work centers on the question of the role of schooling during the integration of blacks into the Holly Springs School System and the forging of black identity in the face of the rapid social change caused by the Civil Rights Movement after 1964. This work will demonstrate that schools influenced the formation of black identity. The schools serve to reinforce the position blacks held in society, and only those that were strong enough to fight against the repressive system succeeded in redefining their identity.

Subsidiary Questions

• What was the role of the schooling in the formation of black identity?
• What were the forces of change and resistance in the desegregation of schools?
• How did the attempted desegregation change the socio-psychological position of the black community?
• How significant was the voice of the black collective in defining its membership before desegregation? During desegregation? After desegregation?
Operationalization of terms

- Desegregation is the act of mixing students within schools. It should not be confused with integration, the act of accepting and interacting with others (Swift 1991). The Civil Rights Movement language uses the word integration prior to the US Courts using the word desegregation as the official term for school integration after 1968 (Whitman, 1998; Wolters, 1984).

- Negro is a Southern term for blacks. The term implied submission and docility to black radicals in the 1960s (Martin, 1991).

- Afro-American is the "Negro's" attempt to name himself as an individual, similar to the act of the slave changing her name when she became free (Martin, 1991). The term is used after Stokley Carmichael's declaration of black power in Atlanta in 1965 (Marable, 1983).

- Collective Identity is the memory that the group possesses, and all the norms and values that come attached to being a member of that group. Collective also implies an act of solidarity, as it is the protector of the individual (Lewin 1948; Arendt 1998).

- Individualism is a person's ability to take account for herself. It is the vital part of the collective. The Individual becomes the center of the culture when self-gratification is key (Habermas 1971; Jaspers 1954, 1961).

- Holly Springs is the county seat of Marshall County in the Northwest corner of Mississippi, about 34 miles southeast of Memphis, Tennessee. The city lies just outside the Mississippi Delta. The city was a major staging area for the Union
invasion of the South, and Sherman's march to the sea. It is also the home of Rust
College, founded in 1866, one of the oldest black private colleges in the South.
There are two public high schools in the county, Holly High School being the
major one. Marshall Academy, a white private school was established in 1962. It
is the first private school to gain a license after the state of Mississippi closed all its
schools. The school serves all grades. Finally, there is one K-8 private black
school in town.

- Civil Rights is a movement began as a response to the treatment of blacks in the
South under Jim Crow Laws, and segregation. It is a Southern movement that
evolved from black protest, especially after 1948 (Eagles, 1986). Its national
genesis came in 1954 with the Brown, et al. (Sitkoff, 1981), a US Supreme Court
case that reversed "separate but equal," and the popularity of sit-ins in 1960.
Legally, its birth is in 1965 with the Voting Rights Act, passed after the Civil
Rights Act (1964) (Namorato, 1979). After the passage of these two laws, the
movement reverted to the urban blacks in the North, and the formation of the
Black Power Movement of the 1970s (Sitkoff, 1981; Swift 1991; Weisbord,
1973).
CHAPTER II

CHANGE AND PLACE IN THE SOUTH

The public school served as the area of conflict where Blacks and Whites had to deal with the revolutionary changes that occurred after the passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964 and the shift of civil rights from a local to a national movement. One of the thrusts of the Civil Rights Movement was to force the integration of schools, buses, trains, restaurants, and other social public spaces. After 1964, the federal government began to compel integrated schools. Mississippi became the national battleground of the Civil Rights Movement, as thousands of northerners poured into the South to force the issue. What happened as the schools were integrated? The transformation, described by Hannah Arendt (1995) as "chaos," led to a revolutionary change after the social order of white resistance and segregation collapsed underneath the pressure of federal intervention converging blacks and whites recklessly. Blacks were no longer Negroses. As a community, blacks were forced to build a new identity forged by the pressures of being black in a white society's norm, and not being able to control their destiny (Taulbert, 1989).

Several states' governors were willing to go as far as decertifying schools when there was a move toward desegregation (Woodward, 1974). Decertification was white resistance-based law instituted as a response to Brown that allowed the southern states to label schools unsatisfactory and then close them down, rather than seeing them desegregated (Curry, 1995; Wolters, 1984). Segregation was slow in disappearing
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because the federal government would not enforce the U.S. Courts' decisions.

Desegregation was only occurring in places where racial hierarchies were already fading, usually in the border states (Woodward, 1974). In the United States, racial problems were "regarded as largely a Southern peculiarity" (Woodward 1974, 164). C. Vann Woodward believed that 1960 was the great awakening of the southern black, as they formed organizations, such as the Student Nonviolent Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC), to help Southern Blacks take full advantage of the Brown decision (Carson, 1981; Marable, 1983, 1989). Since the act to integrate the public space was ultimately an individual choice, the black individual had to deal with the psychological and social context of being the outsider in the school. Those who succeeded decided to leave, those who did not, returned to the black community. The loneliness of integration forged a new individual who constantly dealt with the resistance of change from within, white and black society, and the pressure to succeed and "get out" from black society, and from white liberal society who had pushed for integration in the South. In the past, black college graduates became the ministers, school teachers, doctors, entrepreneurs, and U.S. Postal service workers as these vital roles became necessary for survival of the black community (Bullock, 1970, p. 175). The logic among blacks at the turn of the century was summed up by Paul Harvey in *Redeeming the South*, when he stated that "collective racial self-help would come through individual striving, while racial solidarity would enhance the black individual's success" (Harvey, 1997, p. 229). Black individuals had a duty to their community, and were limited in their ability to gain employment outside of the black community, in the South, or in the rest of the country. In the 1960s there was a change in the role that the
black individual played in the community. How was the experience of blacks integrating the schools shaped?

This chapter explores two concepts in the formation of black identity in the South. The main focus is on the conflict between the role of black individuals during the Civil Rights Movement over integration. In order to explain this context, this work constructs a theoretical framework using the theories of imagined communities and change. The concept of imagined communities focuses on the idea of place among Blacks in the South. Benedict Anderson (1991) introduced the concept most useful in this study. He described imagined community as imagined because although the members of the community might not know each other, “in the minds of each lives the image of their communion” (Anderson, 1991, p. 6). It is a community, because, “regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship” (Anderson, 1991, p. 7). Second, the concept of change is explained through the use of Antonio Gramsci (1997). This section describes the change caused by the events that occurred in the South between 1964 and 1972. The concept of place is reconceptualized by Blacks as they are confronted with the rapid social change of the South. Third, Hannah Arendt’s (1998) concept of “action” is used to describe the form that black identity took after desegregation was complete in 1974.

At this time it is crucial to discuss the role of the community church in the black community. Although the focus of this work is the public schools during the Civil Rights Movement between 1964 and 1974, the importance of the church as a change agent in the Movement is incalculable. Holly Springs offers a unique opportunity for study because its
leadership did not come from the community church or from outside ministers, but from the local school teachers. This is not to say that the church did not play a role in Holly Springs. Asbury Methodist Church offered its chapel for Freedom Schools, and it was the first meeting place of the early Movement in Holly Springs. The church in the city was overshadowed by Rust College, a local black college, which provided its staff and buildings to the Movement. Although the Movement was headquartered at Rust, many of the Civil Rights workers were members of Asbury Methodist Church, and relied on its minister, Reverend Lindsey, for guidance and advice.

Place

Identity has various sources and meanings. It affects both Blacks and Whites. For one thing, it relates to the concept of rootedness or place. It also arises in racial conceptions of oneself. In some cases place and race overlap, not only in the US South but in the imagined place of Mother Africa. Barbara J. Fields (1985) takes the meaning of place beyond the physical by stating that it is a psychological condition that “grew up out of concrete historical conditions and interests” (59). For Fields, only blacks can understand what being black means or what it is like to be a slave. This feeling is unique to the American black, and the closer one is to the historical place, such as in the South, the closer one is to the past. This idea evolved from the regionalist notion that southern blacks are southern first, American second, and African third (Genovese, 1974; Jenkins, 1981; Jordan, 1974; Rosengarten, 1974; Wright, 1993). There is a second notion of place that does not fit into Fields’s argument. Soren Kierkegaard professed that freedom
of consciousness, for example, the lived experiences in the South as a black individual from a black collective, can only be achieved by the individual once she leaves her social context (Beabout, 1996). Thus, leaving the South implies a rejection of being a “Negro,” and accepting being African. However, the psychological rejection of the immediate past for a manufactured, romanticized Africa, is a natural extension of the redemptive nature of the Southern religion. For instance, telling oneself that it will always be better in the afterlife, and preparing oneself for the afterlife as one lives, is not enough for the suffering individual. This collective action is then replaced by a construction of a past that was taken away, stolen by the oppressor. Black Zionism is a result of white oppression, not against the group, but against the individual, as seen in Marcus Garvey’s argument for a return to Africa (Martin, 1976).

If this is true, that the individual is more important in the notion of historical memory and connection, then Charles Peirce serves as the next logical connection to examine the importance of the individual within the collective (Colapietro, 1989). By referring to the great African past and their sudden kidnaping to America, the individual has thereby internalized the oppression of the society as personal oppression. For Charles Peirce the life of one self is inseparable from the lives of any other self. The southern black is not an individually constructed person, but a part, a case study of some socially constructed peoples. The southern black is southern and black, a former slave, whose role is defined by the dominant society, not an African prince sequestrated from Africa. Even that past has disappeared. As Fields (1985) stated, Blacks, because of their historical past and their current state, understand what it is like to be a slave, and not an African prince.
In America, Blacks became slaves, and because of the racial strife that exists are a part of a racial and prejudiced society. Hannah Arendt (1994) explains that group rebellion is not possible because the group has been acculturated in the nature of slavery and oppression, but the individual can escape that mental prison.

The power of identity was not only strong among southern blacks but among white southerners. The Civil War solidified white identity as did the region’s unique experiences with rebuilding, and the issues of race. According to C. Vann Woodward, “every self-conscious group of any size fabricates myths about its past: about its origins, its mission, its righteousness, its benevolence, its general superiority” (Woodward, 1993, p. 12). Woodward raised this issue and argued that although southerners believed themselves to be unique, they were not (Woodward, 1993). Real or not, this ideology provoked real effects. Southern identity was based on a masculinity which became the apparatus of a cultural difference as in the case of white resistance. The cultural difference revolved around the idealized conceptual framework of the agrarian society, consisting of chivalry, honor, womanhood and slavery (Gaston, 1970). George Tindall believed that myths like the Lost Cause had a tendency to lay “the ground for belief, for either loyalty and defense on the one hand or hostility and opposition on the other” (Tindall, 1964, p. 2). The Lost Cause, was a post-Civil War attempt to operationalize the experiences of southerners after the loss on the battlefield. It was a recreation of their society around the ideology that they believed led them to fight for their land. Robert Penn Warren captured this ideology in Legacy of the Civil War, with the term “Great Alibi.” “By the Great Alibi the Southerner explains, condones, and transmutes everything. By a single reference to
the "'War'... laziness becomes the aesthetic sense... and resentful misery becomes divine revelation... he turns defeat into victory, defects into virtue" (Warren, 1961). The myth was very real in terms of action, as described by William Faulkner (1964) in Absalom! Absalom! Faulkner recreates the charge on Gettysburg as if he had been there, experiencing it all over again, hoping that this latest charge would lead to victory. This connection is the strongest bond within the imagined community and the hardest to break. The individual makes a connection to the past through games which are natural outgrowths of the surrounding situations.

John Hope Franklin referred to the unification of nationalism and honor in Southerners leading to a new consciousness positing that whenever a "Southerner fought another, he was, in a very real sense, engaged in war. The honor and dignity at stake were no less important to the individual than they would be to an embattled nation" (Franklin, 1968, p. 36; Wyatt-Brown, 1984). The southern ideology of honor caused "[the Southerner] to defend with his life the slightest suggestion of irregularity in his honesty and integrity" (p. 35). Furthermore, "however seriously lightly he may have taken other rules of life... the Southerner convinced himself that life should be ordered by certain well-defined codes of conduct" (p. 34). Blacks were a part of this fabricated southern culture. They were not immune to its dogmatic catechism of family, fatalism, redemption, social order, honor, community and romanticism. Recalling this notion of Southernness, many whites feared that "broader educational opportunity for blacks... could profoundly unsettle the patterns of southern life" (McMillen, 1989, p. 90). The social order, black
and white, wanted black education to remain largely manual labor-oriented, and unique for the "Negro" race (p. 91).

Place shaped the psychology of black identity prior to the integration of schools. In *Silver Rights* (1995), Constance Curry recognized that Lyndon Johnson’s promise that he would uphold the law of the land. This led Blacks exercising their right to "freedom of choice," in selecting schools under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, led few African-American parents to integrate the schools. She concluded that while beneficial to those who "sacrificed" and "struggled" to be acculturated, for others it became a tragic event, as the newly freed individuals departed, leaving behind no leadership for the collective.

Although advancement for the group meant advancement for the individual, the opposite was not true. In the latter case, the individual had another choice; to meld into the white mainstream. In the end, the law helped some succeed, while at the same time exploding the solidarity described in the literary works of Zora Neale Hurston in the 1940s and Alice Walker in the 1970s, which helped empower blacks during the Jim Crow years.

There was a mask on the social persona that hid the realities of the society, similar to the metaphor Franz Fanon (1967) used in *Black Skin, White Mask* to describe being black in a colonial state. Fanon described the return to Trinidad by a Trinidadian who was born, raised, and educated in France. The man overemphasized his accent and manners, as he believed them to be. The man was treated as an outsider in both societies. In the end, the man decided to act like a Trinidadian in France and like a Frenchman in Trinidad. The shifting identity was not real in any sense, as the man wore a white mask, yet still bore
black skin. Curry’s and Fanon’s examples illustrate the importance of place for individuals, especially when they attempt to navigate between two distinct worlds.

In *Black Boy*, Richard Wright (1998) wrote of his love of place, and of the hate of the people in the same breath. Wright’s voice in describing Roxie, Mississippi, or the disappointment of leaving the South to discover the unfriendliness of Chicago in *The Outsiders* (1993), when he discovered that the collective “Negro” support of the South allowed him to overcome the hate for the color of his skin, whereas Chicago offered no such communal refuge. Black individuals’ identity was based on a definition of place and past in the South, tortured by their membership in the oppressed black caste, as well as their membership in the larger American community.

Identity was connected to place through the references to Africa and the U.S. South by blacks. A southern black dealt with the reality of being from the caste-like South but also looked toward Africa for identity. Individual identity was reinforced by what Henry Allan Bullock (1970) called the verbal protest developed in the early twentieth century and was shaped through literary efforts as American Blacks “were to find a new conception of themselves and a deeper spiritual orientation. The new group aspired to reestablish the Negro’s racial heritage, . . . The Negro must remake his past in order to make his future. And so they wrote of African Kings, black warriors, black leaders of slave rebellions, Negro jockeys, and the problems of being Negro” (Bullock, 1970, p. 199). The shift in the definition of identity was visible in literary interpretation based on the historical rejection of a past. The change was based on the worldwide movement among Blacks to connect to their Zion in Africa. The new identity was a conception of
the greatness of the African continent’s past by changing blacks’ historical place. It was spurred on by the rapid European exploration and exploitation of the African continent begun in the late nineteenth century. In the U.S., Marcus Garvey and W.E.B. DuBois pushed blacks to discover their past (Marable, 1999). Although they disagreed on whether Blacks should return or stay, both men urged Blacks to assert their identity as Africans (Martin, 1976). They were attempting to transpose the past as slaves in a foreign land by identifying with “Africanness.”

The need for economic development in the South forced a change in the region’s ideology and social structure. Economic development in the South as an attempt to lure industry, first through the railroads in the 1880s, second through mining in the Alabama area, and third through textiles in the Appalachian mountains (Cooper and Terrill, 1991). James Cobb (1982, 1984) outlines the South’s attempt to industrialize, especially in Alabama, and the conflict between the southern mindset, which did not accommodate to the unionism sweeping the country (Reed, Hough, and Fink, 1981). The same was evident in the mill world, where former sharecroppers still existed in the yeoman ideals of the imagined South (Hall, 1987). The rise of farmers’ unions and the populist movement in the previous century were signs of the unhappiness with the economic situation.

The race question also loomed larger than ever. W. E. B. DuBois stated, it provided the central theme in the twentieth century (DuBois, 1995). The burden of race was the persistent tradition in the economic development of the South (Osofsky, 1967). Also evident were the large numbers of farms, the low production and the low acreage of tillable soil at the turn of the century, as was the depravity that was blamed on the “Negro
and the North” (Cooper and Terrill, 1991). Along with the “Lost Cause” and the myth-creation of the South, especially at its two main universities, Vanderbilt and North Carolina, the economic situation led to a new nationalism based on the Lost Cause myth and the economic depression (O’Brien, 1979), which served to create landscape that would transform the South after World War II, as well as the Civil Rights Movement (Foster, 1987; Goldfield, 1990; Hacker, 1992; Janiewski, 1985; Morris, 1984).

Change and Black Identity

Blacks’ identity shifted as the South began to undergo revolutionary change in the 1960s. The Civil Rights Movement, referred to as the Second Reconstruction, caused a reexamination of what both blacks and whites accepted as social reality (Black, 1976; Marable, 1989). For example, the social mechanism used by Blacks to resist segregation in the twentieth century could have served as the structure for change and the social improvement of the black community. However, it was replaced by the individualistic drive for personal empowerment (Arendt, 1998; Ellison, 1994). The key to change was that the entire community had to be helped. The success of the black individual caused the failure of the black communal culture (Baldwin, 1961; Schrag, 1971).

The resistance to change in the South was a long and costly battle between the change agents (federal government) and the defenders (Southern politicians and Citizens’ Council). Legislation had been passed, court cases had been decided, yet there still was not any change in Mississippi. Kenneth Benne, Robert Chin, and Warren Bennis explained that the most effective change only occurs when the change agent is able to reeducate the
society (Benne, Bennis, and Chin in Bennis, et al., 1961, p. 20). Therefore, planned change attacks the heart of the society in an attempt to change the belief patterns of the individuals (Benne, Bennis, and Chin in Bennis, et al. 1961).

Why did resistance to change in Mississippi so strong? One reason was that the federal government wanted top down change through the fastest means possible (Black, 1976). According to Chris Argyris and Donald Schon (1974), there are difficult and easy interventions. Three issues are involved in deciding which are easy and which are difficult interventions. First, there is the “participants’ degree of effectiveness, two, how much power and control each person has and third, the probability of rejection” (Argyris and Schon, 1974, p. 72). The authors go on to discuss difficult and easy cases, the most relevant for Mississippi “was [the agent of change] faced with a client who was unwilling to be passive and doubted that he needs help” and that the agent of change “... had many, and/or strong important fears of rejection” (Argyris and Schon, 1974, p. 72).

What were the possible consequences of change in Mississippi? Argyris and Schon (1974) predict four: first, the actors are defensive; two interpersonal and group relationships will become more defensive; three, defensiveness in “individuals... and groups’ behavior will generate norms that supports... conformity, antagonism and mistrust” and four, there will be little freedom to search for new and different ways to change (p. 73). As the game became more intense, each player became more protective. Pierre Bourdieu (1990) explored the concept of defense and protection in his work. His model is a soccer field where two teams protect their goals (norms and values); the object
to the game is to attack and score, infusing your norms and values on the other side by winning (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 98).

Interaction between southern blacks and whites was unique. In Black Liberation, George M. Fredrickson stated that the leaders of the Black rebellion were ministers because, unlike teachers or professors, they were not employed by white-dominated institutions (Fredrickson, 1995). The work of Paulo Freire (1970, 1994) and Antonio Gramsci (1997) provide a theoretical framework for the explanation of the milieu formed by the dialectic between the social order and the individual in a time of social and individual revolution. The superstructure of the South dominated its citizens, both white and black, as it dictated their behavior toward each other (Silver, 1966; Cobb, 1992). Liberation was a process that could only occur as the oppressed discovered their social position and posed resistance toward the superstructure, which shifted from the local power structure to the federal government. The most difficult aspect to overcome was the individual’s attempt to change a way of life, vis-a-vis the state. Resistance not only came from the social order but from the individual himself. The major factors oppressing the individual were the nature of the political economy and the restriction on the expression of freedom, a built-in control in the southern society (Silver, 1966).

The explanation for the form that the conflict between the individual and the society takes derives from Phillip Chin and Robert Benne’s three approaches to effect change, rational, re-educative and power-coercive (Chin and Benne in Bennis, et al., 1969, p. 38 - 43). Southern blacks attempted the use of nonviolent means, but that had little effect in Mississippi, where civil rights workers were beaten in the hot Delta. Many began
to establish political organizations that tried to register blacks, and northern groups had also united to cause change (SCLC, SNCC, NAACP). The federal government then passed legislation, but that was difficult since “the use of political institutions to effect changes varies from an overestimation by change agents of the capability of political action to effect changes in practice” (Bennis, et al., 1969, p. 41). These change agents assumed that because the law passed, change would take place. Seven years passed after the 1954 ruling outlawing segregation, and no visible change had occurred, as white resistance was at an all-time high (Bartley, 1969).

The power-coercive approach induces change through the decomposition and manipulation of power elites. For example, one major struggle for black integration in the state came as James Meredith attempted to enter the University of Mississippi in 1962. This represented an attack on a symbol of white planter dominance (Cohodas, 1997). Black Mississippi did not take up the mission with Meredith; it was outside forces, the Federal government, white-supported Liberal groups and the Courts, that pushed for one individual to succeed.

Harry Triandis (1995) stated that “collectivism is a more coherent reality for all of us, whereas individualism is a bit more nebulous and depends on the social environments in which we were raised, our successes and failures in life, and the specific rewards we have gained from individualistic behaviors” (p. 61). The motives of an individual reflect his internal needs, rights, and capacities, including the ability to withstand social pressures. It is likely that individuals are motivated to prove to themselves that they have socially desirable attributes. Performance is an individual characteristic whereas the collective sees
performance as a group quality, thus it is possible for the group to succeed if one person has ability and the rest expend effort.

Black identity was never a settled issue before or after the Civil Rights Movement. In the midst of the social change in the South, John Oliver Killens (1965) explored the feelings of Black Americans and their quest to reexamine their identity. Killens stated: “Who will uninnvent the Negro? For nearly four hundred years the black man’s personality has been under attack, his selfhood devastated. Ever since he was brought to this country in chains he has constantly been given the ultimatum: Deny your humanity or perish! Where are the artists and prophets who will undo this white destruction? Who will write all the songs for us to sing of our black heroes?” (Killens, 1965). Edmund Morgan (1998) builds on the concept of the oppressed gaining identity. He suggested that the relationship between the oppressor and the oppressed was a negotiated relationship between human beings. Morgan stated that “it is much easier to view them as tyrants and victims, and to displaced contempt by a condescending feeling of guilt that secretly blames the victim (Morgan, 1998, p. 16). Victims inspire guilt but seldom respect. Respect comes from actions undertaken by the oppressed. Blacks chose to leave the collective society and integrate into the dominant culture. The vehicle was not of their own making, but the action to choose was of their own accord. When an individual undertakes a task such as leaving his world for the unknown, he is doing so with the understanding that there are dangers that come both from within and from without (Lewin, 1948). Such was the case of those fleeing Europe in World War II after the Nazi threat, without a place to rest that welcomed them. The Civil Rights Movement was difficult, especially the integration of
schools, because southern blacks did not act as a rebellious force due to the power of acculturation and resistance from the whites in the South.

When reading this work, the reader must remember that Holly Springs represents only a small part of the Civil Rights Movement in the South, and that many of the decisions made by the local leadership were without the benefit of hindsight. In the end, the Civil Rights Movement in Holly Springs allowed individual blacks with the faith to trust the changing social system the opportunity to discover their individuality and reinterpret their place. On the other hand, unlike the local whites who remained in control of the economic and political arenas of the town, the local black community was caught off-guard by the rapid change, and they were unable to deal with the consequences.
CHAPTER III

HOLLY SPRINGS:
INTRODUCTION TO A NORTH MISSISSIPPI CITY

This chapter examines the Civil Rights Movement in Holly Springs from 1960 to 1972. I have attempted to paint a picture of Holly Springs that allows access to the geography and economic and political conditions in the town. The chapter begins with a brief historical description of Holly Springs from its founding in 1836 to its height as an important economic center for North Mississippi, and its downfall after the depression and World War II. Then, the physical geography of the city is explained. The city's center, the town square, is different from other cities of similar size, in that the square is crossed by five streets instead of the usual four. This section also serves as a point of reference for the later chapters in sections two and three. Place plays a critical role in the events of the town.

The third section in this chapter surveys the economic development of the town and Marshall County prior to the Civil Rights Movement and immediately after. Although some economic improvement occurred, they had little effect on the social and political order. This point will be evident in chapter six as the post-civil rights political and social orders are discussed. Economically, the demographic shift in the town and the employment of blacks is critical. This part deals with the economic shift from agriculture to manufacturing, and the geographic movement of the black population.
Last, this chapter connects schooling and society. The basis for the economic change that occurred during the Civil Rights Movement is explored in section three. In this brief discussion, I attempt to construct the educational background of the town and the county prior to desegregation, and also suggest the effects desegregation on the black population and the public schools in 1970.

Holly Springs, 1840 - 1940

Holly Springs was incorporated in 1836, after the 1836 Treaty of Pontotoc with the Chickasaw Indians who relinquished most of North Mississippi. The first residents of the town migrated to the wilderness of North Mississippi from Virginia, Georgia, and the Carolinas in search of the riches of cotton. By 1836, Holly Springs had grown up around a tavern with an estimated 4,000 residents (State of Mississippi Historical Archives, City of Holly Springs, Holly Springs Tax Records, 1836 - 1900). Many of the town’s first residents came from Virginia and tried to recreate the buildings and houses that were familiar (Smith and Miller, 1998). This gave the architecture of the town a unique style that made Holly Springs’ antebellum homes famous (Smith and Miller, 1998). In 1837, the town had twenty dry good stores, two drugstores, three banks, several hotels, and over ten saloons. A courthouse was erected, and town records show that there were forty lawyers practicing in the town. The early homes used the formal porticoes which later gave way to fancy Italian columns and ironworks constructed in the Jones and McElwain Foundry in Holly Springs and were shipped throughout the South. The cotton crisis of
1840 hurt Holly Springs, but before the Civil War, it was the county seat of Marshall County, the largest cotton-producing county in Mississippi.

During his campaign in the West, General Ulysses S. Grant used Holly Springs as his Mississippi headquarters, sparing the town from destruction. However, the town experienced over sixty raids, including some by General Earl Van Dorn, which delayed the Union troops’ departure south. The town’s buildings also suffered from use as stables, ammunition depots, and barracks. Federal troops, for example, used the fine iron work on the homes was used by for target practice (Smith and Miller, 1998). Soon after the war, Holly Springs suffered from a massive yellow fever outbreak. The epidemic of 1878 took many lives and the town took in residents from surrounding areas, including Grenada, with the fever. The fever spread to an estimated 1,400 people, of which 300 died. After a population boom at the end of the nineteenth century, the population of Holly Springs has remained static, fluctuating at around 5,000 residents from the last century through the 1990s.

In the U.S. South, the slave system gave way to a sharecropping system. The history of Holly Springs and of Marshall County was intertwined inextricably with cotton. The boll weevil invasion and the worldwide collapse of cotton prices in the 1920s and 1930s undermined the economy and the county and city never recovered. Cotton gins began to close. Light industry, mostly distribution facilities and factories that made parts replaced them. The Second World War did not bring much prosperity to the town. The rise of Memphis as an industrial center kept most industry away. The growth of Memphis and Birmingham diminished the town’s importance too, especially as a railway center of
North Mississippi. In fact, the primary mode of transportation of cotton was still the
mule-pulled wagon. The majority of the cotton was picked by blacks who were dependent
on agriculture, whereas most whites lived and worked in the city.

The Geography of Holly Springs

The city lies about thirty miles southeast of Memphis, thirty miles east of
Senatobia, thirty miles north from Oxford, about fifteen miles north of the Lafayette
County border, and twenty miles east from DeSoto County. It is the county seat of
Marshall County, the largest county in Mississippi and one reason there was a need for a
large number of schools in the sparsely populated county school system. Apart from
Holly Springs, there is only one other town of any size, Byhalia, and two villages,
Chulahona and Potts Camp. The main business of the county was cotton, and
sharecropping was the main labor.

The square of Holly Springs differs from other towns of similar size in the area
because it is intersected by five streets instead of the usual four.¹ The courthouse rebuilt
in 1870 after it was accidentally set on fire by the federal troops during the occupation of
the city streets in the center divides the town into four blocks. The major street, Memphis
Street (Highway 7), lies west of the courthouse and runs north-south between Rust
College and Mississippi Industrial College (MI) as it heads north toward the black area of
the old town. Memphis Street intersects Rust Ave, where Rust College is located. As the
street runs south it heads into the oldest part of the city where the antebellum homes are

¹For a map of the city, see Appendix Two.
located. It crosses several streets where the founders of the city established their residences. If the town was to be divided racially, the section south of the square was inhabited by whites, and the sections west and north of the square were inhabited by blacks. Thus, as will be discussed later, the perceived fear of integration was the crossing over of physical boundaries. Market Street lies to the east of the courthouse and is the other north-south street. It runs from Hillcrest Cemetery, the main cemetery in town, north toward Falconer Avenue, and into Brittenum Funeral Home, one of the few black-owned businesses that still remain in operation.

Van Dorn Avenue, named after Confederate General Earl Van Dorn, is the major east-west street, and runs south of the courthouse. It begins at Craft Street (Highway 7) on the west, heads east toward the railroad depot, once the center of business in Holly Springs. College Avenue, north of the courthouse, is the other east-west street. It runs west toward the outskirts of town and east toward the railroad tracks. The fifth street, Center Street, crosses the square in the middle, and begins from the new industrial park in the south toward the courthouse, where it picks up again on the north (front) of the courthouse towards Park Avenue, the main residential street for Blacks in Holly Springs. Park is an avenue with deep, multiple dips as it continues east toward Holly High School, where black children lived behind the school they could not attend. Then heads west toward Boundary Street, at the bottom of a hill. Boundary Street in the west of town is home to many of the city’s blacks and is where the water runoff from the city ends as it is deposited in several canals. During the Civil Rights Movement, protest marches either began on Memphis Street, at Rust College, and moved south toward the Courthouse, or
as most did, beginning in Astbury Church on West College Avenue, and moving east toward the Courthouse.

Holly Springs, 1950 - 1970

During the Civil Rights Movement, the demographics of the town intersected with its geography. In the 1950s, the town and the county were about 70 percent black and 30 percent white. The town had 12,605 potential voters listed in the voter registration records of Marshall County in 1956. Out of these, about 3,600 were whites. The county clerk had 3,214 registered voters, of whom three were listed as “Colored.” Politically inactive, the Black population was extremely poor as well. Table 3.1 below serves to show the level of poverty in the segregated states of the South, Mississippi, and Marshall County.

Table 3.1

Median Family Income, 1956 (in dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Median (family of 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County</td>
<td>$580.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>$1,198.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Segregated States</td>
<td>$2,122.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>$3,073.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The county's population density was also critical. The total area of the county was 693 square miles with nine Whites per square mile as opposed to 23 Blacks in 1956. The city of Holly Springs experienced tremendous growth between 1950 and 1960, increasing from 3,276 residents to 5,621 residents. The growth resulted from both the number of
whites and blacks moving from the county for factory work. Between 1960 and 1970, the population in Holly Springs only grew by 107 to a total of 5,728. In 1999, the city contains about 7,261 inhabitants. Most of that growth involved blacks migrating to the city in the 1970s and 1980s as a result of the collapse of agriculture in the county.

The demographic change in the county is more striking than in Holly Springs. Marshall County borders Tennessee and Memphis. Many black residents abandoned Marshall for Memphis factories. The increase in both the white male population, from 3,629 in 1950 to 4,462 in 1970, and the white female population, from 3,745 in 1950 to 4,639 in 1970, compensated for the departure of blacks, whose male population decreased from 8,720 in 1950 to 7,153 in 1970, and the black female population, which had the largest decrease, from 9,012 in 1950 to 7,738 in 1970. The county population remained fairly stable, increasing from 25,106 in 1950, to 25,503 in 1960, and decreasing to 24,027 in 1970. The population decrease shows the slow migration of Blacks leaving the county for a growing Memphis after the Second World War. The county was also extremely rural, although it became more urbanized by 1970, coinciding with the decline of cotton and the rise of poverty in the city of Holly Springs.

In 1950, the urban population, which according to the U.S. Census only included Holly Springs, was 3,276. By 1970 it rose to 5,728. That increase equals the decrease of the rural population from 21,830 in 1950 to 18,299 in 1970. The figures demonstrate the county’s stability. Also, most of the residents of the county lived in the county their entire lives. In Marshall County and Holly Springs, women outnumbered men. For
example, for the white population, females outnumbered males by 414. Blacks also outnumbered whites in Holly Springs by 1,090 by 1970.

The employment population of Marshall County also changed between 1950 and 1970. Below, Table 3.2 shows employment for persons over the age of fourteen, the minimum age before a student could leave school in Mississippi. The tables show that males were three times as likely to be employed as females. Also, because of Rust College and Mississippi Industrial College, and the local tradition of the male taking over the family business, there were fewer males than females in school over the age of fourteen.

Table 3.2

Employment, Ages 14 and above, Marshall County, 1960 Census.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population 14 &amp; over</td>
<td>7197</td>
<td>7754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>4904</td>
<td>1865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>1187</td>
<td>1367</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 3.3 illustrates, the difference was quite remarkable for the white population of the county. Black females outnumbered males by 343, and like the county population in Table 3.2, black males were three times more likely to be employed than females. Black females were, like their white counterparts, more likely to attend school, because with Rust and MI College, they had a place close to home that their parents could afford.
Table 3.3


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population 14 &amp; over</td>
<td>4764</td>
<td>5107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>3066</td>
<td>1033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>1147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in School</td>
<td>1698</td>
<td>2917</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference in the economic power of the county can be seen in the tables below, which examine selected professions of the white and nonwhite population. Table 3.4 shows selected occupations for all males in Marshall County, while the second table depicts nonwhite males. Each table lists the top occupations for each group. The areas blocked out correspond to professions that were not yet classified, or that were not top occupations during one census but then became top occupations during another census. For example, manufacturing became important after the 1960 census with the desegregation of local factories and new investment in Holly Springs.

Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show that blacks suffered from unemployment throughout the county after 1950. The largest employment sector was agriculture, although the number of farms and workers decreased. There are several reasons for that decrease. First, although 80 percent of the population was rural, very few people owned land. The jobs in the cities paid better wages and were easier. Second, there was a sharp decline in farming in the area. In 1970, the county clerk lists 300 operating farms, down from 1,540 in the 1960 Census. The figure for 1970 was 10 percent of the total number of operating
farms in the 1950 Census. Third, farming was overtaken by manufacturing as the largest occupation for all males in the county by 1970.

Table 3.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>1950</th>
<th>1960</th>
<th>1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males Employed</td>
<td>6330</td>
<td>4763</td>
<td>58.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>3552</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm Labor</td>
<td>1096</td>
<td>1029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Collar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>1950</th>
<th>1960</th>
<th>1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males Employed</td>
<td>4202</td>
<td>2797</td>
<td>3166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>2745</td>
<td>1186</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm Labor</td>
<td></td>
<td>737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

43.9 percent of the workforce in 1970 was below the national poverty level, while 5 percent made over $15,000 a year. The percentages are out of a total of 7,197 males in Marshall County.

Census did not distinguish between farmers and farm labor.
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show that a high percentage of the farmers in the county were black. That number began to decrease as blacks moved into construction, machine operators, and food preparation and distribution. The two black colleges, Rust College and MI College, contribute to teaching as a significant sector of employment for black males. Another interesting aspect of the employment statistics of the area is the decline in blacks being employed between 1950 and 1960. One reason for this is the transition in Marshall County from farming to manufacturing, and a decline in black-owned enterprises, which exclusively employed blacks. This decline in black-owned businesses will be discussed in chapters five and six. To compare, Table 3.6 below shows the employment by occupations of nonwhite females. Unlike black males, the majority of their work is in service industries, although many listed their work as professional, or as maids.

Table 3.6


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>1950</th>
<th>1960</th>
<th>1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Females Employed</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>971</td>
<td>1023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maids</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service/Outside Home</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional/Technological</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td></td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The employment data above does not give a complete picture of segregation in the area. Racial segregation patterns in schooling are also very important, in establishing a complete picture. Table 3.7 below shows the statistics for schooling for both whites and
nonwhites from the 1960 U.S. Census. There are several interesting aspects. For
example, Marshall County’s average for median school years attended for blacks and
whites is equal to the state average. Second, the number of blacks with a four years of
college is the highest for any county in state, especially one with over 50 percent black
population. Third, the number of whites who completed four years of high school is quite
high. It is interesting that of all the whites that began high school, only thirteen percent
dropped out, while only one third of all blacks that began high school finished. It is
significant that in regard to the education of Marshall County’s Blacks, that after the first
six years of schooling, the number of blacks who have more education is much less
because of the high dropout rate. For example, only 80 blacks completed four years of
high school, while there are 2,825 completing one and four years of school. The Census
of 1960 also demonstrates the discrimination that kept blacks out of school, such as
forcing the children to work and helping their sharecropper parents make ends meet, and
the widespread poverty that forced many to leave school. In fact, as late as 1950, the
county schools ran on two schedules, one for blacks that closed schools for cotton picking
season each fall, and one for whites that kept the schools open. Even after that was
rectified, teachers complained about their students not coming to schools during that
picking season.
Table 3.7

School Years of Population, Marshall County, 1960 Census.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grades completed</th>
<th>Nonwhite</th>
<th>Whites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No School</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4 years</td>
<td>2825</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6 years</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School 1 - 3 years</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School 4 years</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College 4 years</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended school 25 and over</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Years in School (Marshall)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Years in School (Mississippi)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 3.8 and 3.9 below help to clarify the difference in educational attainment between the races in Marshall County. The 1960 Census shows that the only four blacks enrolled in Kindergarten were attending the segregated Catholic school, St. Mary.

Second, of the ninety-four students in private high schools in 1960, ninety were black. This would drastically change after 1968, when the Anthony, et al. v. Marshall County Board of Education, et al. (409 F.2d 1286, 1969) case pushed school desegregation. That case will be discussed, and the issue of school desegregation is the subject of chapters nine and ten. Blacks only comprised 20 of the 234 students enrolled in private schools in
grades one through eight. Third, because of Rust College and Mississippi Industrial College, blacks accounted for 756 of the 776 students enrolled in college in Holly Springs.

Table 3.8

**White School Population, Marshall County, 1960 Census.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>County Enrollment</th>
<th>Public</th>
<th>Private</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary (1 - 8)</td>
<td>5950</td>
<td>5720</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School (9 - 12)</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>1071</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>776</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Population Enrolled, Ages 5 - 34</td>
<td>7912</td>
<td>6808</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9

**Nonwhite Population, School Enrollment, Marshall County, 1960 Census**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>County Enrollment</th>
<th>Public</th>
<th>Private</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary (1 - 8)</td>
<td>4634</td>
<td>4414</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School (9 - 12)</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Population Enrolled, Ages 5 - 34</td>
<td>6175</td>
<td>5109</td>
<td>866</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.10 below, from the 1960 U.S. Census, also shows that the years in school of residents in Marshall in the 1960s was low, even for the state. For example, the white population in the county had an average educational attainment of 9.2 years, as compared
to the state average of 9.9 years. For blacks, the average was almost five years less of schooling in the county (5.2 years) as well as the state (5.1 years). That is not seen in the table below because once the two races' years in school is averaged by gender, the average rises because females in the county average one more full year of schooling than males. The average years of education in the county is the required minimum eight years of schooling rather than a high school diploma.

Table 3.10

Average years in School by Sex, Marshall County, 1960 Census

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Total over 25 years</th>
<th>Median Years in School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4905</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>5372</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By 1970, a big change occurred. The opening of schools like the University of Mississippi and Memphis State allowed blacks to depart from the confines of both MI College and Rust College. As tables 3.11 and 3.12 show below, there are 233 less students enrolled in college in 1970 than there are in 1960, from 756 to 523. In the 1960 census 110 Blacks studied in private schools out of a total of 328 who attend the private schools. In 1970, over 1,100 students enrolled in private schools of which the majority are white. Second, the majority of the individuals enrolled in kindergarten, public and private, are black, 369 out of 431, while the majority of whites are enrolled in private kindergartens. The nursery program, part of Head Start, is only utilized by blacks, because most whites did not qualify for the program. There are only ten students enrolled
in nursery programs in private schools, and those are at CADET, the Catholic private school, which is attended by only blacks. Also of note, the number of blacks in high schools increased, from 691 in 1960 to 1486 in 1970, as a result of the changes in compulsory attendance rules established in the State, while the numbers remained relatively the same.

Tables 3.11 and 3.12 also demonstrate the changes that occurred in the county as a result of the change in the segregation law, and the emphasis on school attendance. Whereas, whites' median years in school in 1970 were identical to 1960, the county average increased because the number of years in school increased for blacks from five years to seven years. This change is a result of desegregation in 1970. First, in the late 1960s, raising the mandatory age of school attendance to grade eight or 16 years of age benefitted blacks, who tended to leave school early, and money was funneled into black schools to hire more teachers. And second, the intervention by the federal government into the schools after 1968, especially during the early stages of desegregation, through summer programs, teacher workshops, Titles I through VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) kept segregation practices in check until the schools were fully desegregated in 1970 because of the danger to the white order of federal lawsuits and the loss of federal money.
Table 3.11


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>County Enrollment</th>
<th>Public</th>
<th>Private</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Nonwhite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursery</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindergarten</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary (1-8)</td>
<td>5430</td>
<td>4684</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>1436</td>
<td>3992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School (9-12)</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>1748</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>1486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Population Enrolled, Ages 3-34</td>
<td>8493</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2064</td>
<td>6429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.12

Average years in School by Sex, Marshall County, 1970 Census.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>High School Graduate</th>
<th>Median Years in School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Males</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Females</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonwhite Male</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonwhite Female</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER IV

CIVIL RIGHTS: A COMMUNITY IN TRANSITION, 1960 - 1964

The Civil Rights Movement in Marshall County began politely enough in a letter writing campaign intended to issues of a loyalty oath and membership in the NAACP. After this first flurry, there was little involvement in the Movement among the local blacks until 1963. The only moment of conflict came after an attempt to integrate the local swimming pool, which led to it being filled with dirt. The two most visible black institutions, Mississippi Industrial College (MI) and Rust College played minor roles in the Movement. MI specifically rejected activism, while Rust became involved to the point of allowing civil rights workers to use their facilities. Rust also provided a safe place for school teachers like Eddie Lee Smith who were fired as teachers because of their involvement with the movement.

In 1963, a local black leadership emerged to threaten local whites with action. Whites felt especially vulnerable over the “Annual Pilgrimage of Antebellum Homes,” held in April; they feared a protest or a boycott of the city during the festival. The annual event was a celebration of the white history of the town. The realization that blacks would protest led to an awakening among Whites. At this time, Rust College moved to the forefront of the Movement by providing institutional support to the local black leadership. It provided, for example, a place for the civil rights workers to conduct their business. The local awakening was relatively free as national civil rights organizations were not organized enough to dictate to the locals how to conduct themselves. Also, the reliance
on local generosity led many national leaders to follow the local leadership. The relative freedom was short-lived. In 1964, with the Civil Rights Act looming, the federal government stepped up its effort in the Civil Rights Movement. The local leadership had created a hierarchy based on the model it had survived under during segregation. That hierarchy collapsed because the federal government favored young, outsider leadership. Also, with the entrance of the federal government into the battle for Civil Rights, the local whites became more involved as they too had to respond to the federal government. The appearance of the State Sovereignty Commission became more prevalent as a response to the rise in civil rights activity. The federal laws also became more prevalent in the language of the Movement.

The year of 1964 is crucial as it marks the beginning and end of the local and independent Civil Rights Movement in Holly Springs. The local Movement placed all its efforts into a year-long boycott. During the year the local movement marked its genesis and its end, with much conflict between its members and the national membership and local workers. Finally, the year saw the start of a corporation, Zinj Enterprises, set up by local blacks for blacks. Zinj will be discussed in the next chapter about the year-long boycott. This organization became a bank that lent money to local blacks who joined in the boycott. The bank also gave financial support to businesses that abided by the boycott. Whites were wary of this kind of organization because of their lack of control in its decisions.
The first sign of a local Civil Rights Movement appeared in 1960 when the Sovereignty Commission reported a letter writing campaign against local businesses in Marshall County. After receiving an order from Sovereignty Commission Director Albert Jones to investigate a complaint from Holly Springs, Mississippi, Tom Scarbrough, Head Investigator for the Sovereignty Commission in North Mississippi, reported on September 15, 1960, "concerning someone writing quite a number of threatening letters to business houses in Holly Springs threatening to boycott their places of business on the 24th of September unless Negroes were permitted to vote and unless all Negro school teachers, whom the Board of Education saw fit not to re-contract with for the year 1960-61, were-re-hired" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-36-2-1-1). The letters had been addressed to Sheriff Sol Cox; Chief Office Deputy Sheriff, Mr. B. L. Moore; Chief of Police, Harold Bryant; the Mayor, Mr. Jim Buchanan; the Superintendent of Education, Mr. H. B. Appleton, and Senator George Yarbrough. The report described how the Holly Springs Chief of Police and Scarbrough picked up fifteen of these letters, "which by no means represented all of the letters written to various people. We could have collected more, but since all the letters which we collected followed the same line, we felt it unnecessary to do so" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-36-2-1-1).

Most of the letters were written to local businesses and asked them to pressure Superintendent of Education H. B. Appleton to rehire the school teachers whose contracts were not renewed by the County School Board. The letters advised white businesses to complain about the treatment of Blacks, as they were the ones who voted for Appleton,
as they (the Negroes) were denied the right to vote" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-36-2-1-1). The writers of the letters accused Superintendent Appleton of "being another [Fidel] Castro, and using Castro tactics on teachers whose relatives had attended Civil Rights meetings by not hiring them for another school year" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-36-2-1-1). The use of Castro is interesting. The city had just become a home to four Cuban families who came to Holly Springs after the Cuban Revolution in 1959. Agustin Martin, one of the patriarchs, was a frequent speaker during the decade at the Garden Club, Holly High, Lions Club, Rotary Club, and Rust College, where he spoke of the tactics used by Castro in Cuba in order to come to power. The men taught Spanish and science at Holly High and Rust College (Rust College Catalogues and Yearbooks, 1960 - 1969).

The letters were printed and some of them were signed in print by “fictitious names (no such persons by the names signed to the letters could be found in Marshall County).” The letters were addressed in long hand in “a disguised manner in order to hide the identity of the writer” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-36-2-1-1). As one letter explained:

We as Negroes are asking you to please help us. We are asking all merchants or business people. Since we trade with you all. Will you please see that Supt. Appleton rehires all Negro teachers that he has dismissed because relatives attended a civil right meeting.

We want merchants to put pressure on Supt. Appleton since you all voted for him. No Negro with a college education has been able to qualify
and vote. We trade with you. We want you all to see that teachers are rehired and Negroes can vote. If teachers are rehired for next session and we can register and vote, same as white, we are not for boycott (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-36-1-1-1).

Scarborough asked Superintendent Appleton to furnish a list of all teachers who were not rehired by the school board, “thinking that, perhaps, the writer of the ominous letters was in all probability a former teacher” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-36-2-1-1). Scarborough believed that out of the few teachers who had not been employed, “a Negro by the name of Joseph H. Ford stood out as the most likely suspect of having written the letter. I obtained a specimen of Ford's handwriting, and in comparing the known specimen of his writing to certain letters appearing on the face of the envelope, there was a striking resemblance” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-36-2-1-1). The report had enclosed personal checks from Joseph Ford, who later became the first principal of the desegregated Holly High, a position he held for twenty years until his retirement in 1990. The investigator concluded that it might be that only one person was involved in writing all the letters to the various people in Holly Springs. The Sheriff’s office told Scarborough that they believed that whoever the “writer of these ominous letters was, he had no support among the Negroes in and around Holly Springs” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-36-2-1-1). The letters threatened a boycott, which did not take place as scheduled on the twenty-fourth of September. Another letter spoke to these issues:

Negroes died in foreign countries so people can be free. Yet he can’t hold a meeting or vote in Holly Springs. Castro tactics. We as
Negroes will call a boycott for every store, theater, Sept. 24th, Saturday, for all Negroes in Marshall County backed by a student body of 800.

If you all fail to help us, we will call for a boycott of every store but Piggly Wiggly. We are not for integration. We wish Holly Springs Police would crack down on integration so our respectable women can walk the street without being molested by white race.

If teachers are rehired, please notify Homer Byers, Head of School.

Where teachers were fired (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-36-1-1-1).

Scarborough continued to examine Ford, and on September 24 he asked Superintendent Appleton to provide his department with more "specimens of Joseph H. Ford ['s] handwriting in order to make further study as to whether or not Ford is the author of writing all of these threatening letters." After receiving the samples, and sending some to the FBI in Memphis, Scarbrough concluded that Ford wrote those letters.

Nothing came of the situation, however, and Ford began working in nearby Benton County the next school year. In fact, the leadership of the county believed that the "writer of these letters has no support among the Negroes of that section, to let the matter rest for the present time and wait for further development."

On September 6, 1960, Tom Scarbrough, on orders from Director Albert Jones, returned to Holly Springs to inquire about "subversive and NAACP activities in several northeast Mississippi counties" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-14-1-1-1). After contacting the elected officials in the county, including Senator George Yarbrough and State Representative Flick Ash, Scarbrough proceeded to the Sheriff's office where he
used Senator George Yarbrough’s list of all known NAACP members of Marshall County. Sheriff Cox stated that he had no knowledge of any NAACP meetings going on in the county (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-14-1-1-1). Neither the Chancery Clerk, Roger Wood, nor the Tax Assessor, Annie DeBerry, were able to give Scarbrough any information about meetings.

At this juncture, the State Sovereignty Commission became more visible in the politics of the city: Senator Yarbrough brought the Sovereignty Commission into the county and city because he feared an uprising by Blacks. Holly Springs had two important parts, both civil and social, for conducting a campaign to end segregation. First, there were the active members of civil rights organizations, and second, a black college (Rust) that supported the Movement. The Superintendent of Education, H. B. Appleton, stated that “he felt his school teachers were doing a good job and were pleased with their present set up which the State had provided for them and that it was his policy to dispose of any teacher suspected of engaging in any type of agitation for the mixing of the races” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-14-1-1-1). Senator Yarbrough had just bought the local newspaper, the South Reporter, and told Scarbrough that the “State Sovereignty Commission could do much good by investigating several subjects in Marshall County.” Scarbrough reported that he “felt that one of our investigators should return to Marshall County and check out the subjects whom he would recommend having checked” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-14-1-1-1). Yarbrough was apprehensive about the influence of the two black colleges on the Movement, and he believed that “quite a few [N]egroes whom he considered NAACP members” were presently at the colleges but did
not provide any names to add to the list he filed with the State Sovereignty Commission (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-14-1-1-1). Scarbrough assured the Senator that he would return to Marshall County during the week, and because of its important location make as many trips as were needed to ensure that there was no trouble in the county.

Scarbrough left copies of state and federal laws that could be used in stopping demonstrations, registrations, or any other “subversive” activities by Blacks. After visiting the Circuit Clerk’s office, he wrote down the names of the twenty-eight registered black voters in the county, and was told by the county clerk that “no Negroes had made application recently with him for registration to vote.” Apparently, most of the twenty-eight had been registered for quite some time. The Clerk also denied that there was any NAACP activities in Marshall County.

Marshall County was extremely quiet after the letter writing campaign in 1960. After some activity during the Civil Rights Movement, some of which was inspired by the sit-ins in Greensboro in 1960, and desegregation in New Kent County, Virginia, local Blacks backed away from the Civil Rights Movement. Without much civil disobedience, the county witnessed a few meetings whose attendance was public knowledge and no one made a secret of their affiliation with the NAACP. In 1961, the Commission received a list of the membership in Marshall and Benton Counties that “we know of that belong to the Regional Council of Negro Leadership, which is a branch of the NAACP and are organized to complain to the Civil Rights Commission in Washington- reference Negro voting in Mississippi” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-46-1-1-1). The list included some prominent blacks in both counties, including the President of the Marshall County chapter,
S.T. Nero; Henry Reeves, president of the Benton County chapter; J.F. Brittenum, prominent businessman and owner of a funeral home; Civil Rights leader and cousin of Skip Robinson, Johnnie Walker; and the teacher accused of writing the letters in 1960, Joseph Ford.

On April 25, 1961, Sovereignty Commission Director Albert Jones expressed concern about meetings in the county and ordered that the owners of all cars "parked near building where NAACP meeting was being held" be investigated (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-43-1-1-1). The case was assigned to Tom Scarbrough, who was told to do background checks on a number of people and to verify if there would be planned demonstrations in Holly Springs on March 27, 28, and 29, 1961, during the Spring Tour of Antebellum Homes.

The fear of a demonstration prompted a full investigation on demonstrations by blacks on April 26 and 27, 1961. Scarbrough arrived in town on the night of April 25, 1961. He contacted Mayor Buchanan, who told him about rumors that "there were possibilities of a Negro demonstration in Holly Springs on April 27, 28 or 29, which was the beginning of their annual pilgrimage of pre-civil war homes in Holly Springs." The mayor said "he had heard that students from the two Negro colleges located in Holly Springs, most likely would be the demonstrators" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-46-1-1-1). The next day, Mayor Buchanan told Scarbrough that "the Catholic Priest in Holly Springs said to his secretary the day before that there might be a demonstration during the pilgrimage by the Negroes in Holly Springs" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1).
The Mayor “felt that the Priest intended for his secretary to leak the information given to them in confidence” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1).

There was mistrust of the Catholic school in Holly Springs. The information was received through the priest’s secretary at St. Mary’s, the all-black Catholic school and church, located across the street from the all-white school, St. Joseph’s. The secretary and “his [Mayor Buchanan’s] mother were very good friends and that the secretary for the Priest had told his mother what the Priest told her, and both his mother and the secretary thought the Priest intended for the report to be known or else he would not have told his secretary” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). Buchanan wanted to avoid any demonstrations or boycotts as long as he was mayor. He had white support but was never as popular as the man that followed him, Sam Coopwood, who dealt more aggressively with the different power relations in Holly Springs. Acting on the information from Mayor Buchanan, Scarbrough met with all the city police officers to discuss steps to take in the event of a demonstration. Scarbrough returned the next day and helped the officers on patrol during the annual pilgrimage of homes. He returned on the 27 and 28 of April but no demonstration occurred.

At this time, Scarbrough witnessed an event that revealed injustice and simultaneously demonstrates the politeness of race relations in Holly Springs. His interest in the case led Scarbrough to record the opinion of the defending attorney of two brothers named Smith who had been accused of breaking a $95 window. Scarbrough interviewed their attorney, a Mr. Farrease, who told Scarbrough that “he felt a Negro could get justice in Marshall County,” because “to his knowledge he had defended more Negroes in
Marshall County from murder on down, than any living lawyer, and to his knowledge, a Negro is much easier to defend than a white man" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-74-1-1-1). Asked about whether the "Sheriff's department was humane in the treatment of Negroes," Farrease responded that "he had never been extended more courtesy by officials in his life" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-74-1-1-1). He went so far as to say that "he did not consider the bond a good bond the Sheriff approved to release the Smith brothers on. . . . He thought Marshall County officers were as kind and considerate to Negroes and everyone as could be found anywhere" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-74-1-1-1). The case was representative of the white attitude toward blacks. Even without evidence, they were being tried. Scarbrough pointed out in his report that any white tried with that little evidence would be found innocent and dismissed. Instead, the city went along with the proceedings as if the two men had committed murder. Their lives depended on the outcome of the trial.

Holly Springs lacked the violence of Grenada and Hattiesburg (Cobb, 1992; Dittmer, 1995; Bartley, 1995). There were some isolated instances of wrongful searches, traffic tickets, arrests, and some rough conduct with blacks, but Marshall County witnessed no murders. Much of this had to do with the class divisions in the county. Many of the whites lived in the city and belonged to the upper class. There was a small middle class, and a small rural poor population. As far as the black community, it was composed of many middle class, college educated blacks, who worked in mostly service positions, especially teaching. Banks were the mechanism for controlling blacks, as they owned black's mortgages.
A second issue of concern to blacks was schooling. Along with economic control, the white leadership also used the schools as a mechanism to control the Civil Rights Movement. Schools funds were increased when there were signs of dissatisfaction, or when there was a call for integration. Section Three will discuss how the movement to desegregate schools was controlled through the funding of segregated schools. According to the Brown II decision (1955), school facilities had to be equal, and schools had to be moving toward desegregation. In order to avoid lawsuits, Holly Springs and Marshall County built the Rosenwald School facility, comprised of three schools for blacks, comprised of three schools after the original black school had burned in 1955.

Marshall County had five black public schools: Rosenwald School (WT Sims High School and Frazier Grammar school) in the city; Henry High School, Sand Flat, Mary Reed Grammar School, and Delina in the county, two of which taught children from the first grade through the twelfth grade, and the three others from the first grade through the eighth grade. Even though four of the schools were relatively new, costing the State of Mississippi and Marshall County $924,000, texts and other instructional materials were nonexistent, and the classrooms were extremely overcrowded. The student to teacher ratio in the white schools was 19:1; black schools’ ratio was 38:1. As chapters seven, eight, nine, and ten will illustrate, white schools received twice the amount of money for classroom materials as did the black schools, including teacher salaries, extracurricular activities, and materials.

Although all public schools in Mississippi were furnished with free textbooks for each child, these first went to the county office, which distributed them to the white
schools first. What was left went to the black schools, and most of the time black schools received secondhand books. The Superintendent said that since black schools had more students they had to buy secondhand textbooks in order to stretch the money. Although the schools looked equal in terms of spending per student, that was far from the truth. As with textbooks, equipment went first to the white school at the expense of critical materials for the black schools. Superintendent Appleton stated that to his knowledge “there are no classrooms overcrowded or any of his teachers overloaded with pupils or a shortage of text books in any public school in Marshall County” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-74-1-1-1).

Another concern of the Sovereignty Commission lay in the loyalty oath of local teachers. Scarbrough also visited Norman B. McKenzie, Superintendent of the Holly Springs Separate School District, to advise all teachers, both white and black, that they are required to sign the loyalty oath, “as required by law and to make a sworn statement listing the organizations to which they now belong and those which they have belonged to in the past five years” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-61-1-1-1). The Sovereignty Commission was aware that it was teachers who were heading the Civil Rights Movements. In Marshall County, the black leadership came from the ranks of local teachers, including Eddie Smith and Henry Boyd, Jr. Scarbrough also visited the County Superintendent of Education but was not able to see him. Instead, the assistant gave him a list of the names of the teachers, who are under the supervision of Appleton, “to sign the loyalty oath and also make a sworn affidavit listing the organizations to which they belong or have belonged to for the past five years” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-61-1-1-1).
Apart from schools, two other issues concerned the white leadership, blacks registering to vote and freedom schools. Voter registration took precedent over freedom schools. On March 29, 1962, Sovereignty Commission Director Albert Jones sent Scarbrough to Holly Springs to determine if "Negroes were accelerating their efforts more than usual in paying their poll tax and registering to vote." He also visited Hill-Burton Hospital to warn administrators of the "possibility of their institution being checked by Civil Rights Investigators" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-61-1-1-1). The issue of voter registration had always been part of the local movement. This particular visit was important because more persons were registering to vote. Also, the hospital was being investigated by the federal government because of its segregation practices. On April 6, 1962, Scarbrough contacted C. L. Riggin, Administrator for the North Mississippi Hospital, in Holly Springs to advise him of civil rights investigators with the Justice Department investigating the hospital. Riggin told Scarbrough that he would get in touch with the Sovereignty Commission "if and when any government investigator showed up checking his hospital" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-61-1-1-1).

Scarbrough also visited Sheriff Cox to verify that "no noticeable number of Negroes paid their poll tax or tried to for 1961" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-61-1-1-1). The poll tax was an effective tool in Marshall County, as it was in the South, to keep blacks from voting (Key, 1941; Woodward, 1974). Those who could afford to pay the tax could not afford to risk their position because they relied on the white minority for employment in places such as the schools. The majority of the registrations to vote were from teachers at Rust College. Many of the teachers were not registered at all. Even if
they did not depend on whites for employment, home-owning were beholden to banks who held their mortgage and at any time could cancel loans or raise interest rates. Even if the banks would not have gone through with the threat, many blacks were not willing to risk their property. The majority of blacks could not afford to pay the poll tax, and did not dare register and risk their seasonal employment so important to their survival.

By 1963 things were changing. Black voter registration began to rise. In early 1964, Tom Scarbrough witnessed a carload of blacks in the county clerk’s office to register to vote (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-67-1-1-1). L.A. McLemore had brought the group to the courthouse. McLemore, a student at Rust College, claimed that “he was only furnishing the transportation for the Negroes who were aspiring to register because they did not have an automobile in which to come to the Circuit Clerk's Office” (Sovereignty Commission (2-20-1-67-1-1-1). McLemore illustrates the new activity brewing among blacks in Marshall County. He drove four car loads of blacks to register at the clerk’s office. The event was very orderly, and without incident. The sheriff’s department and the local police were well aware of the situation but did not act.

McLemore was not the only person who brought blacks to register to vote at the clerk's office. The sheriff’s office reported that a Mrs. S.T. Nero, an instructor at Rust College, also brought several blacks to the Clerk's Office, as did a Reverend Broomfield.

Rust College helped focus this new activity. According to Scarbrough, the school had been a hot bed for “racial agitators to come in and go out for several years” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-67-1-1-1). The leadership of the college favored integration and supported the Civil Rights Movement by providing houses for civil Rights
organizations and employment for Blacks who lost jobs because of their politics. Rust also hired white faculty, while MI College, the other black college across the street, had no white employees. Indeed MI President Ed Rankin boasted of his school’s conservatism; “M. I. students have never given any trouble and when one is involved in any kind of brush with the law, he is immediately expelled from M. I. College.” To prove his point, President Rankin wrote Scarbrough, explaining that he told all “all students attending [that] M. I. is interested only in giving them the opportunity to gain an education for themselves, thereby better qualifying them for their future places in life” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-67-1-1-1). Whereas MI and its president repudiated any student who did not comply with the school’s rules and regulations including segregation laws, Rust paid fines for students accused of breaking segregation laws or being an “agitator.” This distressed Scarbrough, who believed that “if the white Methodists of this state, who are supporting this institution, knew these facts they would certainly no longer make contributions for the support of Rust College” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-67-1-1-1).

Like Rust, the local chapter of the NAACP grew in importance in the year. It engaged the sovereignty commission’s interest, in particular. The local NAACP planned a demonstration in 1963 along with a voter registration drive at Asbury Church, the black Methodist church. The Sovereignty Commission wrote down the auto tag numbers to match them with those taken a year earlier at the first NAACP meeting in Marshall County (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-67-1-1-1). One of the cars that interested the Investigator belonged to Robert P. Moses of Marshall County. Robert “Bob” Moses arrived in Holly Springs after registering blacks in McComb, Mississippi. Moses had been
badly beaten because of his efforts in the Delta (Carson, 1981). He focused on voter registration more than on integration (Carson, 1981, p. 46 - 54). In Holly Springs he visited a local black who was beaten by local police. He demanded to see the patient, who was being treated and “was in custody of the Holly Springs police. It was necessary to call the police in order to get them away from the hospital” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-67-1-1-1). The visit alerted the authorities because it involved the presence of an organized Civil Rights Movement. The visit by Moses set blacks to publicly question segregation and join the NAACP or the more radical SCLC or SNCC.

On the surface, Holly Springs appeared a black powder keg to the white regime. Scarbrough believed that Holly Springs was one of the most “explosive spots in Mississippi for racial trouble due to the fact that Rust College is located there and has as instructors or teachers a number of racial agitators” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-67-1-1-1). The concentration of Blacks spelled danger too. Marshall County was about 70 percent black, but more important, unlike its Delta counterparts, which were 80 and 90 percent black, Marshall blacks had a leadership base centered at Rust. At Rust, participants had a place that would provide support, both financial and psychological. Along with the excitement of new legislation in Washington, D.C., blacks in Holly Springs began to be active in registering to vote. The belief among local whites was that the situation would disappear, and that blacks would forget about integration. On March 5, 1964, Director Johnson of the State Sovereignty Commission thanked Senator James O. Eastland for obtaining copies of the petitions signed by Rust students and staff asking the Senator for his support of the Civil Rights Bill (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-
1) W. V. Blaylock, director of the auxiliary police of Holly Springs, and Sheriff J.M. Flick Ash requested a meeting. On the week of April 17, Scarbrough visited Holly Springs three times to “meet with city and county officials to discuss with them defenses against racial demonstrators and new laws recently enacted by the Legislature which can be applied by officers in making charges against violators” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-74-1-1-1).

The Sovereignty Commission expressed general concerns about civil rights activities. But nothing engaged the white establishment more than the potential of disruptions of the annual Pilgrimage Week. The Pilgrimage itself captures nicely the city’s sense of itself, and hence, the white community’s sense of racial threat. Apart from being a local white celebration, it also brought economic activity to local white-owned business, such as restaurants and shops on the square. Scarbrough responded because of “rumors...going around Holly Springs to the effect that racial agitators would demonstrate in Holly Springs on April 24, which is the beginning of the annual pilgrimage sponsored by the Holly Springs Garden Club” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). In 1961 and 1962, similar threats were made in Holly Springs to demonstrate on the Annual Pilgrimage, but nothing came of it. The festival, which is still popular today, incorporated everything that dealt with Holly Springs’s aristocratic Antebellum past. A royal court presided. A queen, dressed in period clothing; was escorted by a “kin” who wore a Confederate Officer’s uniform. The entire white community participated. The queen was chosen by a talent contest for Holly High girls, conducted in the gym, and judged by the elite members of the community. Each year, a house was chosen as the central meeting...
place where the queen and her escort would greet visitors. According to Scarbrough, "rumors were going around to the effect that a sizeable number of outside agitators, plus Rust College students and local Negroes would assemble out at Rust College and attempt to demonstrate while the parade was in progress and also attempt to visit in the antebellum homes which would be open to the public" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1).

Years later, Eddie Lee Smith and David Caldwell recalled the white hysteria at the fact that blacks in town would dare march on such a sacred day. According to both, watching them worry produced more excitement than demonstrating.

Nothing came of the threats for the boycott, but Scarbrough returned to discuss the local police officers' response should a demonstration occur. He advised them to abide "strictly by orders from those who will be in command at all times during a demonstration" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). He also pointed out that one person should make all of the arrests of the demonstrators. The reason for that, he told the officials, was "so that an entire sheriff's department and police department will not be tied up in court procedures" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). The person making the arrests should also be "a very calm type of person capable of keeping his composure at all times under extreme circumstances" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). He stressed to all the officers that "there should not be any eager beavers in the group ready to bloody some agitator's head, but on the contrary force should never be used except when absolutely necessary, as in all probability any police brutality in this state would go against the future efforts our Senators are putting forth at this time to defeat the vicious so-called civil rights bill now hanging in the balance for passage or defeat in our
United States Senate” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). The same advice was given to all counties in Mississippi. Much of the experience came from the earlier demonstrations in Alabama.

Since Holly Springs had never experienced a disturbance, Scarbrough advised them that if a group of demonstrators should assemble “the police first should advise their leaders that they cannot come in a mass group down the streets and highways for the purpose of demonstrating; that they will be permitted only to come in three’s and four’s, remaining on the sidewalks at all times and not closer than from 75' to 100' apart, and furthermore that they should not be permitted to demonstrate around the courthouse at all” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1).

Further, Scarbrough told the officials that if “out-of-staters and out of the county people” were “in line” with local citizens, they should be pulled out of the line and should be “arrested and carried to the jail, mugged, finger printed and held on a vagrancy charge until their identification can be determined” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). The excuse given to these persons, and anyone else watching the demonstration, was that “such persons could be wanted on criminal charges elsewhere” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1).

Scarbrough’s reference to “outsiders” raises another issue in Holly Springs’ history of black activism. With Congress debating the Civil Rights Act, came a huge upsurge in public and media interest in the South’s racial mores, and with that a huge influx of “outside agitators.” In 1961 Freedom Riders, for example, had instigated a new form of attack on Massive Resistance. For the first time waves of non-Southerners entered the
Civil Rights Movement. The media followed them. Pictures of demonstrators being attacked were broadcast to the entire nation, and provoked outrage everywhere (Marable, 1984, pp. 72 - 3, 81). Aware of the publicity, Scarbrough urged caution. He pointed out that in the course of demonstrations, “which probably will occur in Marshall County this year, mixed groups will be riding around in the city and county together” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). He specified that was not a violation of the law, but if the “officers could stop such groups to determine if they had a title to the automobile in which they were riding and if their other credentials were in order,” it would slow the process (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). Scarbrough also anticipated the events that would take place. He told the officials that the most common event would be “mixed groups trying to integrate white restaurants, motels, etc” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). He advised city and county officials to tell the proprietors of such places to request the intruders to leave their places of business as they do not serve mixed groups or colored, and further if the said groups do not leave that the proprietor should call the sheriff’s department or police department and upon the arrival of the official at the place of business which is being trespassed upon, the proprietor should tell the official in the presence of the agitators that his place of business is not a place for integrated groups or Negroes to be served and request them to leave again (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1).

If this did not cause them to leave, Scarbrough told the officials that the officer should arrest them and charge them with “trespassing and with whatever offense they may
have committed” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-73-1-1-1). Scarbrough also discussed a boycott and what to do in order to resolve the matter. Of all the possible methods of disobedience, the boycott was the most feared, since 70 percent of Marshall was black and they provided the bulk of the business on the square.

The Commission was very astute in handling the Civil Rights Movement. The problem, as Scarbrough observed, was that the local authorities usually let emotions get in the way of the law. He emphasized that the state had recently passed laws which could be used effectively against racial demonstrators and others that had been passed by previous Legislatures concerning integration. Scarbrough gave officials a list of the laws and when and where they were appropriate. The Massive Resistance of Mississippi was more organized than the Civil Rights organizations, but the State had very little control over local officials. The main reason that integration in Holly Springs took so long and went relatively unnoticed was that the white leadership understood the law and used it to its advantage. The leaders rejected violence and force. In Hattiesburg and in Jackson, elementary students were chased and attacked by rowdy white teenagers as white women stood by and cheered (Cobb, 1992; Wolters, 1984). That situation would have been unthinkable in Holly Springs. The well-natured white community of Holly Springs abided by the unwritten rules of Massive Resistance, as well as could have been hoped by the Sovereignty Commission. They used the law before force. They used their social, economic, and political power over the black community, rarely resorting to violence. The Sheriff’s Office took “demonstrators” for talks into the county but never murdered anyone involved in the Movement. The white community did not counteract the
demonstrators with violence, choosing instead to sue and pressure individual blacks with more coercive methods, such as threatening to take away their work.

Despite their preparations, no demonstrations occurred and the 1964 Pilgrimage took place without incident. Still local officials worried about the events at Rust, namely the funding of the North Mississippi headquarters of the Civil Rights Organization Council Of Federated Organizations (COFO) across the street on Rust College property at 200 Rust Avenue. On June 1 and 2, 1964, Scarbrough returned to Marshall County to query Rust President E. A. Smith concerning the college's role in the demonstrations during the summer of 1964. Smith managed to avoid the interview. His secretary stated that "Smith had gone to Memphis, Tennessee, on business" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-76-1-1-1). Smith never perjured himself, he just could not be found, and thus never had to answer questions about his school's involvement in the Civil Rights Movement. Scarbrough talked to only one administrator, Dean Waters, who also sidestepped the issue because "he felt that responsibility was entirely President Smith's," Scarbrough reported (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-76-1-1-1).

The Commission investigator continued to scrutinize the college. The presence of 15 to 20 white students staying at Rust distressed him. "These students, I am sure, will be expected to instruct in the freedom schools which are to be a part of the Mississippi Project this summer" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-1-76-1-1-1). Most of the students had come from Miami University in Ohio to participate in the Mississippi Project, which was an attempt to register blacks to vote. In Holly Springs the Project was headed by SNCC Field agents Frank Smith and Robert Moses. Many of the white college students
were brought in to be instructors for local Blacks taking the literacy test that was needed in the voter registration drive. The local leadership tolerated these whites because of the influence and respect SNCC field secretary Frank Smith, who was from Holly Springs, had in the black and white communities. Because of tradition and Robert Moses, the NAACP was the most influential national civil rights organization in the town, and all the leadership belonged to it. In Holly Springs, civil rights organizations were not influential unless they fit into the town’s Civil Rights Movement hierarchy, which placed local movement before national ones. Holly Springs served as starting point for the Movement in the Delta. Civil Rights workers began arriving from Memphis in 1964. Holly Springs and Rust were safe to train the white workers before sending them into the violent Delta counties.

Mississippi Freedom Summer, in 1964, marked a significant turning point in the Civil Rights campaign in Holly Springs. The “15 to 20" white students from Ohio staying at Rust College were the catalyst in the Movement. The white staff arrived to work at the Freedom Schools that Frank Smith was setting up in the county (Dittmer, 1995). Perhaps more critically, the presence of the “outsiders” galvanized the white community to action, generally against Rust College, more specifically against its president. This campaign took two directions. First was to discredit the outsiders, Rust College, and President Smith, by associating them with racial, sexual, and social deviancy.

Second, in order to discredit Rust, the college and the Civil Rights campaign was associated with Communism. Holly Springs was a typical Southern town, lining up behind the war effort against Communism in Southeast Asia. The literature of both blacks and whites refers to the tactics used by the other group as “Castro-like” or “Iron Curtain.”
This worked with special power among the Whites. On July 23, 1964, Investigator Scarbrough reportedly visited Senator George Yarbrough of Red Banks, owner of the South Reporter who planned a feature story on "known communists who are affiliated with the Mississippi Project and who have been active in Marshall County" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). Scarbrough assisted Yarbrough's campaign. He carried reports which he had "personally made which I felt would aid the editor in his item concerning communist activities in Mississippi and in Marshall County" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). In addition to his own personal investigations, he reported, "I gave him other documented articles concerning known communists, who have been active in what is known as the 'Mississippi Project'" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1).

Rust College teachers and students had furnished a large share of the leadership in the successful boycott in Benton County. The Commission estimated that the boycott by the "Negro school has been 90 percent effective" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-37-1-1-1). In 1965, COFO was also operating five freedom schools in the neighboring Benton County, an extremely rural area. The investigator reported that the Freedom Schools "teach very little out of the regular prescribed text books but spend most of their time teaching Negro history and hate against the white race and rebellion against any authority" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-37-1-1-1). Local whites, however, seemed less worried than the Sovereignty Commission. The local whites believed that the Blacks would not take any drastic action. The perceptions of the locals seemed to be in line with
the process of being polite. No one raised it as an issue. It was not any different than all the other black businesses in town.

The Freedom School in Marshall County met at Holly Springs, in Asbury Chapel, where their slogan was “One Man—one vote!” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-5-1-1-1). Their pamphlets advertised that in order to be a first class citizen, the person must first register to vote. Classes were held at 8 A.M. on how to register and circumvent the newly placed resistance obstacles, such as reading tests. After class, selected citizens would march to the courthouse on the square, about one mile away, and attempt to register. The time and day were significant to the commercial traffic of Holly Springs. On Friday afternoons the square was filled with whites, mainly women and their children who were shopping, as opposed to Saturday, which belonged to the black residents. On Friday afternoon city offices were understaffed and not busy. The activists wanted blacks to register with the newly formed Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party. Prior to the boycott, Robinson sent out letters on behalf of the United League of Marshall County (UL) stating that “We have check[sic] the registration books but we was unable to fine your name. If you have registered, or if you have not, please go by the court house and check the book for your name. Please cooperate with us; we are trying to get all of our people registered to vote” (Rust College Archives). The signed letter was followed by a second notice for a petition signed by Robinson and Henry Boyd stating the power of controlling 70 percent of the vote in Marshall County. The letter read:

In the last election you asked for and received our help, without, which you could not have been elected. We now seek your help in the
interest of the National Democratic Party- the Humphrey-Muskie ticket. We will not support any man who runs for office in the future who votes against us in the election, because we feel that you owe it to yourselves and to Marshall County to maintain the good relations we now have between the races, and this can only be maintained if the Democratic are re-elected.

This is not a threat; this is a request for sound judgement and considered deliberation of your opinion in the matter. We are not against the white people, please do not be against us because we happen to be Negro people. Our country has done well under the Democratic party – let's not destroy our well-being with hate.

We have provided a place for you to sign this letter as an endorser of the Humphrey-Muskie ticket. If we do not receive the letter signed by return mail, we will know you are against us (Rust College Archives).

The movement, led by the established front of the United League of Marshall County (UL) was said to ostracize anyone who expressed opposition to their type of operation. Scarbrough reported that blacks were intimidated which he could never corroborate with any evidence. This second phase of the Movement, immediately after the passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964, represented a shift in philosophy. This phase was more militant and asked blacks to take sides. Along with the ideological shift, came the influence of national civil rights organizations and the federal government. The UL, the younger segment of the Movement was also not afraid to rattle local traditions.
The shift in the Movement also invited in northern lawyers who understood the new federal legislation. These outsiders were not afraid of challenging the local law and power elite. Scarbrough assumed that "this group was to be spearheaded and led by Larry Rubin, from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, who has been exposed in previous run-ins being a young communist." Rubin's career in Holly Springs consisted of defending arrested civil rights workers from what he labeled "drummed up charges." The local white leadership believed Rubin to be the "main ramrod behind the voter registration drive in Holly Springs" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). Sheriff Flick Ash went to Asbury and advised "Rubin and his group of Negro cohorts that a mass march to the courthouse would not be permitted." Ash also instructed Rubin and "his group that if they insisted on coming in large numbers they would be arrested. . . . So long as they came in an orderly, quiet manner they could proceed to take the voter registration test just like everybody else" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). He advised the leaders that the test "was available to all of those who were interested in taking it everyday at the courthouse and it was not necessary to put on a big show." Sheriff Ash actually persuaded the "agitators" to comply with the "request in not coming to the courthouse in groups of more than four" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1).

Although no incidents took place, around twenty-five or thirty blacks came to the courthouse to take the voter registration test in the spring of 1964 (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). The voter registration drive began a week earlier with a poster announcing the registration drive, put out by COFO, which did not plan to continue the voter registration drive the following Saturday or Monday. COFO also put out a
circular announcing a meeting at the Parker Schoolhouse, south of Byhalia, on Monday, July 27 (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-5-1-1-1), but COFO had to change the plans for this meeting after Superintendent of Education of Marshall County H. B. Appleton, “forbade the meeting to be held in the school house” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). In the meeting, delegates for the Freedom Democratic Party were elected to represent Marshall County in the state meeting, which was to be held in Jackson to elect delegates to send to the National Democratic Convention in Atlantic City.

Several aspects of Scarbrough’s reports is interesting. He is not as concerned with the events in Holly Springs as the locals. He does a good job in calming local hysteria. The local hysteria about integration is referred to by Ruth Greer in an interview thirty years later. She reports that she felt much of the hatred came from these local people who believed that blacks were stepping out of their place and taking something that they were not entitled to take. Scarbrough was very cautious, and understood that attention called to his area would lead to more work. In the town of Greenwood, the local investigator did not interfere with the local politics; allowing the locals to take the brutal retaliation toward blacks. The politeness of Holly Springs is evident in the lack of interference from the local police when blacks attempted to register. In multiple interviews of blacks conducted in 1999, it was revealed that they felt safe when they registered to vote, or when they voted in elections. This was not the case in other parts of the state where brutal attacks occurred when blacks attempted to register (Bartley, 1995; Carson, 1981; Marable, 1984).
Despite resistance of the local whites, Larry Rubin succeeded in bringing black voter registrants to the courthouse. Rubin’s address book was stolen, and according to Scarbrough, “Senator Jim Eastland exposed [it] as being filled with names and addresses of known communists” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). Rubin filed a complaint with the Justice Department about his civil rights being violated by Sheriff Ash, his deputies, and Scarbrough. This led to a FBI probe into the sheriff’s department and Scarbrough. Angered by Rubin’s accusations and his inability to arrest him, Scarbrough decided to keep around the clock surveillance on the attorney (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). Although he was harassed, Rubin did not experience the attacks other Civil Rights lawyers experienced in other parts of Mississippi. The Commission followed up the campaign of negative campaigning against Rust by spreading rumors on cohabitation of the races, race baiting and sexual delinquency of blacks. Rumors spread around Holly Springs by the Commission centered around the “indecent conduct by Negro males and white females, who are traveling about over this state” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). A statement reported to Scarbrough said “it is obvious that the white male and female outside invaders are carrying this conduct on to infuriate our citizens,” and led the investigator to advise all county and city officials to “keep cool heads during this summer's crisis and to prevent, so far as is humanly possible, acts of violence which can be avoided of course, they are advised to do this in a legal way without sacrificing any of our customs and traditions” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). No acts of violence occurred as few whites ventured into Rust College. Thus, it appears that the rumors were sometimes exaggerated without any corroborating evidence. For
local whites, the cohabitation of blacks and whites in the same house was appalling. Scarbrough tried to expose one such person, Elwood Berry, a white graduate student at the University of Ohio from Dayton, Ohio, who was staying in COFO headquarters at 100 Rust Street, and "said to be Larry Rubin's bodyguard" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1).

Scarbrough assisted local white resistance in various ways. He gave the Sheriff's office copies of new state laws passed "concerning racial agitation, riots, boycotts, etc." The "laws have been compiled by this department along with other laws relating to the same subjects which had been passed by previous legislatures" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1). Scarbrough also praised and encouraged locals. "Everywhere I have been," he relates "local officers are doing a magnificent job in combating these Mississippi project communist and beatnik outside invaders" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-2-1-1-1).

With Mississippi Summer and its influx of Northern White students, the appearance of outside authorities like Larry Rubin, and most of all, increasing Federal attention to local issues, the Civil Rights Movement took a radically different form. If perhaps necessary for success of the black political rights, these forces undermined the authority of local blacks in Marshall County. The fear of integration and black votes began to set into the white community of Holly Springs. It was these outside forces that had hastened the end of segregation in Holly Springs but also took the mantle of leadership from local blacks. Attorneys and students from the North who came with the support of the federal government and with an understanding of new federal laws advised
the black leadership on actions to take. The relative autonomy that local leaders had enjoyed gave way to a group of outside forces that understood the new legislation. This went beyond local control. Also, whites faced similar difficulty in securing local control as they had to rely on the state sources to combat the new federal legislation. In 1964, civil rights was no longer a local issue, or a state issue or even a Southern issue. It was now a national concern. The sudden federal push left blacks with little control as the federal government became an active participant in change, thereby leaving a void between the old conservative leadership and the new emerging post-Brown leadership. The new leadership was not cognizant of the pre-Brown days. Nor was it as cautious about stepping on the toes of the white establishment (Dittmer, 1995; Marable, 1984). The ensuing years after Freedom Summer of 1964 left the black leadership in constant turmoil as the aging leadership of the 1950s gradual-change approach was questioned by the young leadership, who, spurred on by the lawyers and the federal government, demanded immediate change. Whites were also faced with the decision to continue Massive Resistance in the face of the new, younger Black leadership, outsiders familiar with federal legislation, and the involvement of the US Courts in integration.
Well see, those boycotts arose from all... we boycotted all the stores... see we boycotted the stores for one solid year... (David Caldwell, June 28, 1999).

If voter registration was the focus of the black movement in 1964, events took a different turn the next year when the black community inaugurated a year-long economic boycott of white business in Holly Springs. Since 1961, the fear and threat of boycotts had permeated Holly Springs's white and black communities. They never occurred. Black leaders Eddie Smith and Skip Robinson believed they lacked support to sustain a mass movement of passive resistance. During the last months of 1964, however, the Marshall County Citizens for Progress recruited members who could be relied on to participate in a boycott. They established Zinj Enterprises to sustain their endeavor financially. They also kept whites at arms length, including northern black and white students residing at Rust College.

Zinj Enterprises

Late in 1964, Tom Scarbrough began an investigation of Zinj Enterprises, Inc., a company operating from Rust College. Local blacks had established Zinj to provide black businesses with an economic and political organization that sustained their interests. Zinj was purely local. It was a local response to the change from outside civil rights organizations, federal legislation, and the upswing of White Massive Resistance. Under
the Articles of Incorporation, Zinj’s specific purpose was to “own, operate and manage a line of business consisting of general merchandise stores including items of appliances, dry goods, groceries, service stations and any other necessary businesses incidental to the servicing of our customers” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1).

The Articles of Incorporation originally read “Community Enterprises, Incorporated”; however, the word “Community” had been struck out and “Zinj” written in instead. The word “community” would lead to an association with the group founded by Civil Rights leaders Eddie Lee Smith, Henry Boyd, Jr. and Skip Robinson. This group led to a year-long boycott of white businesses in 1965. Upset with the secretive nature of Zinj, Scarbrough concluded that “from what they have filed, one must conclude they intend to operate any kind of business which they feel will be profitable to the corporation” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1).

The first plans for a boycott appear, paradoxically, in the records of the Sovereignty Commission, that opposed, of course, everything about the search for black rights. On November 3, 1964, Scarbrough investigated the ownership of Zinj Enterprises, which had received a charter from the Secretary of State of the State of Mississippi to “form a corporation under date of 17th day of February, 1964, and which allegedly is composed of all Negro interested parties” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). The investigator believed that Zinj intended to “cater to all Negro business and to encourage Negro business to cater to them by boycotting the white merchants of Holly Springs, Mississippi” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). The corporation was
attempting to revitalize black business in the area by becoming a lending institution and supporting a mechanism for blacks during the boycott.

In order to comply with State laws, anyone who was interested in obtaining a charter to do business in the state of Mississippi, and in any specific county, "must run an advertisement in the county newspaper in the county which the corporation is to be located for three issues" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). Elouise Wolfe, who ran advertisements for the paper, stated that "no such advertisement of intention had been run by the Zinj Enterprise Corporation" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). Minnie Mae McAlexander, the Chancery Clerk of Marshall County was asked, "to determine whether or not a copy of the charter granted by the state had been enrolled in the record books according to law, and whether or not a copy of the intentions of the corporation to sell stock in the corporation, both common and preferred had been filed in the clerk's office" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). The charter had been registered with the chancery clerk, and the "intentions of the corporation to sell stock in the stock company was also registered in the clerk's office" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). The information was recorded on February 21, 1964, and all officers listed as president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, and directors were Rust College faculty. Paradoxically, much of what remains of Zinj Enterprises, or what we know, comes from the Sovereignty Commission which, of course, opposed the entire enterprise of what it stood for.

After checking with McAlexander, Scarbrough visited Sheriff Ash concerning "this proposed new corporation in Holly Springs and none of them had heard anything
about it” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). Ash suggested to Scarbrough that “for the time being, not to contact any of the officers in Zinj Enterprises as they preferred that they would sell some stock since they had not complied with the law and, thus, they would have a good reason to arrest all of the officials connected with this concern” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). Ash stated that the officers were “in cooperation with COFO which has an office at 100 Rust College Avenue in a building which Rust College has, for many years, used for Rust College purposes” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). Correspondence between Zinj Enterprises and the secretary of state, noted that “the acknowledgment to the papers of Articles of Incorporation of Zinj Enterprises was acknowledged by Hazel L. Foster, Negro, female, whose residence is Ripley, Mississippi, and who is not authorized to take acknowledgments for any concern proposing to form a corporation in another county, as I understand the law” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1).

Scarbrough looked through the company files and discovered that in “the correspondence of all the documents concerning this corporation,” there was a copy of two receipts, both numbered 200, and the “photostatic copy of the check for $100.00 which is made out to Zinj Enterprises and is countersigned by Eddie L. Smith, Vice President, C. A. Williams, President, and W. B. Mitchell, Treasurer” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). The receipt indicated “that perhaps some stock has already been sold as the photostatic copy of the check indicates this concern has a bank account in the Bank of Holly Springs, Holly Springs, Mississippi” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). The note, from the photostatic copy of a letter to the
secretary of state, dated October 24, 1964, requested that the secretary of state send complete information about the qualifications and registration requirements of stock certificates, and a copy of the Mississippi Securities Act. On October 30, 1964, the Honorable Ben Hawkins, Deputy Secretary of State, answered the inquiry of W. B. Mitchell, Acting Manager and Treasurer for Zinj Enterprises.

Scarborough concluded that Zinj Enterprises, Inc. had not complied with the Securities Act of the State, advertising in the county paper the intention of the business, or filed for a charter to do business in the state. The state filing system ensured the control of business that did not abide by segregationist policies. Requirements of separate entrances and separate facilities were observed, and as such, a business operating in the state was liable for not taking the proper measures to ensure the continuation of the system. Second, the state filing system served as a catalog of the whereabouts of businesses and individuals in the state which the Commission needed to investigate. Angered that blacks would do something without whites for the first time in the town, especially using their own money to finance black commerce.

Zinj proposed to sell $75,000 worth of stocks to only blacks, which Scarbrough believed “will get nowhere in selling $75,000 worth of stock to Mississippi Negroes, but it is possible that the bulk of the common and preferred stock might be sold to some concern with strong civil rights connections in New York or elsewhere” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-34-2-1-1). The company represents a shift in ideology from conservatism to radicalism was captured in the intent of Zinj. Not only were all officers black, but the stock was sold to blacks. The investigator kept a close eye on Zinj, but the company is
never mentioned in any of the Sovereignty Commission records after the initial investigation. The company served as mechanism for the support of the boycott that was about to take place after the passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964. The goal was to set up an organization that aided all those that would suffer from the backlash of participating in the boycott, especially anyone that relied on whites for employment.

The Boycott

Marshall County’s boycott had been a carefully planned strategy, orchestrated by local people, mainly Skip Robinson and Eddie Lee Smith, Jr. They organized it from the COFO House at Rust College. COFO had recently rented two buildings near Rust, in addition to the one they had at 100 Rust Avenue. They brought eight telephones in the two additional buildings. Scarbrough anticipated the plan. He believed that “this crew has moved into Marshall County for the purpose of putting on a very large demonstration in Negro voter registration. It is my thinking that this will take place on a similar scale as is now taking place at Selma, Alabama” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-37-1-1-1). The plan that was going to be used in Holly Springs was implemented in Selma after widespread demonstrations in the Alabama town (Cooper and Terrill, 1991). At the time, COFO had been very active in the Holly Springs area and had success in carrying on a boycott against the segregated school at Ashland, in Benton County, only a few miles away. The local black leadership asked COFO for guidance in conducting the boycott. The issue confronting local blacks was how far to act on the boycott.
With the groundwork laid, the plan went public in 1965. On March 13, Eddie Lee Smith, on behalf of the Marshall County Citizens for Progress, presented a petition to the mayor of the City of Holly Springs. Inspired by the Declaration of Independence, the petitioners claimed their rights taken from them "since 1776." "Whites has for a hundred years been able to maintain a ruthless system of social, economic, and physical tyranny and exploitation over the Negro citizens of Holly Springs," read the petition (March 13, 1965, Petition to the City of Holly Springs, Rust College Archives). The protesters demanded immediate change, and equal protection under the law. They based their demands ten years of "foot-dragging" by the authorities after the Brown decision. Seven of the twelve demands related to children and their well-being, the school, library, and recreational facilities. Among these were the revision of the city school board, that was not an elected body. Also, new appointments of blacks approved by the black leadership had to occur. The second school demand was the total integration of the public schools "in compliance with the letter and the spirit of the 1954 Supreme Court decision in Brown vs. Board of Education and with Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964" (March 13, 1965, Petition, Rust College Archives). Along with the desegregation of the schools, the Citizens for Progress asked for better trained teachers and teaching materials. The petition called for integration in spirit, as well as defacto in all public facilities. The three places the mayor was ordered to desegregate by the petitioners were the tax supported public facilities, including the three federally funded housing projects, and the restaurants and service station washrooms, as specified in Title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Finally, the third demand was the removal of the "White" and "Colored" signs in the Marshall County
Courthouse. Highway 7 was the next problem of concern. It was the main thoroughfare and was usually congested with lumber and cotton trucks, and crossed in front of Rust College, the segregated school, and the playground. The Citizens for Progress asked for traffic lights and police help during times children arrived and left school. They were also concerned that city facilities like the pool and the one community gym, which was located in the white high school, were still segregated. The city decided to deal with the integration of the pool by filling it with dirt the day after several black children tried to swim in it.

The strategy for winning the boycott were laid out in goals and objectives that blacks could rally around. First, the desegregation of businesses in the square through the removal of “Colored” signs. Second, the desegregation of the courthouse and all public buildings, including the library and the pool, with the removal of similar signs. Third, the improvement of the infrastructure in the black section of town through the posting of speed limits and traffic lights. Finally, the last section, the largest, focused on the desegregation of schools and the job security of black teachers. In closing, the petition declared to Mayor Coopwood, by name, “what is your answer . . . You know in your heart that we are right when we sing ‘We’ll Never Turn Back.’ What will you do?” (March 13, 1965, Petition, Rust College Archives). In 1999, one of the boycott leaders, Eddie Smith, now the mayor, recalled how the leaders went about implementing the boycott. Correctly, he saw black unity as crucial for success. Smith remembered:

... when I came back ... in nineteen sixty-four, and he and I [Skip] did talk ... about what he and I needed to do, to get people involved ...and
you know you have to get involved, but you really didn’t have the masses involved . . . so we started brainstorming what we should use . . . and what happened was, I took three pictures . . . that I though everybody in the community could relate to . . . there was no blacks in police corps in city hall . . . we had no blacks on the school board in city hall . . .

. . . and the traffic lights on the interstate between the Rust College . . . and I was amazed at it and at this time there was more walking, us kids walked to school . . . over to the school, so there was a lot pedestrian traffic and those trucks would just come zoom, you know . . . so it was kind of dangerous, and so we approached the issue . . . it came through the city council, to deal with that . . . well, what it did, we had a bunch of people out here, school teachers . . . a bunch of people, even the representative of MI . . . so it was just like, so this is what you should do . . . they been told two or three times and this is going into nineteen-sixty-five and they did not respond and so we organized the first year march that was locally motivated, the COFO and Rust students had been doing . . . and we made demands on that . . . this is a petition that was . . . you can keep that . . . that was sensible and then by the time we got up there, we had everybody put in all the other things in the picture . . . demands that had been put in, you know, much more than had been put in originally . . . so they wouldn't respond, so then the next thing we did was we came back and this was the second march when we come back to get an answer . . . that’s what this is
about ... that's when talked and we out-smarted them, because we had
information ... and five minutes before we met ... and we planned the
black leadership to sit down ... and we're not going to leave this you
know ... and where I was born at the time ... we'll march anyway, but
we just wont do it in the square, and we had printed up a banner ....

Well, see what happened was they had the police, the state troopers
down there in front of the courthouse ... a bunch of reporters ... they
weren't going to beat us up, those state troopers, we just marched right
around them to the church ... and we found out they closed the building ...
... and blacks ... you'll find some of that, in the municipal courthouse
record ... when they got an injunction against us ...

Smith planned the event for the media, in case Holly Springs made national
headlines. Smith remembered returning and organizing the boycott. His major problem
the disorganization of the black community. In order to rally the black community, Smith
and Robinson devise specific symbols of white misconduct to protest. He also emphasized
the need for the boycott to be local. Smith understood that to execute boycott he had to
outsmart the white establishment by protesting peacefully, and relying on strategies such
as media coverage to win out.

Unfortunately, changes were slow. As the school year progressed, changes did not
come to the school system, but the business establishments began to slowly make
concessions. Black buying power was immense and evident in Holly Springs. Blacks
composed over 70 percent of the county's population. In the summertime, the Citizens
for Progress decided to continue their quest for school integration with a second petition for the sole purpose of change in the school systems of Marshall County and Holly Springs. In July 1965, the boycott campaign took a harder term. That month the leadership addressed the various governing bodies of the whole county with demands for change by addressing the Marshall County Board of Supervisors, Marshall County Board of Education, Holly Springs Board of Aldermen, Holly Springs Board of Education, and the Marshall County Human Relations Committee. Smith stated that after four years of trying, the black community of Holly Springs and Marshall County were fed up with Whites’ legal attempts to deny change (Follow-up letter to March 13, 1965’s Petition, Rust College Archives). The two demands leveled at the Board of Education of Marshall County and Holly Springs centered on their violations of Title I compliance. The School Board had used the shortage of school funds in Marshall County as a pretense for keeping the status quo. The petitioners reminded the school board that the U.S. Office of Education offered financial aid to counties that could not afford a unified school system, and could not pay for equal salaries and expenses as required under Titles IV and VII of the Civil Rights Act through the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) (Rust College Archives).

The July follow-up letter raised a second issue: the county’s refusal to negotiate “fair” contracts with janitors and teachers. The Citizens for Progress’s attack focused on the superintendent’s claim of shortage of funds needed for integration and change; a claim that appeared several times in the South Reporter. However, if the city complied with the U.S. Office of Education’s decree of integration, Title I funds would be immediately
received by the city (Rust College Archives). The problem for the city was in the
requirements set by the federal government for desegregated schools, and in the
stipulation for equal salary for all individuals, without racial discrimination.

Initially, the boycott succeeded, and white business were panicked. They sought
resolution in part through the formation of a community action committee. Smith and the
Citizens for Progress attacked the committee, under the leadership of the Marshall County
Board of Supervisors. The Marshall County Board of Supervisors had set up this
committee in 1964 to oversee the implementation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and to
look at the possibilities of disbursing federal monies allotted for public institutions that
were abiding by federal desegregation laws. The Board of Supervisors' committee was a
bi-racial token committee designed to keep everybody happy and give the veneer of
change. The federal programs that the committee had to explore were of greatest benefit
to the black population of Marshall County and Holly Springs. The committee had never
met. In not meeting, the committee had kept the federal programs from being enacted in
the county and punished the black community for the boycott. Spurred by the action of
the boycott, the Temporary Marshall County Community Action Committee was finally
set up to propose a plan passed unanimously by the County Board of Supervisors on the
make-up of the committee in February 1966. The committee's role was to oversee the
integration of the public facilities. The appointment of more conservative blacks, whose
support was vital to the success of the boycott, was an attempt to quell the boycott.
Committees, like this one in Marshall County, were ordered into existence by the federal
government, under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, to eventually determine that the
distribution of money be equally represented by both races.

The July complaint from the boycotters was about who would make up the
committee. There was a split in the Holly Springs black community, as in other black
communities in the South, on the basis of social class and involvement within the
movement (Dittmer, 1995). The main objective of the committee was to release federal
monies for summer programs, but federal programs could not be administered in
 segregated counties or cities. Thus, in Marshall County by not integrating the county
facilities, the committee did not have to meet. The Citizens for Progress believed that by
influencing the Board of Supervisors they could cause change within the committee. Also,
just receiving the concession of controlling the appointment of members in the committee
was a moral victory, especially since it would reinforce the importance of the power
behind the boycott.

In the past, whites chose the black representation. Blacks chosen were reliant on
the white community for a living. They were also regarded as accommodationist by the
black community. For example, appointing the principal of the black schools allowed
whites to dictate the Committee’s actions since contracts were given year-to-year and
depended on the individuals signing a loyalty oath. Second, St. Mary’s school was to send
a representative, and its student base came from black professionals connected with MI,
who did not support the movement. David Caldwell, local black business owner,
remembers the senseless arguing over the Committee, which led to the boycott losing its
effectiveness.
The Citizens for Progress submitted an alternative plan for the appointments of representatives to the Committee. They believed that the fifteen black representatives should be constituted as follows:

1) One each from the NAACP, MI College, the Black Credit Union, Farm Bureau, Cedar Grove Mason Lodge, the President of the Sims Parent Teacher Association (PTA), and
2) from each of the five districts that the County was divided into. Each district would send two representatives, for a total of ten. The Citizens for Progress raised an issue of contention by using the five districts as centers of representation because it would mean that Holly Springs would be overrepresented and the county underrepresented. Another issue raised by the black community was that the new proposed plan only included one representative from W.T. Sims High School and none from the county schools. Eddie Lee Smith also saw W.T. Sims as crucial. However, Skip Robinson, who was from Potts Camp is in the county, did not see eye to eye with Smith on this issue. The split would become more apparent in the later years of the Movement. In the end, the black representatives came from the original proposal, and the Citizens' proposal was rejected.

The businesses believed they had abided by the demands set forth by the Citizens for Progress. Businessmen believed that they had completed their part of the agreement. The matter had been corrected because the merchants took a large hit in the pocket and began to cave to the demands. The focus on the representation of the Committee allowed the white business owners to regroup and use racketeering laws to sue Blacks involved in boycotts in 1965 and 1966. They cited that it was a result of their dissatisfaction with the enforcement of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965 (Injunction,
Marshall County Chancery Court, Suit No. 10,689, August 5, 1966). The suit named everyone associated with the boycott. The suit listed forty names. The August injunction prohibited any interference with prospective customers who were patronizing the various stores in Holly Springs. It was brought by twenty-six Holly Springs businessmen against the officers of the Marshall County Citizens for Progress, and against thirty other residents in the lawsuit. The boycott prevented blacks from trading with the various stores around the square in Holly Springs and elsewhere in the city that were segregated. The year-long boycott was revived by the argument over control of the Marshall County Board of Supervisors. Robinson and Smith had been arguing about when to end the boycott. The injunction did not lead to anything since by the time it was signed, businesses on the square had begun to remove Jim Crow obstacles for blacks. The boycott was successful, as Smith remembers, because of its ability to rally local blacks around attainable goals.

Smith recalls that:

... because in order to be a member of the NAACP, you had to come up with a movement that people would recognize that was not illegal ... and that's kind of where Skip and I split, at that point, but luckily we were running together you know ... slow the movement ... and we had to go back just to show them that we weren't beat ... and do the boycott ... and then we went back and did that ... boycotts ... and we got things done ... and deal with some issues ... and so I, at that point left ... 

If the Community Action Committee represented a victory for the protesters in February, August events reversed that success. At that time, Judge William H. Anderson
issued an injunction against the boycotters which effectively ended the boycott. Judge William H. Anderson handed down an injunction on August 5, 1966, against the Citizens for Progress to stop picketing and boycotting business, effectively ending the one-year boycott (Marshall County Chancery Court, Suit No. 10,869). The injunction called for a temporary restraining order and a fine of $2,000 to be divided among the defendants and paid to the plaintiffs (Chancery Court, Suit No. 10,869). About the same time, the Sovereignty Commission appeared on the scene again. On August 10, 1966, at the request of Senator George Yarbrough, Scarbrough came to Holly Springs to determine whether the Commission could be of any help in the demonstrations and boycotts which had been going on in Holly Springs for several days since the court order to cease (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-74-1-1-1).

Whites accused the Citizens for Progress of intimidating witnesses, including influencing several blacks to swear that they had been threatened by members of the Marshall County Citizens for Progress when they attempted to not boycott. That evidence, obtained in depositions and petitions, as well as statements by various merchants, was held to be sufficient to justify Judge William Anderson handing down an injunction against the boycott. The final arguments made were that the pickets were marching around the square in Holly Springs displaying various placards making demands upon the city over which the merchants had no control whatsoever. A lasting effect of the boycott was a loss of economic power, the only real power blacks held. The white-owned stores in the square had more selection and prices than the local black stores, according to local blacks. Holly Springs had about 100 black-owned businesses before 1965, a number
that dwindled to about thirty in one year. The remaining businesses were the traditional black operations: garages, beauty shops, mechanics, music stores, pool halls, package stores, and juke joints (music halls). Thus, in an ironic twist of fate, the only real power that blacks possessed, economic independence, was done in by their successful boycott of the businesses. Local blacks began to shop in the white-owned stores, proving that economics was more powerful than ideology. Smith and Robinson had relied on local Blacks to believe in the long term goals of the Movement, yet they could not harness black economic power when blacks acted in their interests rather than those of the Movement.

The original intent of the Citizens for Progress was to end segregation not only in businesses but in public facilities. Without political power, only black economic power could succeed in this action. White businesses gave in rather quickly but the local government held on. With no political power, i.e., votes, the city and county remained segregated. In the end, the businesses, backed by the local government, pushed for an end to the boycott. Losing this battle was not a major setback for the Movement. Boycotts would never again work in Marshall County as Skip Robinson experienced in 1969 and 1974 in Byhalia.

The local movement had made its most visible effort to end desegregation in the boycott of 1965. The results were not what they expected. They gained access to businesses on the square. Their immense economic power, which came from their large numbers, had forced businesses to remove “Colored” signs and segregated counters from their establishments. However, years of tradition were still too powerful to change. In accomplishing its other aims, the boycott failed to cause any change in schools or in the
public buildings on the square. As for the schools, it would take another five years for desegregation to be enforced by court order in 1970. The boycott also was the last local effort to desegregate the community. After 1966, the Federal government became more involved in its efforts to force desegregation in the South. One such effort became Freedom of Choice, allowing blacks to attend any school in the county.
The collapse of the boycott in the summer of 1966 marked a double watershed in the history of Holly Springs' black activism. It represented, first, the end of localism and local initiative. Just so, it marked a new era of federal intervention. At the same time, the six-year period after the boycott represented the black effort, largely unsuccessful, to capitalize on elected politics. This chapter deals with the succession of black political activism in Holly Springs, focusing on the attempts to register blacks.

The act of registering to vote is an example of the lack of retaliation from the white community. One important aspect is the presence of the federal government, which along with the ability of blacks to register, and consequently to run for office, led to a change in the political landscape of 1966 and 1967. That change was short-lived as blacks lost in every single race they entered. It is not until 1972 that a black candidate was elected in a biracial contest in Mississippi (State of Mississippi Report, 1968 - 1972). The results were not as intended for Blacks. The power structure remained unchanged, but as of 1968, black votes and candidates had to be taken seriously.

Voter Registration and Elections

After the Mississippi Summer, voter registration had gone at a slow pace. The Sovereignty Commission's Tom Scarbrough, for example, kept a careful chronicle of the lack of process. On October 19, 1965, Scarbrough, visited a number of North Mississippi
counties, among them Marshall and Benton, in search for any "subversive activities or civil rights or any other group who might be inclined to circumvent normal law channels" (Sovereignty Commission 10-57-0-28-1-1-1). In neighboring Benton County, Scarbrough contacted Sheriff Brook Ward, Circuit Clerk Lawson Mathis, Superintendent of Education J. D. Bennett, an attorney for the school board, Haymon McKenzie, who was also employed by the Marshall County School Board. While he discovered two federal registrars working behind the post office, he also noted that Benton County officials agreed "that the federal authorities have not been too successful in registering very many Negros in the county as yet" (Sovereignty Commission 10-57-0-28-1-1-1). According to the City Clerk, Sandra Young, even today they have trouble approaching blacks about filling out forms and U.S. Census information because of their mistrust.

Since 1965, there had been "4,016 Negroes registered and only 1069 Whites" in Marshall County (Sovereignty Commission 8-19-2-25-2-1-1). For Scarbrough, the "Negroes will out vote the whites in Marshall County" (Sovereignty Commission 8-19-2-25-2-1-1). Skip Robinson had made a speech to a group of blacks during a Head Start meeting on behalf of "Negroes running for U.S. Senate etc. and at this meeting stated he was running for sheriff in Marshall county next year" (Sovereignty Commission 8-19-2-25-2-1-1). Mayor Coopwood predicted that "Negroes will run for almost every office and is afraid they are organized so well, some will be elected" (Sovereignty Commission 8-19-2-25-2-1-1). Mayor Coopwood's fear soon materialized, if not fully, as in 1965 and 1966, blacks began running for office. The candidacy of blacks had its genesis in 1964 as individual blacks had decided that they should be politically visible. Before the issue of
what occurred after the announcement of black candidates' intentions to run for office, the year-long boycott of 1965 established the black voice as a viable political group that had to be respected.

Scarborough understood that the local movement could snowball into a popular protest, and that is why he tried to help local clerks stop black voter registration. For example, Scarborough spoke with the Circuit Clerk, Otis Clayton, and informed him the way other clerks forestalled during registration drives by the NAACP, CORE, and "other agitative groups." He was pleased to learn that the Justice Department demanded nothing from Otis Clayton's registration records. He also noted that clerks of both Benton and Union counties had not been so lucky. The Justice Department had subpoenaed the records of both. He instructed Clayton further that request and advised that clerks had refused the Justice Department's request and insisted "that they [county clerks] would have to have a court order to inspect their records" (Sovereignty Commission 8-19-2-25-2-1-1). That action by the federal government was an attempt to aid local blacks, who had not trusted the federal government because before the Civil Rights Act of 1964, they had followed a policy of nonprotection and noninterference with local affairs (Carson, 1981, pp. 34 - 39).

Even though black registration remained low, various factors encouraged individual blacks to seek office in the sixties. For one thing, the Movement had awakened the spirit in individual black leaders to seize the brass ring of political office. For, even with black registration low, the huge racial majority (70%:30%) suggested fewer Blacks had to register to elect their own. And finally, the numbers of whites seeking office
especially for sheriff, where eight white men and two black men had qualified as candidates for sheriff in the Democratic primary. Whites feared that blacks would wind up as winners for the run off for sheriff “since there are eight whites to split the vote” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-59-1-1-1). In a secret meeting with Senator Yarbrough, his brother, the editor of the South Reporter, and Sheriff Ash, Scarbrough advised them that they should “very quietly qualify someone as an independent to run in the November election if the need arises for every office in the county which is being contested by other races” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-59-1-1-1).

All these elements appeared in Marshall County by 1966 in the particular sensitive race for sheriff and chancery clerk, where Clifton R. Whitley, a former candidate for the U.S. Senate against Jim Eastland, ran against the incumbent, and former Sheriff Flick Ash. The chancery clerk office was the most contested office in the county because the annual salary was based on a percentage of the total amount of property taxes collected. Black candidates, Oscar L. Fant ran for Circuit Clerk, James V. Murdock, Charley Polk, and McEwen Walker ran for District Supervisors. Marshall County was divided into four districts. District Supervisor positions were highly contested because of the power that they carried. Another black candidate, Osborne Bell, ran for coroner. He would later become the first black sheriff in the history of Marshall County in 1980. He died after being shot on duty in 1986.

On March 2, 1967, the first Black to ever qualify for the Democratic primary ran for the office of supervisor in District One. Two weeks later, Oscar Fant announced his candidacy for circuit clerk of Marshall County, becoming the second black to qualify for
the formerly all-white Democratic primary. The next week incumbent Leslie R. Tomlinson beat black candidate William Sidney Payne in a runoff. The runoff produced the largest turnout ever in the county for an election. Tomlinson won by a margin of 358, showing once again that blacks did not have enough registered voters in the county although they made up 70 percent of the population.

Even as the boycott collapsed in the summer of 1966, more blacks were registering to vote and becoming active in politics. In August 1966, before the primary, two more civil rights leaders ran for office; Quentell Gipson for County Superintendent of Education and Lannie Cummings, Jr., for Sheriff and Tax Collector. In a surprise, Quentell Gipson almost won by collecting all the black votes. He and four other blacks gathered enough votes in the primary to be in runoff elections. In the runoff, when all voters voted along racial lines, they all lost. The focus on local politics became the main concern of the blacks. The local population blamed the black awakening on the federal government as it provided an easy target for local politicians.

On January 15, 1970, Senator John Stennis addressed a group at an Oxford, Mississippi, meeting where he stated that “the South is being imposed on while other areas of the country are neglected” (South Reporter, January 16, 1970). The same week, a letter sent to the newspaper by 300 taxpayers claimed that they were angry about the federal government control of their communities. This letter is significant since it places the blame of racial relations and schooling on the national government. The belief in local schools was strong in the small communities who took pride in the “Separate Schools Systems” (Wolters, 1984). During this time, most attacks were verbal. Politeness ruled.
In discussing this issue, the lack of any Ku Klux Klan demonstrations, or anti-black violence reveals the nature of the town. Also, the difference in a movement initiated by locals is treated as not threatening, whereas the federal government is seen as destroying the community. The difficulty in causing change lies in the closeness and politeness of blacks and whites. The nature of desegregation is even more bizarre. The Freedom of Choice students reported no physical violence, or gang attacks by whites, or segregation within the school toward them. They were taken more aback by the treatment of their own fellow black students at the black high school, W.T. Sims. One last act of the federal government dealt with the issue of elections. On February 12, 1970, the U.S. Attorney ordered the redistricting of Marshall County to have five districts, each with an equal population, valuation and each a village (within a 5 percent margin). Holly Springs was in districts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The new redistricting gave the city, one white, two black, and one 50/50 district for elections and referendums, as well as for aldermen. One major problem for blacks was that they split their votes among several black candidates, thereby leaving the white candidate as the winner.

As blacks began to achieve political visibility, they began to use U.S. courts to challenge traditional practice. One instance occurred in 1972, seven years after the widespread registration of blacks in Marshall County. Rust and MI College students sued Marshall County over the vague residency status needed to register to vote. They requested an injunction against Circuit Clerk Edwin Callicutt, Jr., who they stated had prevented them from registering. Although more blacks were running for public office, city and county officials were still resisting the registration of blacks. Callicutt had been
advised to stop blacks from registering to vote by the Sovereignty Commission. In Marshall County and Jackson, the presence of a black middle class, and black colleges that supported them, allowed locals the freedom to use the courts and legislation to fight for their civil rights. Other parts of the state did not possess that advantage, which led to violence early on in the struggle.

On April 12, 1973, the South Reporter reported that a suit was filed by the Justice Department in Oxford against Marshall County for not allowing black students from Rust to register in the May 8, 1972, primary. The same suit was originally filed on January 20, 1973, and included allegations that whites were illegally registered in 1971 by Circuit Clerk Edwin Callicutt, City Clerk W. W. Newsom, and the Marshall County Board of Elections Commissions. Blacks accused officials of illegally rejecting the applications of forty-seven black students between June 30, 1972 and January 20, 1973.

The lawsuit overshadowed the theater burning down in 1973. The theater had been closed and reopened on two occasions. It was a major source of tension because it had remained segregated. The fight to integrate the theater began in 1961 with a letter addressed to Leon Roundtree, the theater's owner. Rust College students took the role of leadership in integrating the theater. The seating arrangement in the theater was such that Blacks sat in the balcony after buying their tickets from the booth to the right of the theater, and whites sat on the ground level after buying their tickets from the left-side box office. The theater had been closed in the mid 1960s when two mixed couples had tried to buy tickets. The first couple, a white man and a black woman, both from the COFO, attempted to sit in the ground section. A second couple, a black man and a white woman,
also from COFO attempted to sit at the balcony. They were both turned away from the theater, and Roundtree decided to close the theater. The theater had been the only form of entertainment in town, and had been very selective in its showings, as all southern theaters had been, careful not to show any movies that “preached” racial equality.

On Friday, August 2, 1974, almost a year after the suit against the Board of Elections was filed, Chancery Judge William H. Anderson granted an injunction against the United League of Marshall County and Skip Robinson for their boycott of Byhalia, ending the short boycott in northwest Marshall County. After ten years, the people of Marshall were tired of the Civil Rights Movement. It just faded out. The Movement was done in by token public offices given to influential blacks, a new welfare program, a vocational high school, and the slow migration of whites from the public schools to Marshall Academy (MA). The political struggle that began in 1960 had become by 1974, old and tired. Many of the leaders left Marshall County, and the new leaders could not sustain the Movement. They also became victims of widespread poverty in the late 1960s, the closing of MI College, and the demise of Rust, which had only about 800 students and no longer possessed the influence after white state schools were opened to blacks. Rust was not any different than most black colleges and universities. By the end of the decade more blacks were in integrated state schools than in black institutions (Fleming, Gill, and Swinton, 1978). Skip Robinson and Henry Boyd could not muster the support that the Movement had in the mid-1960s, although everyone in town respected them. The following section deals with schools and the Civil Rights Movement, and the battle for desegregation, a pyrrhic victory that in the end cost the resegregation of the community.
Freedom of Choice governed schools between 1966 and 1970. Before 1966, Marshall County and Holly Springs schools remained strictly segregated. Under pressure from the federal government, however, some form of integration became unavoidable. While some school districts chose Massive Resistance, as had Prince Edward County, Virginia, closing schools before racially integrating them; Marshall county and Holly Springs resorted to the Freedom of Choice plan. Freedom of Choice allowed all students to attend the school they wanted. In Marshall County, grades one, two, seven and twelve were opened to Freedom of Choice. Each school district across Mississippi had the right to choose how to integrate the schools. Freedom of Choice was safe in Marshall because it followed court decisions. Integration of schools occurred in two phases. Freedom of Choice was the first phase lasting less than five years. It powerfully effected the local population. The refusal of local districts to integrate forced the U.S. Courts to take action, thereby, beginning the second phase integration: desegregation. This phase was fought in the U.S. District Courts. By 1968, the South was faced with multiple class action suits against the schools for violation of the Civil Rights of black children. One such case was Clarence Anthony vs. Marshall County and Holly Springs Schools. The plaintiffs won as the U.S. Court ruled that Freedom of Choice had not desegregated the schools. The Court gave the schools the option to use testing to assign children to each grade based on their score. U.S. Senators from Mississippi advocated that the court ruling
violated the Civil Rights Act because they favored blacks over whites. The state used money to support their students who wanted to attend private schools. Finally, the local school districts attempted delay tactics to keep schools segregated. In the end, they failed as the federal courts and Justice Hugo Black ushered in the end of Freedom of Choice and token integration with a plan for total desegregation of the schools in 1970. After lengthy delays in integration, the U.S. Courts forced schools to desegregate by February 1, 1970.


Marshall County determined to now integrate in four grades. For various reasons few chose integration. While the legal and sociological history of this phase of integration has its own report, the personal and intimate history is worth telling too. It also possessed its own sociological implications. The South Reporter discouraged Blacks from sending their children to the white schools during the Freedom of Choice period. At Holly Springs High School, Ruth Greer, Al Beck, and Modina Reynolds entered the twelfth grade. In an angry letter to the paper, the black leadership attacked Freedom of Choice and the paper which urged blacks to keep their children in their own schools. The letter read, “Remember that the editor of this paper is a white Southerner. We doubt that he has ever set foot in Frazier or Sims,” appeared in the opening paragraph (Rust College Archives).

The most popular course at Sims was clerical skills, yet the school possessed few typewriters, little lab equipment for Chemistry or Biology, no new library books in over ten years, no football field or basketball gym, or industrial arts shop. Angry, Sims students followed several leaders for a one week sit-in at Holly High, the only major
incident by the black student body of Sims. The schools in Holly Springs were only integrating grades one, two, seven, and twelve. In total, twenty students took advantage of the situation. Freedom of Choice in the early grades was unencumbered by the authorities as the town did not want to be compared to Selma, Grenada, or Prince Edward County, where mobs attacked young school children for integrating the schools (Wolters, 1984). Third, the “lower class element” that made up the foot soldiers of such attacks on Freedom of Choicers, lived in the outer edges of the county, outside of the city limits. Fourth, Holly Springs was heavily dependent on outside industry, such as Coca Cola, for their economy. The city could not and would not risk a race riot, especially if smaller children were attacked. At the seventh grade level, only two boys entered school, and their family name and position was such that they were not harassed. The four that entered high schools were virtually invisible to anyone but their friends at Sims or their new classmates at Holly High. The Holly High Tiger Yearbook placed all four of their pictures on a separate page at the end of the Senior Section so that it could be removed if any student did not want Blacks in their yearbook (1966 - 1967 Holly Springs High School Yearbook). The year went along smoothly at the high school, except for the personal battles of each student who chose to attend the formerly all-white high school.

As 1968 approached, court dockets overflowed across the state and the South, as a new generation of challenges arose to the Brown I and II decisions school integration. For blacks in Holly Springs, the year held great promise, but, as the school year came to a close, a more conservative president came to Rust, thus ending the unwavering support for civil rights by the college. On May 30, 1968, during commencement, President W.A.
McMillan was inaugurated at Rust. Eddie Smith, the vocal leader in the 1965 economic boycott, had all but left the college, and Skip Robinson had left Civil Rights for the Nation of Islam. The third leader of the Movement, Henry Boyd, Jr., who ran the Freedom School in 1964, began to concentrate on his job as a teacher.

In June 1968, Nat Brooks, the athletic trainer for Holly High football since 1918, was honored for his loyalty in a ceremony. This event was a metaphor for the conflict between the old living with the new changes that were about to come. The event to honor Nat Brooks for his loyalty marked whites' perception of white-black relationships in the South. During homecoming, Nat was allowed to run across the football field collecting $100 bills pinned to clotheslines every ten yards as the frenzied white crowd cheered him on. This, of course, occurred after the pep squad along with the football team traveled to Nat’s shack on Center Street and picked him up, placed him in a convertible, and put him in the parade to the high school, where he ran into the field for his money.

Freedom of Choice and Desegregation: Phase Two

If few students and families chose integration in phase one, phase two saw a marked increase in integration and black interest in white schools. As a result of school desegregation, and federal legislation passed in 1968, 356 blacks applied for Freedom of Choice for the September 1969 school year in both the city and county. The forms were filed on May 15, 1969 and announced in the front page of the South Reporter. The following is the breakdown of those who would attend the Holly Springs schools:
In June, two more events took place in Holly Springs that signaled a shift in both schooling and the power structure of the black leadership. Eddie L. Smith took out an ad in the newspaper for candidacy for the school board, a position he would win, becoming the first black elected to office in the county. This would lead to his separation from the Movement in the city and his push for desegregation in the county. The focus of the effort for the county, and the relative lack of power of county whites, led to more desegregation in county schools and facilities as opposed to the city. In the same month, St. Mary’s senior class graduated. This was an uneventful situation, except that the school was all black. The closing of the white St. Joseph and black St. Mary’s, and the new desegregated school, CADET, provided a preview of what would occur in the public schools. The whites left either for the still segregated public schools or for the newly established Marshall Academy.

As the court cases loomed over the schools, Marshall County and Holly Springs decided to use alternate plans for integration. In phase two, testing replaced Freedom of Choice as the tool for integration. On June 12, 1969, county and city school districts released their plans to integrate the schools through the use of achievement scores. The U.S. Courts had ordered several school districts in Mississippi to find an alternative to Freedom of Choice. Marshall County and Holly Springs schools chose to use achievement
scores because whites scored higher than Blacks. The school board would test the first three grades, and the students with the highest scores would be assigned to each school pending space, first to the white school, Sally Cochran and then to the black school, Frazier. Then, for the next three years, three more grades would be tested per year, 4 through 6 in 1970, 7 through 9 in 1971, and 10 through 12 in 1972, until all grades were tested and the four year plan completed. The Fifth District Court offered a counter proposal; all children would be tested in the spring of 1970 and reassigned to their new schools. The district court gave attorneys until January 16, 1970, to file objections to the desegregation plan, and a hearing was scheduled for January 30.

In 1968, Clarence Anthony filed a class action lawsuit against the Marshall County and Holly Springs school districts in order to desegregate both school districts. U.S. District Chief Justice William Keady found against the plaintiffs, and in favor of Freedom of Choice. Anthony appealed to the Fifth Circuit Court. Based on the evidence that forty-three out of 5,574 black children in both districts had attended white schools, and that not one single white child had attended black schools, Judge Ainsworth ruled that a new plan had to be formulated by the school districts (Mississippi No. 56432, US 409 F.2d 1282, 1969). Ainsworth cited other cases such as Bowman v. County School Board of Charles City County (US 382 F.2d 326, 333, 1967), where the judiciary mandated a plan for creating a “unitary, nonracial system.” He also referred to Green v. County School Board of New Kent County (US 430, 88 S.Ct. 1689, 20 L.Ed.2d 716, 1968), as an example of segregation continuing under freedom of choice because of outside influence on the schools. On June 19, 1969, the plaintiffs proposed a competing plan. Unlike the
Marshall County plan, the new plan proposed testing all 12 grades. The scores on the test would determine the school students would attend the following year. Based on the scores of the previous year, the plaintiffs predicted that the school breakdown would fall as Table 7.1 illustrates.

After hearing both sides, on July 17, 1969, federal judge Keady approved this schemes in order to insure integration with the test scores for grades one through four, and that 20 percent of the students in grades 11 and 12 of the formerly white schools would be black. He also mandated one black teacher for every six white teachers in white schools, and one white teacher for every six black teachers in black schools. He demanded that school facilities be integrated by 1970. Testing was a means of keeping the black students out, while complying with Brown II. Judge Keady warned that “if testing did not produce substantial desegregation, the plan would be ruled unconstitutional” (Mississippi No. 26432, US 409F.2d 1287, 1969).

Following the judge’s order, the South Reporter printed an advertisement for the parents of Marshall County students for the dates of the school placement tests for children in grades 1 through 4 (August 7, 1969). All children in grades 1 through 4 would attend an orientation program that required a parent to transport them. The session was held one week before the test.
Table 7.1

Expected Enrollment of Schools in Holly Springs after Testing, the South Reporter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Whites (Holly High)</th>
<th>Blacks (Holly High)</th>
<th>Whites (Sims)</th>
<th>Blacks (Sims)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1561</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Marshall whites had fought integration in the US Courts; they continued to resist even when the judiciary opposed them. This mandated to test the children, the school district decided they “could not” afford to transport them to the exams. Thus, on August 14, 1969, the U.S. Fifth District Court ordered that the eighty-one highest scoring students in grades 1 through 4 attend Sallie Cochran Elementary, and the rest Frazier. Second, all other grades would accept students by Freedom of Choice, except grades 11 and 12, which in accordance to Judge Keady’s ruling had to have a 20 percent black student body for the 1969 - 1970 school year. However, the U.S. Court added that in the 1970 - 1971 school year, grades nine through twelve had to have a 20 percent black
student body. The U.S. Court also ordered that in 1969 - 1970 school year, one in six persons at the school had to be of a different race, and with the facility fully desegregated by 1970 - 1971. Last, the Court forced Holly Springs to provide transportation to all those students who used it the previous year, in order for them to take the test.

While Marshall County still resisted, the school district asked for extra time. At a hearing at Aderdeen, on Friday, September 12, the Holly Springs Municipal Separate School District, Marshall County School District, Tunica School District and Sunflower School District requested that federal judge William Keady modify his original order of testing the first four grades. The districts worried about the dropout rate in forcing 20 percent of eleventh and twelfth grades into a different school. The judge refused. He ordered Marshall County and Holly Springs to “persuade” blacks to enter the eleventh and twelfth grades, and ordered grades 1 through 4 to be retested on October 15, 1969. In order to avoid any more delays from parents not testing their children, the Court imposed a penalty of a one-year suspension from any form of schooling, public or private, for any child who did not take the test. And still, whites resisted. Once again, in the face of impending desegregation, and in view of an increase in enrollment, the Mississippi Private School Council (MPSC) asked the state legislature to pass three bills to aid parents of children who attended private schools. The week before, Governor John Bell Williams had passed a threefold package that involved tuition grants, loans and tax credits for patrons of both secular and religious schools.

In order to combat the impending court decisions, Mississippi Senator Jaime Whitten attempted to pass the Whitten Amendment through the U.S. Congress. As a law,
it specified that “no part of the funds contained in this act [Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)] may be used to force busing of students, the abolishment of schools, or to force any students attending any elementary or secondary school to attend a particular school against the choice of his or her parents.” The Elementary and Secondary Education Act had been passed in 1968 to help reform education in the U.S., especially in lower-income areas. Senators Whitten and John Stennis held that favoring Blacks over Whites violated the law under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, so the ESEA was breaking federal law. Both Whitten and Stennis also concluded that although schools in the South were being attacked for Freedom of Choice, the state of New York practiced the same policy without judicial prejudice. Finally, both Senators argued that States’ Rights were being violated by the use of “federal money to force racial integration in schools,” while at the same time making references to Reconstruction.

With both the local government and the US Senators in the fray, the Sovereignty Commission was not far behind in the effort to forestall desegregation. Investigator Fulton Tutor contacted Superintendent of Education Edward Malliken about using local teachers instead of bringing workers from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) of the Office of Education to administer the tests. This suggestion was blocked by the U.S. judge. Tutor also used examples of other counties to instruct the citizens of Marshall. Thus, he noted bomb scares in Aberdeen in Monroe County. He spent September 24 finding someone who could search for the bombs. According to Tutor, “no one really believed there was a bomb but was afraid not to search and see.” School was reopened the next day, but Tutor was worried about the “nuisance” of having
to close the schools, which could lead to having the students in the streets and a disruption to everyday life (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-65-1-1-1).

In October of 1969, the state of Mississippi and its school districts were running out of options to delay the integration of schools. On October 16, 1969, under threat from the federal government to take action against the state, Governor John Bell Williams vetoed a bill that would allow a half credit, up to $50,000 of state income tax donations, to give public, parochial, and all other accredited school children scholarships. Williams had proposed the tuition bill, which was passed overwhelmingly by the House but killed in the Senate. The news reaffirmed the reality of desegregation. Judge Keady mailed the test grades to parents on Monday October 10, and the school assignments on October 13. Table 7.2 shows how each school's population would look for grades 1 through 4 after the test results. Once again, sending whites to the black school was unacceptable to the parents who threatened to keep their children at home if forced to attend the black school. Also, for the first time, blacks would outnumber whites at Sally Cochran.

Table 7.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Sallie Cochran (White)</th>
<th>Sallie Cochran (Black)</th>
<th>Frazier (White)</th>
<th>Frazier (Black)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Testing would cause the population of Sally Cochran to change dramatically if those children with the high scores were allowed into the school. The ploy of the school's attorneys had been practiced in other parts of the state. The method was to have the children abstain from the tests, appeal the one year ban, suggest Freedom of Choice, and after the children began the school year, it would be impossible to reassign them to their proper school. The belief was that blacks and whites would likely remain in their same schools. Table 7.2 shows how many students would be transferred after testing. In Holly Springs, 175 blacks were to be transferred to white schools, and 59 whites were to attend white schools. In the city schools, blacks comprised almost 70 percent of the population at the elementary level, and about 60 percent at the secondary level. In fact, more black students dropped out of school than there were whites in school.

Table 7.3

Students Who Would Be Transferred in Holly Springs, by Race, the South Reporter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Whites transferred to Black Schools</th>
<th>Blacks transferred to White Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The testing plan was to be continued at the end of April 1970, as grades 5 through 8 were to be tested in May 1970 and assigned in September 1970 along with grades 1 through 4. Then, in May 1971 all grades would be tested and assigned in September 1971. Facing the possibilities of desegregating through testing, and with the pending
desegregation cases still in the courts, the Board of Trustees of Holly Springs and Marshall County Schools decided to conduct surveys of opinions of school patrons, voters, and taxpayers in order to determine the feelings of the district toward desegregation.

In the wake of judicial rulings, the U.S. Courts had also allowed alternative schemes for integration besides the testing of Judge Keady, and Marshall County used these to delay integration too. The U.S. Courts had developed four plans for integrating schools; pairing, zoning, testing, and consolidation. The school board believed that by using the opinions of the surveys it could convince the U.S. Courts to delay desegregation. The failure in the U.S. Courts and at the state level left the school board grasping at anything to help against desegregation. The parent survey sent out by schools asked what court option should be used to desegregate the schools. The first plan was “Pairing,” where all children in grades 1 through 3 attended one school together, and those in grades 4 through 6 attended another school together in a separate building. Pairing was not very popular with white parents, but blacks saw it as the closest thing to full desegregation. The second plan was less popular. Zoning was the use of designated areas known as zones, which were racially balanced with both races in each zone. Blacks saw it as a great plan for one reason, that in changing zones, it would serve to even out voting zones in the districts of Holly Springs. The third plan which was the one assigned to the county and city, testing, was based on achievement tests, whereby the highest scores attended one school, and the lower scores another. This plan was not liked by the white community, and abhorred by blacks. Blacks concurred reluctantly since it provided the only option at
the time to desegregate the schools. The final plan, consolidation of grades, whereby one school became central, and all other schools were closed, was the closest system to total desegregation, and favored by a small minority of whites. The plan would close the black schools, and move all children to the Holly High-Sallie Cochran Complex. According to the Anthony ruling in 1968, a school system must establish one system by order of the court in order to have a public school system during the 1970 - 1971 school year. The court had accepted these four plans as viable to replace Freedom of Choice.

The results of the parent survey were announced in the November 20 South Reporter. Whites hoped results of the survey might deter blacks in Holly Springs. Also, white resistance could be reenergized behind the new struggle against the U.S. Courts. The white leadership feared their constituency was giving up. The results surprised no one. Whites overwhelmingly chose Freedom of Choice, which was not an option on the survey. For blacks, zoning and pairing led the lists as the most popular choices, three times more popular than testing and consolidation. Table 7.4 shows the breakdown of the survey results for Holly Springs.

As the year was winding down, Judge Hugo Black handed down a decision that changed the face of schooling in Holly Springs. This decision forced total desegregation without any room for appeals. The decision came from the U.S. Supreme Court and represented the final word on desegregation. On December 4, 1969, the court ordered the second phase for school desegregation to begin (US 419F.2d 1211, 1970). Marshall County and Holly Springs were ordered to establish a unitary school system by September 1970. Faculties, staff, transportation, services athletics, and other extracurricular activities
had to be merged by February 1, 1970. According to the U.S. Supreme Court, schools had to have the same racial percentage in schools as children who lived in the district.

This meant that for the city and the county, 70 percent black and 30 percent white. Judge Black also handed down a second harsher penalty for the desegregation of the schools by revoking the use of testing, giving each school district until January 6, 1970, to file a plan with the U.S. Circuit Court that complied with the Singleton v. Jackson Municipal Separate School District decision.

Table 7.4

Survey of Parents Choice for Desegregation, Holly Springs, the South Reporter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Percentage for 1st choice</th>
<th>White Total</th>
<th>Black Total</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freedom of choice¹</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pairing</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoning</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidation</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following his decision, Judge Black immediately announced a second decision in order to avoid the stalling tactics that followed other rulings. He announced that by February 1, 16 school desegregation cases would be decided. These districts had to submit plans and request help from the U.S. Office of Education. Following orders from Black, on December 4, 1969, Judge Keady set January 15, 1970, as the hearing date.

¹Not a US Court option.
where the plan had to be presented to HEW with the understanding that in schools “No race or color shall be excluded.” On February 1, 1970, all teachers, principals, and staff were reassigned “so as to not constitute any racial induction of school for white or black” (US 419F.2d 1211, 1970). The ratio of black to white teachers was 64 to 36 percent. Table 7.5 shows the reassignment of teachers by schools for the city of Holly Springs and Marshall County.

Table 7.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>White Teachers</th>
<th>Black Teachers</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sallie Cochran</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frazier</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly High</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sims</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Holly Springs Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>37</strong></td>
<td><strong>72</strong></td>
<td><strong>109</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry High</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byhalia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand Flat</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Reed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slayden</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potts Camp</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galena</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marshall Co. Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>64</strong></td>
<td><strong>117</strong></td>
<td><strong>181</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two weeks later, following the Fifth Circuit Court’s lead, the U.S. Supreme Court set February 1, 1970, as the deadline for total desegregation. The US Courts instructed Marshall county and Holly Springs were directed to take steps for complete school
desegregation by the deadline. The U.S. Supreme Court would make the final decision on desegregation, thereby bypassing the district, in case schools petitioned about the impossibility of compliance in the allotted time. Schools had to file a plan with the Fifth Circuit Court on January 6, 1970, and respond to Judge Black about the decision by January 2, 1970. On January 5, 1970, Holly Springs and Marshall County school districts filed desegregation plans with the court and HEW. The plans divided the children among the schools. Table 7.6 shows the exact breakdown of the desegregation plan. The district chose Joseph Ford, who had been ostracized earlier after being accused of writing letters against the firing of teachers in 1960 to desegregate Holly High, as the symbol of white Holly Springs.

Table 7.6

*Proposed Student Breakdown for Holly Springs Schools, The South Reporter.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - 3</td>
<td>Sallie Cochran</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - 6</td>
<td>Frazier</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 - 9</td>
<td>Sims</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 12</td>
<td>Holly High</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>573</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>2398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.6 demonstrates that the white population remained steady throughout the school life of the child (grades 1 - 12). For example, there are only fifteen less students between the first and twelfth grades. For Blacks the difference is almost half between the first and twelfth grades. Table 7.7 shows the breakdown of desegregation at the county level. The county was much different than the city. Because of its size and the sparse
population, the desegregation of the county was much more difficult. It was, however, more successful. The private schools were in the city, not in the county. The county schools were also smaller than the city schools.

Table 7.7

Proposed Student Breakdown for Marshall County Schools, the South Reporter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Byhalia</td>
<td>9 - 12</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>1 - 8</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>1114</td>
<td>1530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand Flat</td>
<td>1 - 6, 10 - 12</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slayden</td>
<td>7 - 9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galena</td>
<td>1 - 8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Reed</td>
<td>1 - 4</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potts Camp</td>
<td>5 - 12</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1339</td>
<td>3312</td>
<td>4651</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The white resistance finally ran out of steam as the U.S. Courts ruled in favor of total desegregation in the County. The school districts had to abide or lose control of their schools. Teachers in grades 1 through 6 would be assigned children through a lottery. In grades 7 through 12, students would choose the teachers for each subject as had been done before. The principal of Holly Springs High School, grades 10 through 12, was Joseph Ford, because he had the highest credentials. The Intermediate School, grades 4 through 9, was to be headed by Donald Randolph, the former Holly High principal; and Alice Bell, who was the principal at Sallie Cochran, headed the Primary School, grades 1 through 4. All students stayed with the same teachers they had. Schools were to close on
January 23 to move furniture and reopen on February 2 in Marshall County and Holly Springs, as desegregated schools for the first time ever.
CHAPTER VIII

FREEDOM OF CHOICE, A NEW PERSPECTIVE:
NARRATIVE OF OUR SENIOR YEAR, 1966

Beneath the formal language of the U.S. Courts’ rulings, plans of desegregation, appeals and defendants’ protests, real men and women – real boys and girls – were living, working, and making their way in the chaotic collapse of southern apartheid. This chapter explores their circumstances through the voices of two individuals who participated in Freedom of Choice. Freedom of Choice afforded blacks the opportunity for partial integration. It chiefly applied to black students. Not a single white student from Holly Springs attended the black schools. The relative peace that was kept around the school was eerily quiet compared to the rest of the state where children were chased down and beaten by mobs.

Freedom of Choice?

The world of Freedom of Choice was very different for all the participants involved. Black students, Al Beck and Ruth Harper Greer, during their senior year at Holly Springs High School in 1966 chose to attend the white school over their own W.T. Sims High School. The experience that year at the high school served both Al Beck and Ruth Harper Greer, as well as their three other black classmates, as a sample of what society had in store for them outside of the South. If they could succeed in schools, which according to Harper Greer, was the harshest of all environments, they could succeed anywhere. Also, from their experiences they took with them a sense of repaying their
community, choosing to return and, in turn, helping rekindle a sense of community and
collective for blacks in Holly Springs thirty years later. Constance Curry (1995) described
a similar feeling about her experiences in the white school during Freedom of Choice. As
Ruth Harper Greer, who today is the head nurse at the County Hospital, recalls,

I was in the first integrated class, and it was kind of weird how I ended up
going to Holly High...the way I ended up going there was that my dad
would not let me get on the buses during the Freedom Rides... cause we
had a lot of what we call safe housing and those were housing where
people from like Michigan, Michigan State, Indiana, Chicago, all of these
college students would come down and they would live in these houses...
people would just let them stay, they would just by their own food and
everything... and those would be the places where they would have the
meetings and get people ready to go to Birmingham or where ever...
but my dad was like I'm sorry you cannot go... so in sixty-six, the summer
you could go to whatever school you wanted to... but for Sims it would
take you twenty minutes to walk up to... you know they haven't done
anything... I'll give them a year, I'll give them a year of my life... if I
had known it would have been that much hell I would never have gone....

Al Beck remembered other reasons for attending Holly High. He already
participated in the movement and wanted to attend Holly High School for personal
improvement. Similar to Ruth Harper Greer, he also wanted to leave Holly Springs, a
special quality of adventure for anyone who was able to participate in the hostile world of
Freedom of Choice. Ruth Harper Greer explained that blacks lived next to a school they could not attend, which insulted and inspired some blacks. Curry (1995) described the choice in terms of purely individual strength. The two students approached both of their parents with the suggestion to attend the white school. It was an individual act, not supported by either blacks or whites, seen as usurping segregation and the support system established to combat it. If the system that was supposed to protect blacks segregated them, why would any individual willingly accept the consequences of displacing both the white and black status quo? As Al Beck recalled,

Why I chose to go to Holly High . . . Well, I guess for most of my life living in Holly Springs, you look at the outside world, which is a lot larger of course . . . and you see the cities New York, Chicago, L.A. and the rest of the world . . . Paris . . . and I always wondered how I would compare to students who graduated from those places . . . never thinking I would remain in Holly Springs after I grew up . . . I had to prepare myself to compete when I go somewhere else . . . so I was looking for an opportunity to make myself better able to compete . . . and my parents always thought the same way . . . they encouraged reading always kept a lot of books around . . . and always tried to help me to see further than the city limits . . . so to speak . . .

As he regarded his future, he said, he recognized the differences of the white school: “they had better books, better equipment . . . laboratories, you know . . . everything that would promote better education . . . so this was an excellent opportunity .
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and there were several students who were asked to go... I'm told, I don't know for sure... but no one asked me to go or mentioned it to me... 'you should go to Holly High'... and it was just something... it was opened... it was publicly announced that it was open and my thought was 'I gotta do this'... you know 'you gotta do this'....”

Beneath the personal and family attention however, Beck also couched his decision in terms of racial uplift and community. “I had worked in the Civil Rights Movement, he recalled, I had done some things around that would hopefully help to promote integration and hopefully just a better life for the black community...and so it weighed heavy on my mind when the opportunity came about....” And the results? “I did learn a lot that year... I had a good year, academically, he insisted, but added, it was a hell of a year socially....”

Beck's work in civil rights gave him the inner strength and conviction to “stick it out” for the school year. He needed all such resources and nerves. It was, indeed, “...a hell of a year socially.” He recalled once incident in particular:

I came to my locker at midday and there was this big Master-lock pad-lock on my locker and so they had to come over and cut it off...one of the coaches had to come over with a hack-saw and cut it off... well, actually what they ended up doing was they didn’t cut the lock, they ended up cutting the locker... so as a consequence, I could never lock my locker again... so, you know what I’m saying... the rest of the year... there were several die-hard students that I guess they took it on their own to make sure that I understood that I wasn’t wanted there.
He recalled other events in this hellish season. "Did you ever play football," he asked?

You know the drill where they'll have a line, two lines and you get the ball, and they bump you and trip... try to... I guess that’s called a fumble exercise... contact exercise... that’s kind of what it was like going through the hallway... to virtually every class... you know, somebody was bumping you on a regular basis... sometimes you could see them coming sometimes you could not... some of them you knew that it was coming from cause they did it every day... so you know... and I played football before at Sims, so I had no problem using the forearm and you know... I held my own with that I never left there with any bruises that I could recall...

If daily life at Holly High was like a football scrimmage for Al Beck, actual football – or its absence – entered his memories too.

It was interesting, very interesting... obviously that was quite a bit of solitude, didn’t really have the regular exchange between the other students, I mean I was the only black there... so not a whole lot of conversation, a lot of time to think and listen and do whatever you were going to do... and just figure out what kind of games were going on next.

Teachers, students... the whole nine yards... I remember when I first got to ask if I could play football... because I had transferred from one school in the same district to another school... they brought up some
rule . . . and I cannot imagine that the rule was on the books . . . it was just verbally stated to me . . . and I cannot imagine that they would have looked ahead to even develop that type of rule unless it was just a state rule . . . because, you know, you only had one white school and two black schools and St. Mary’s parochial school . . . and the city school, and we exchanged students all the time . . . if they played here last year they’d come to the next school, you know, without missing a beat . . . and no one had ever questioned that, and I can not imagine that they had that rule in the public schools because they never anticipated integration. . . .

It was a lonely year too. “Actually, there was one guy that befriended me and he would come over in class and talk to me which was almost amazing...and that lasted for about two or three weeks...and then he called me, he used to call me after class and we would talk on the phone.” It did not last long. After a little while, Beck remembered, “he came to me and told me that his sister was being heckled quite a bit, and he felt that it was because of his display towards me . . . so . . . he fell by the wayside . . . he wasn’t afraid for himself but he was afraid for his sister, blah, blah, blah . . . so we didn’t have very much contact after that . . . but he was the only one . . . the only student that ever even spoke to me . . . the only white student.” Like Al, Ruth also experienced the loneliness of school. “I had some of my classes with Modina, but I didn’t have any classes with Al...it kind of depended on which classes we had...and we did have lunch at the same time...so it was kind of, usually one or two of us would be in the same lunch at the same time.” Ruth’s experiences parallel those of Al in dealing with companionship.
There was some people who would write mail and would use derogatory terms... and those were kind of trashy people, I mean they were the kind of people I don't think anybody would want their kids to be with... they were just trashy.... But there was one girl in my class named Puddin' and she had inherited all of this money from her grandparents or somebody... and she had her own car, a maid, a cook, a really, really rich girl, the owner, that she was like hey, if you want to talk to somebody, I'll talk to you, and I was like, OK, she wanted to exchange pictures and phone numbers, but that was the only person that I knew, other than Modina or Janice or them....

Among the problems encountered by the black students attending Holly High was their experiences within their community. When they returned to their homes, many of their peers wondered why they wanted to be with the whites.

Yeah, they called us deserters, you know... it was, my thought was that... and I didn't look at myself as a hero or anything, but I did look at myself as 'Yeah, you're stepping out there,' go ahead on... someday we'll... but it was like 'they left us, they are not part of us any more'... I really didn't understand that, and it was really disheartening... I really didn't understand that, and I still don't to this day... I remember after graduating from college, coming back to a class reunion, and I wasn't invited... I just heard about it, as a matter of fact I just happened to be home and they were having it... and I walked to the door and they were
like, well you didn’t graduate with us you have to pay a visitor’s fee . . . I didn’t have no problem with the money but the attitude was like, ‘Whoa, hey what’s going on here?’ and since that time its changed with the class reunions, but the first couple . . . I was almost like . . . and even the conversations, I mean it wasn’t just that person at the door . . . there were quasi-negative comments . . . a little bit of tact here and there . . . sometimes very direct though . . . not much tact at all . . .

The big surprise that awaited the Freedom of Choicers was teachers’ acceptance. Teachers’ helped ease the choice to attend the white school, especially in the academic arena, where to their surprise the students received better grades than they expected. There was enforcement of new rules for transfer students enacted by the state legislature, locker searches, bag searches, and administrative impediments for the transfer of students. Even though they did retaliate against black students by firing their parents or attacking the students, whites slowly began raising money to establish it as a white alternative to the public schools. Ruth Harper Greer recalls her experience with her teachers and their ability to make her feel welcomed, which for her did not correspond to the rest of the school experience,

the teachers were really good, they tried to make me feel as welcome as they could . . . you know . . . my teacher was Mrs. [Chesley Thorne] Smith . . . and she said ‘if you have any problems do not hesitate to call me at home, this is my home number, this is my home room’ . . . she really did, and I felt that I could have talked to her about anything, but when I did the
year book, they put all of our pictures on the back page so that you could just take that page off and you could have your year book without blacks. Well, that’s us in the year book, we were the four people on the back page of the senior. you could rip that one page out and then you wouldn’t have them in your book.

Al Beck echoed Ruth Harper Greer’s praise of teachers’ dedication, some teachers that I liked to think that I had pretty good intuition at that age in spite of being very young and I can recall being in various classes and feeling, you know, that this person is doing just the minimal of what they can for me however, there were some teachers and I don’t want to high-light that because there were more teachers that were more apparently dedicated teachers.

I got the feeling, and my experience with learning with them and going to class with them the whole class and learning experience was they wanted you to learn period they didn’t care what the class what made up of once you walked in and you close the door and you were at your seat they were about teaching students there were several teachers that I felt that way about Mrs. [Faunta] O’Dell was one I never felt that she did anything to hinder me at all.

He recalled another,

Mrs. [Chesley Thorne] Smith, I remember her, she was just a very dedicated teacher I took geometry from her made an A.
... quite frankly I knew I was doing A work... but I didn't think I would received the grade... pleased, not really surprised I guess at the end of the year, but I was very pleased that she did give me the grade... based on just scores through out the year and performance in class... and on, and on, and on... I felt that she was a good lady and she never showed me any prejudice that I could recognize at the time, you know, she was very helpful... 

Although he felt that teachers were there to help him, Beck held reservations about others. He recalls,

the guy that I really thought belonged to the Ku Klux Klan... and maybe that's... just by his actions because I felt that he was very deceptive, you know, could not be trusted, devil incarnate sort of person... was the principal Joe Williams [left soon for a school in the Delta], and maybe he just thought he was trying to do a good job with a new and rough situation, but at the same time I felt that he was not going to let... I just always felt that he was trying to keep a tight reign on us...

One experience that really affected Al Beck was his connection to the librarian through an unspoken exchange during study hall. Of the devoted and dedicated instructors Al Beck recalled one who symbolized what amounted to intellectual virtue for him.

The lady who really, I guess when I first arrived, she didn't... how can I put this... she was... to give me... she was a librarian, Ill tell you who
she was . . . I think her name was Colthart . . . C-o-l-t-h-a-r-p . . . she was the librarian, I don’t know how she pronounced it though . . . I was in study hall one day . . . and she, the first day I was there, she brought me a book and she said ‘I think you may be interested in this’ . . . and it was a book about the first black general in the modern military, Benjamin O. Davis . . . and it was his biography, or maybe it was his autobiography . . . and I read that of course he told about all of the hard times he faced going through the academy . . . and the military . . . and I guess that really, it helped . . . it definitely helped . . . and what I got from that was that she was saying ‘Just hang in there.’

In Holly Springs, whites perceived that race and class were one in the same when it came to blacks. Ruth Harper Greer recalls her experiences; she deserted her fellow blacks and therefore, was treated to a cold reception from them. The actions were visible for Ruth during the school day. Ruth Harper Greer recalled she did not attend civil rights marches or demonstrate, she integrated Holly High because, “that’s what I did . . . for the movement . . . not . . . going to marches or other places . . . but that’s how I ended up going to Holly High.” Ruth, Like Al, found no companionship at school. “In my class, the students did not talk to me . . . you know I was just like an object . . . I would see them and the teachers would let them look through my purse.” She described herself as “totally isolated,” not only at Holly High but among her black friends too, “but then my friend at the other school, my black friends . . . they would tell me that they didn’t know what was wrong with me . . . so here I am, you know . . . anytime that we were out of school at
holly high i’d go back over to my other school, and they were like ‘why are you down here’ . . . leave . . . so it was a real hard . . . ”

the experience in the schools allowed ruth harper greer and al beck a new understanding of their lives. they lived out a difficult experience and today feel they owe it to their community to help heal old wounds from the 1960s. they have both returned to holly springs, and plan on living their lives there. along with the current mayor, eddie lee smith, also a civil rights leader, they are attempting to build a new leadership base for their community. reflecting on her experience, ruth harper greer recounts her thoughts on holly springs, and why she returned,

the one thing that is so sad about this community is that i went away for twenty-two years and then i came back, because my husband really wanted to coach football here . . . so he had the opportunity to do that, so that’s why we ended up coming back . . . but what is so sad to me is that nothing has changed, and i have my theory, and my theory is that integration is something that you can’t force . . . you can not force it, you cant mandate it, you cant make a law about it . . . but when you in your soul, not in your mind, in your soul, you believe it . . . because your mother has told you, your grandmother everybody that you know, you have lived this way . . . the only black people you have known, not seen, but known are people that work for you . . . they call you mistress since you were twelve years old . . . you cant look around and . . . that’s you, that is who you are . . . most people, when you know better, you do better . . . for example i work with
people here who welcome me into their homes they come into my home . . .

now these are adults, now, they had to become adults to realize that . . .

whenever grandmother held this person down . . . now whether that will ever happen, I don’t know . . .

Her connection to Holly Springs is one of place. In *Black Boy* (1998), Richard Wright felt the same attraction to his home in Roxie, Mississippi. This was even after the atrocities he witnessed against blacks. The attraction to place is extremely strong for many southerners, as Michael Kreyling (1998) illustrates in *Inventing Southern Literature*, “the myth and the history feed one another; together they make consciousness a process, and we are in it, body and mind” (p. 18). Whether this connection was real or not, it is tied into their identity as southern blacks and their experiences as Freedom of Choice participants. As Ruth explains the reason why there is a white academy in Holly Springs,

why shouldn’t you have your own school, if you can buy it, you can have your own school . . . you can dictate who will play sports, you can dictate who can be in clubs, you can dictate this because you are paying for it . . .

why should you take a chance to get out of that one uterus . . . to go out into this cold world . . . you know babies would never be born if they didn’t have to . . . in that uterus they are just enjoying, so nice and warm . . . and my theory is that if I can afford to not even deal with you so Im not going to . . . and . . . a lot of their children go off to school and they even learn the hard way that people are the same . . . or they never learn they
think and they go to a place, where everybody knows you . . . so they can keep you out of their uterus . . . and never have to change.

Along with her views on the school, Ruth believes that change can occur. As the head nurse at the county hospital she tells the nurses sometimes,

it’s the southern belle theory . . . I can so passive aggressive but I can get what I want . . . you know I will never hurt your feelings but I can still get what I want . . . So . . . my momma worked for your momma, and her momma worked for your grand mamma, and so on . . . I can not hurt your feelings because I know your going to keep my children like your momma and on and on and on . . . so I'm just going to be as nice as I can be . . . that's what I'm going to do . . . you have to come over here anyway . . . you know why I can afford it, you know why . . . because I already made my money . . . your great grandparents money, I have my money . . . Holly Springs has all these millionaires

I really think that this is what they believe . . . this is what is in their soul . . . if something should happen to their child . . . or whatever . . . because you just believe it . . . I need your money, I need you to use my bank . . . I need you to go to my clothing store, and to be perfectly honest with you, when you go to my bank I'm going to help you, because its different, but now if you are going to touch my child . . . well now, I just don't know . . . I honestly just don't know what it is . . . but Holly Springs . . . I lived in Memphis for twenty-two years and it was just so different . . .
I don’t know what it is ... there sits there at his barber shop, and on his other side, and a liquor store.

The old conflicts continue 35 years after when Ruth Greer meets people she attended school with. She is now the head nurse in the largest hospital in town. Her position at the hospital allows her to connect with persons who have left the public schools for the private schools. She believes it has become a question of quality over race. She also realizes that times can change. She is optimistic over the future, although the reality of Holly Springs today is the visible segregation in all aspects of life, and the mistrust of blacks and whites throughout the city. Along with her optimism for the future is her assessment of the current race relations. “It doesn’t matter what I have to do, I’m not going to let my children go to school with yours ... It doesn’t matter, if I have to go to work, I’ll go to work, if I have to get two jobs, I’ll work two jobs ... but its one thing that people fail to realize ... it doesn’t make you anything because they don’t know you ... how are you ever going to get to know me if you already know me as a piece of furniture, you already know me as a maid.”

The telling experience of Freedom of Choice centered on the students’ discovery or reinforcement of their skin color, and of their place in history, expressed in their internalization of the moment. They understood what it meant to be black in the South.

See I did not know what I was ... black doctors, teachers, nurses, you know everything ... I just thought that you would grow up and you would be what you wanted to be ... I didn’t know that I was this poor little underprivileged black kid, that I was supposed to get pregnant when I
was thirteen, and have all these illegitimate babies . . . I didn’t know this, you know, I just thought . . . my dad worked . . . and my mom she baby sat, you know she wasn’t much, but I didn’t know that she couldn’t be what she wanted to be . . . I didn’t know that I wasn’t supposed to do this . . . so when I got there they have some really big problems . . . and I kind of figured it out after a half year or so . . . and she don’t live with . . . I could look at her and see how segregated they were among themselves . . . and rich one were here, and the other ones were here . . . to see how they would be . . . I said let me get the hell out of here and get on with my life . . . but it was like they have some really big problems . . . I always believed that I could do whatever I wanted to do, because its what I had been taught all my life . . . a lot of people don’t have that advantage to feel.

Although his memories are different, Al Beck reinforced his beliefs in himself that would lead him to succeed. He felt that there was a bigger purpose to the Movement. At first, Al Beck saw Freedom of Choice as a personal adventure, but as he recalls his experiences, he saw it as his continuing work with the Civil Rights Movement.

I was at the march in Washington. I was part of the advance team for the mule train . . . did voter registration throughout Marshall county, Sunflower county, around Greenwood . . . they’re all down in that area . . . I mean I was all over the place . . . got a policeman down in Lowndes County in Alabama to put a crease in my head . . . with a billy-club that remains to this day . . . it seems like when the Alabama state troopers had
to be six-two or better... they were all these really big guys... yeah, I
was at Selma... I was back and forth to Atlanta and different places... I
didn’t think it was my little part, but it was because of all that I had done I
felt that I would be a hypocrite if I didn’t... and that didn’t move me so
much as that with my personal... I felt it would help me to be there, you
know... I went along with the movement to go to Holly High that year...
it would help myself... it would help the community... it was just the
thing to do.

That’s when you really discover who you are as a person... in the
world... that’s when you get in fights to discover whether you’re going to
make it... you know, that’s when you find your resolve so to speak...
and I guess I did, its just a little different path...

While their decision to attend Holly High estranged them from their friends at
Sims, the Freedom of Choice students found little support among local civil rights workers
in Holly Springs. “The civil rights workers were cheerleaders,” remembers Al, “but I was
really disappointed by the local people that I had really grown to have a tremendous
amount of respect for... it was almost like they were afraid to acknowledge me,
especially in public... I got the feeling that... how could I say this... had I been
standing in the middle of a square somewhere and I called one of their names out loud,
that they might have ignored me... that kind of thing... that was an eye-opener as to
human nature.”
In her autobiography, Constance Curry (1995) feared that her parents might suffer for her decision to integrate. The anxiety never entered Al Beck’s mind. His parents supported his decision, and, as he recalls, his mother did not lose her job.

Yeah she worked at the school . . . Well, like I say, you know in our conversation in Holly Springs, we evolved out of the civil rights movement . . . and I guess that would have just of out of character for Holly Springs to be that forward . . . that was the reason why I felt terribly comfortable . . . because we over the years had various black prisoners that hung themselves . . . and I’m generalizing . . . and we never want anybody to genybody to gen this is a generalization that many black people that kill themselves . . . they might for the last ten or fifteen years . . . you just don’t hear of . . . you know, we just don’t become that distraught . . . “Life is just too rough, I gotta end it right here” you know . . . it just does not happen . . . so here is a streak that likes the liquor, likes to hang out, you know . . . throw a fist or two, and just like to be out and about . . . but yet he gets arrested and he says “Lord I just cant take it I’m going to hang myself” . . . you know he gets arrested for being drunk and disorderly and he comes up hung and he must have hung himself . . . but it just doesn’t happen, give me a break, you know . . . and that happened two or three times . . . but we didn’t have a lot of . . . you know you didn’t find that many people in the river . . . you know . . . hung in trees . . . not over the last fifty or sixty years . . . so in a way I wasn’t really that concerned about
that, because it hadn’t really manifested itself that way . . . previously, you
know.

Returning to Holly Springs thirty-five years after they left, Al and Ruth reflected
on what could be different, and show how their experiences led to similar views on what
Holly Springs and blacks must do in order to improve their situation. In their decision to
return to their hometown, like new mayor and former civil rights organizer Eddie Lee
Smith, they see a second phase in the leadership of the black community. For Ruth Harper
Greer, desegregation led to the birth of Marshall Academy and the white flight from the
public schools, as well as the abandonment of the key social institution for the
advancement of the entire community, which cannot occur when one race attends the
public schools and the other the private schools.

Al also recalled how other institutions were destroyed rather than integrated, “. . .
burned the theater . . . so they wouldn’t have to integrate it . . . but you know, Mississippi
has always been like that . . . they built a swimming pool, when we were trying to
integrate the swimming pool and they built one . . . ‘Here you got your own swimming
pool’ . . . and you know we had a gym . . . and you know . . . your comments exactly, this
is a very polite town . . . so ‘give them a little something to appease them,’ ‘give them a
little something,’ that just went on forever . . . and it still goes on till this day.”

Ruth Harper Greer’s recollections remind her that one reason why the town is still
segregated is that there is a fear to change from blacks as much as from whites. After
“Marshall Academy . . . and they made sure of it . . . anybody wants to come here . . . and
its like you said its legal, but I think that we just accept it . . . and Im just not going to deal
with it . . . and I’ve been very disappointed in the black population you know your selves why are you crying on yourself . . . you know there are other jobs you can do . . . there are other things we can do . . . but I’m talking about why don’t we out our money together and do something . . . there’s a fear of change.”

Change for Ruth Harper Greer can only occur after the public schools become public again.

I really think the bigger problem though is the school system. Yes, number one, until we get a superintendent in there who can increase scores . . . I don’t care who he is . . . and that’s life . . . you want to know when you go to a school . . . am I going to be able to read when I get out . . . you don’t care about color . . . but you care about . . . my teacher but we said break away from family pride . . . we need this to survive.

Well, I can tell you this, the people I went to high school with . . . and I see them now . . . they are like willing to just start the whole system over . . . and they knew me, because I sat there in their class for a whole year . . . you know, its OK for you to talk to me anymore if we could just let that trickle down . . . why don’t we just let in a good superintendent, a good principal . . . I’m not trying to say that they are bad, but couldn’t we do better and then wouldn’t our children learn . . . I went to school last year . . . take the money that we have put into the public school system and invest it . . . we’d have one of the best in the country.
If they had the number one public school system then they would have to ensure the safety of their children... there comes a time...

two, the protests... if they honestly do that and go on marching... then I think they can do it... but you gotta get up now, you gotta get up... because it's almost like saying something that they all thought they need... I don't know.

In Ruth's mind, "when [she] was in the public school system, it was much worse than it is now... much worse... we had much worse teachers... we had... second hand, third hand books... when we got a new book... a cover on a cover... a new book... I thought I'm the first person to use this book... gotta wash our hands after doing homework... because I'm telling you, we got hand me downs... so, we... it was the pits... but I went home and read."

Al Beck eloquently compared his experience in Marshall county to the Delta. He believed that there was the opportunity to turn Holly Springs into something great, a Mecca for blacks, but they missed their chance, which in the end led to the current situation.

I remember, I used to go out when COFO, as they call it... counsel's over on West Avenue and we'd go out in the county and we'd bring people into town and register them to vote and on, and on, and on... and the roles were right there so you could kind of peek over and see... and its amazing to me to see the number of people you would have expected to see on the rolls, weren't on the rolls... and you knew they
could read, write . . . you know, they could handle it . . . but the majority of the people, and don't get me wrong there were a lot of people that did . . . and leaders, some that did, but there were a lot that didn’t . . . but I guess that’s in every group . . . some come on earlier and some come on later . . . and a lot of people had a lot of good reasons for it . . . a lot of peoples had their livelihood depended on it . . . in the school system, or whatever . . . or some type of local economic resource that their jobs or livelihood could have been affected by it.

Well I think that the concept made sense in that the Delta was always seen as the big troubled area so you needed to put your biggest effort there, and then you look at a place like Holly Springs and, well, it was obviously a good stop off, because at the time you had two black colleges, probably . . . and I don't know what you’d do about Holly Springs because Holly Springs as far as Mississippi was concerned, a place of reckoning, you know . . . it was known, you just drive around and you see the generals stayed here . . . Lee stayed here and Grant stayed here . . . the antebellum homes . . . they had a white college here years ago . . .

The perception was that few blacks would attempt to integrate the school. The white leadership believed that Freedom of Choice would soon be over (Curry, 1995; Wieder, 1997; Wolters, 1984). The local white leadership also understood the fear that blacks had about losing their jobs, or loans, or access to any other private and public institution under white control. In Holly Springs, the fear was more myth than reality, as
the white community did not act with the violence or the economic hegemony that occurred in Delta towns (Bartley, 1995; Cobb, 1992). Many of the blacks were economically independent from whites, especially the middle class, which was employed at places like Rust and MI College, and the black dollar was more important to the local economy than whites espoused.

Social class played a role in Freedom of Choice in Holly Springs. Many of the children attending the high school were middle class or above by Mississippi standards. As Raymond Wolters (1984) has shown in cases of desegregation. Willie Morris (1971) describes his hometown of Yazoo City during desegregation in 1970 as surprisingly peaceful. As he illustrates, the attitude of the upper social class was crucial in the reaction to desegregation, leading to peaceful desegregation because its leadership urged everyone to stay in the public schools. The hierarchal nature of Holly Springs, and its service class-based power structure (bankers, land holders, store owners) minimized violence. Lower-class whites figured significant in antiblack violence elsewhere, but that did not occur in Holly Springs (Carson, 1981). Second, the proximity and mutual reliance of the black and white communities also kept the relations amicable if tense. Third, as was demonstrated by Elizabeth Jacoway and David Colburn (1982), southern businessmen were reluctant to use violence in their towns in the 1960s. They tended to be more moderate in terms of change (Jacoway and Colburn, p. 295). Their experiences were mostly forgotten by both blacks and whites, and as they left high school after graduation, no one told their story. Their individual attempt benefitted their own lives after graduation, but these individual efforts soon gave way to the federal government’s use of the U.S. Courts to force full
desegregation through decree. This was at the expense of the local leadership. Which was not financially or politically equipped like whites in other cities to implement handle the legal actions of the government.
The entire South experienced the social and education turmoil that affected Holly Springs between the Brown case and the seventies. Marshall County’s experiences, however, after desegregation contrasted with that of other towns or counties in the South and even in Mississippi. This chapter examines Mississippi, then the South, and finally Holly Springs and Marshall County to understand the connections between national and local trends in desegregation. The desegregation of schools was the last major challenge to the southern order by the federal government. It rivaled the fight to invalidate the poll tax by the U.S. Supreme Court in August 1966. This is a watershed in federal and state government relationships as the federal government established itself as the driving force behind schooling.

Raymond Wolters (1984) attempted a similar study by discussing five crucial desegregation cases that occurred in the U.S. Mark Whitman (1998) also attempts to describe desegregation of schools by tracing the development of the implementation of Brown II (1955) and its consequences in the 1990s. The importance of the legal battle for desegregation is muddled in the political movement to create equity through education (Wolters, 1984). The section on the desegregation of Holly Springs examines the legal implications from the point of view of those involved in desegregating the schools, and their mistrust of public schools after desegregation.
On the evening of January 3, 1970, Governor John Bell Williams addressed the issue of desegregation in a speech broadcast throughout Mississippi. He told his listeners that there was no statewide solution to the school crisis. Instead, he argued for private and public school coexistence in his speech. Admitting that the state of Mississippi the fight over school Freedom of Choice, Governor Williams instructed Mississippians to “decide for themselves what type of school their child will attend. . . . in facing the immediate ordeal, I am compelled to repeat. . . .there is no panacea for a statewide solution prior to the opening of our schools for the next semester.” At that time thirty state school districts awaited Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) plans for public school integration “based on racial percentages instead of the state’s freedom of choice method” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 4, 1970).

The governor asked for cooperation between the private and public schools. The problem lay in the white academies’ philosophy to keep segregation alive. They espoused that no one should be out of schools, and that if the population chose to attend private school the state should help. The governor did nothing more to secure desegregation. The suggestion that blacks help support white academies was the last gasp at fighting the Federal government by the white resistance. The governor appealed for some brotherhood against the federal government:

For instance, it might be well for our school administrators, in communities where needs are great and the facilities limited, to make arrangements with legitimate private school administrators for the use of
their physical facilities at times and hours when they are not required for public school purposes.

The same spirit of cooperation . . . should exist between our churches and private schools, even as it exists now between our churches and the public schools.

I am strongly of the opinion that we must preserve our public school system as an absolute necessity for the good of all . . . though I shall ask the Legislature to seek ways and means of rendering assistance toward this end (money for tuition).

. . . On the other hand, a strong private school system may very well supplement and add strength to our public schools.

The task at hand is monumental. It brings into immediate focus the problems confronting 148 public school districts, 795 school board members, 970 attendance centers, 40000 public school teachers and staff personnel, 600000 enrolled students, and an indeterminate number of parents and guardians.

Two days after the governor’s speech, the school mix decree went into effect for thirty state districts. That Monday, Adams County churches voted on a school where 2,400 of the white students in the county were seeking entry. In Natchez, Adams County, Mississippi, sixteen Baptist congregations on Sunday voted on a resolution “supporting the establishment of a private, all-white school for the city and county, after receiving more than 2,400 applications for enrollment” (Jackson Clarion Ledger) That number
represented roughly one-half of the white students remaining in the Natchez-Adams public school system. Trinity, an Episcopal School, had been in operation for some time at the elementary level. Starting that Sunday, however, registrations were being taken for proposed high school classes. A second school, Adams County Private School, which opened in the fall with an enrollment of 400, also anticipated an influx of new students with the advent of the new term and court-ordered integration of public school facilities.

In Jackson, the change was less drastic. Jackson, Mississippi, was the only major urban area in Mississippi. For the first three months of the school term, September through December, a total of 10,171 students were enrolled in public schools. According to the Jackson Clarion Ledger, of these 5,345 were in all-black schools, while another 4,826, of whom 4,286 were white, were enrolled in integrated schools. These figures indicated a “Negro attendance in integrated schools totaling 500.” In Jackson, U.S. Marshals were on hand to prevent trouble. A force of fifty Marshals moved in during the weekend, “not because of any overt threat of violence but to prevent any recurrence of past troubles” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). The state had come to grips somewhat with the decision as some parents and church groups in Jackson “have advised their members to accept the desegregation order, which is a result of the US Supreme Court ruling October 29 that the schools must be desegregated now” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). Governor John Bell Williams followed his speech with a plea on the radio. He stated that “preservation of public school is essential. . . . Let us remember that the public schools, after all, are still public property and wilful damage or destruction of these properties is senseless” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 4, 1970).
Not all was peaceful. In Canton, a city of 8,000, 23 miles north of Jackson, one private school was established in an empty factory building owned by mayor-elect Hermit Jones, who gave “up his plant rather than comply with federal fair employment hiring requirements.” Private schools had applications from 1,200 of the 1,400 white pupils in Canton. In Hattiesburg, the state’s fourth largest city, four new private schools opened the first week of January 1970. In Yazoo City, 20 miles west from Canton, and the home of Willie Morris, State Senator Herman Decell led a drive to get white parents to pledge to keep their children in desegregated schools. About 200 persons signed the pledge. At the same time, one of the private school pupil loan assistance programs passed by the 1969 legislature was being fought and held up in federal court until February 1, 1970.

In Tchula, State Representative Robert Clark, the only black member of the State Legislature, criticized Governor Williams’ January 3, address. Clark told the Clarion Ledger that “the governor called for two school systems, and we don’t even have one good school system in the state now” (January 5, 1970). The state began to rally its forces by pointing to evidence that segregation was practiced everywhere in the nation, and that the state and the South were being punished because of their past. One such case used as an example was the Pasadena School District Mix Suit, which went before the court on January 6. It was the first case on the West Coast. The Justice Department’s statement made by the attorneys gave little hint as to why they had gone into Pasadena; stating that the “only interest is to see that all the kids get the best education they can.” Dr. Joseph Engholm, told the paper that “I really believe that Pasadena . . . would make a fine landmark case for the government” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970).
During the first week of desegregation, schools seemed fairly calm under the watchful eye of HEW. Most of the counties had only begun registering students but a few began classes under the sweeping US Supreme Court order directed at thirty of the state’s 149 districts. At Columbia, following the new routine that would become practice in the state, the previous all-white and all-Negro high schools were merged and the student body presidents spoke to the combined student bodies. In Marion County, the merged student body of 600 included about 200 black students. In Canton, the Canton Foundation opened one school with 141 students in grades 1 through 8, with plans to open another school with grades 1 through 12 on January 19 in a former tent factory owned by the mayor-elect. Responding to reports that classes within the school would remain segregated, Superintendent Fran Dunbaugh said, “I’m not supposing anybody has not complied” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 5, 1970).

In Hinds County, 15 of 170 Hinds County teachers reassigned as the result of the US Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals resigned, according to County Superintendent Clyde Muse; all fifteen resignations came from white teachers. In Hinds, under the desegregation plan, 1,485 pupils and 170 teachers were reassigned to new schools. Faculties in the school district were ordered desegregated in order to produce a 55 percent white to 45 percent black ratio in each school to match the ratio in the district as a whole. In Woodville, no white students appeared at the Woodville Attendance Center on the first day of the court ordered desegregation, “but 471 Negroes did come to enroll at the formerly all-white school in Wilkinson county.” According to the January 5, 1970, Jackson Clarion Ledger, “White students are reportedly all going or planning to go to a
new private school in the process of being organized.” In Forrest County, where Hattiesburg is located, a group of nearly “1000 men, women and children marched through a chill drizzle Monday to protest the desegregation plan imposed on Forrest County Public Schools” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 5, 1970). Jack Robinson, of Citizens for Local Control of Education, told the paper that “what we are fighting is the busing of our children here, there and everywhere over the county to achieve some insane ratio of black and white.” He was referring to the court-ordered desegregation plan in which the ratio of white and black students roughly paralleled that of the population.

In Columbia, the desegregation plan went much smoother. Columbia was one of the 200 schools facing what Governor John Bell Williams called the “moment of decision” in court-ordered classroom desegregation. It went extremely well, “despite 8 youthful pickets whose placards said, ‘Hell no, we won’t go.’” The principal, told some 600 students to “respect each other, whether in the classroom, on the stairs or in the halls” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 5, 1970). The school population of blacks increased from 15 to 180. However, desegregation of schools in this city of some 8,000 in southern Mississippi, with about a three to one white to black ratio, was relatively simple compared to rural areas and towns where, according to the paper, “the Negroes outnumber whites and the motto ‘never’ still applies” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). In a commentary in the Jackson Clarion Ledger, on January 6, 1970, about Canton, where a double system existed in the small central Mississippi town where blacks outnumbered whites three to one, plans led to a new kind of segregated school system by the end of the month; one part was public and primarily for blacks and the second part private and
largely white. In Canton, all but “100 of some 1300 white students in grades one through 12 have registered with the foundation.” The Canton foundation consisted of two schools, one a small facility which has been in existence for five years, and the new school, which is housed in a former tent factory. The foundation recruited teachers “from the public schools, from the ranks of the retired and a few are recent college graduates” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 6, 1970). Standing against the new white academy was Reverend Luke Mikschi, a white Roman Catholic priest who operated the church black school, who said that “the new foundation is another manifestation of discrimination against blacks” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 6, 1970). Reverend Mikschi continued, “We give them a year to a year and a half. We’ve been in the private school business a lot longer than they have and we know. We manage here, but we do it with our sisters, who work for next to nothing” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 6, 1970).

In Belzoni, State Republican chairman Clarke Reed told a civic group “...the social engineers of the Supreme Court and the Fifth Circuit, through their punishment, have subjected us to the worse trial since Reconstruction” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 6, 1970). He proposed that the immediate goals for the citizenry to remain “calm, seek the most competent persons to serve on school boards and support every means to continue quality instruction” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 6, 1970). The local leadership was afraid of the racial mixing that was occurring. There was no longer a solution that could be had. One issue that the local whites feared was that not all whites could afford to pay for the private academies. Many of them needed scholarships. The plan to provide scholarships to students failed, as the Fifth Circuit Court ruled it was in violation of the
Court’s position of desegregation. Mississippi had tried to give tuition waivers to students in the white academies, but such State legislation was repealed. The full effects of desegregation had not been revealed in many school districts because they were still closed for Christmas vacation. Many did not open their doors until January 7, 1970.

On January 7, 1970, as HEW outlined its plan for city pupil mix, whites began the exodus from the public schools. As a Forest County official told the *Jackson Clarion Ledger*, “we are operating a segregated system now, more than ever. Prior to the court orders, when we were under freedom-of-choice, both races attended schools – now we will teach only Negroes.” The county officials reported about 600 of the 4,100 whites in the county schools have either registered or made application for private education. While in Adams County, Natchez school officials said approximately 33 percent of the white students failed to attend orientation activities Monday. In Jackson, a total of 1,485 students were reassigned, effective January 1, and they were to report to their newly assigned schools Tuesday for orientation. Superintendent Clyde Muse of Jackson revealed that the number of reassigned teachers grew to twenty. Like other southern counties, in the Delta County of Adams sixteen churches voted unanimously to go into the school business. Some 240 students who attended Adams County public schools made applications to attend the new school when it became operational.

In Petal, also in the Delta, the desegregation brought on a sit-in. The paper announced that “fuming white parents and their children staged a sit-in at Petal Junior High Wednesday to protest court orders which moved some 250 white pupils to a previously all Negro school” (*Jackson Clarion Ledger*, January 7, 1970). The paper
reported that the "... confrontation ... in an unincorporated community of about 5,000 in Southern Mississippi was the first since 30 school districts started opening Monday under the 'total and immediate' desegregation order of the U.S. Supreme Court" (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). As none of the white students showed up, Principal Loper, described as "a portly gray haired man," gave up "any attempt toward orderly registration of the some 500 pupils, white and Negro, assigned to the school" (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). He said that "about 325 registered Wednesday" (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970).

Other counties experienced similar problems. Once again, in Adams County, school officials in Natchez said that "about 58 per cent of the first-day enrollment was Negro" (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). Also, at a meeting held in Columbia Tuesday night, "221 students applied for admission to the proposed West Marion Academy, a private school" (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). Attendance was down in Marion County, where in Columbus, at Marion County High School, a former black school, "opened at 8 a.m. with 45 teachers on hand and 328 11th and 12th grade students reporting for classes. There were 102 whites and 226 Negroes" (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970).

In Yazoo City, "twelve fewer Negroes stayed away from the first day of school Wednesday in Yazoo City than did whites" (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). A total of 746, or 367 blacks and 379 whites, "exercised their freedom to stay away from the six public schools here" (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). Those grades were housed in the formerly predominantly all white Yazoo City Junior High, "with 133
Negroes and 157 whites not attending Wednesday” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). In Yazoo City, there are “2195 Negroes and 1724 whites” eligible to enroll in public schools, and “on Wednesday 1828 Negroes and 1325 whites enrolled” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970). Yazoo City has a total population of “1071 white children and 2495 Negroes.” Many of the white children in school in Yazoo City came from the county. Manchester Academy, which opened in Yazoo City in September, had 500 students through junior high. City leaders had held a series of meetings prior to desegregation and urged public support of the public school system. At Fayette, Mayor Charles Evers charged that whites leaving public schools in Wilkinson, Amite, and Adams Counties were taking books, desks, and other equipment and supplies with them. Evers, the only black mayor of a “biracial municipality in the state,” called on both state and U.S. attorneys general to launch an immediate investigation. Evers, who was active in civil rights, said “blacks were unable to support private schools in any form, yet we find down in this area that some merchants have gone on record that they are going to support the private schools.” “The only thing,” continued Evers, “I can tell my people is that if you really believe in integration and togetherness, don’t support those who are going to take your money and use it to divide us” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 7, 1970).

On January 28, 1970, three days before the February 1, 1970, deadline given by Justice Hugo Black for total desegregation, Senator John Stennis introduced new school legislation, in Washington, that permitted “students and their parents complete freedom of choice in selecting the schools they attend, and also make racial desegregation ‘guidelines and criteria’ applicable ‘uniformly in all regions of the United States’” (Jackson Clarion
Once again, Stennis defended Mississippi by attacking what amounted to Freedom of Choice in New York and other northern states. He offered legislation was offered as amendments to the Elementary and Secondary Education Assistance Act (ESEA). It would bar exclusion of a student or students from any public school “on account of race, creed, color or national origin.” Stennis told his audience that his “primary purpose is to preserve the neighborhood school.” “I emphasize also that this is not an attempt to repeal the Civil Rights Act,” declared the Mississippi Senator. “It is simply a good faith attempt to save the schools of every section of the nation, including the South where they are literally being emasculated in many areas as educational centers for educating their children.” Stennis argued that “the education and welfare of the students and teachers have actually become secondary. According to the Senator, “the prime objective has been all-out integration.” He emphasized that the South “is actually the sole target of this massive integration program,” although there are “segregated conditions in the North that are as pronounced” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, January 28, 1970).

Following Stennis’ lead, the state of Mississippi decided that the Supreme Court should outlaw the “mix orders.” In a January 28 announcement, Governor John Bell Williams charged HEW with violating the US Constitution. On January 29, Mississippi filed a US Supreme Court suit to prohibit enforcement of school desegregation orders in the state. On Friday, February 5, 1970, a state delegation met to set a plan to stop desegregation. Five main points were raised, including the dropping of the average daily attendance with a ratio of one black for every two whites. The third problem was that the
rearrangement of groups left some students out of the proper grade and age group; e.g.,
students in grades 1 through 3 with those in grades 9 through 12. The last issue was that
in Tunica, no whites showed up to the public schools, and teachers had refused to switch
because of their contracts.

On February 7, 1970, a few whites were reporting to “black” schools across the
state. According to the Jackson Schools Superintendent, “more than 96% of those who
registered last Wednesday showed up for a ‘normal first day’ in public schools of Jackson
Friday.” He told the paper that a “total of 34,427 attended classes. That was 88 per cent
of the attendance figure on the last full day of school, January 23, when 38,947 were
marked present. The registration last Wednesday totaled 35,640” (Jackson Clarion
Ledger, February 7, 1970). According to a source on the school board, “no incidents
were reported. Principals arriving at the administration offices with attendance figures
after the regular school day looked pleased and expressed a feeling of pride and
accomplishment.” However, the Superintendent counted a total of twenty resignations
from more than 1,500 teachers.

The school board asked the media to remain outside the schools and not bring
attention to desegregation. According to the Jackson Clarion Ledger, “local news media
honored the school request for no on-campus coverage and waited, for the most part, in
administrative headquarters for releases” (February 7, 1970). According to the
newspaper, on the seventh of February, a boycott, or at least a semi-boycott, developed in
five Jackson secondary schools as the white attendance at the five schools was so slight as
to “preclude influenza as the cause, despite its prevalence.” The paper stated that “with
the exception of those five schools, the full-integration, ‘mix-now’ plan ordered by the US Supreme Court was declared largely effective.” Lanier High, formerly an all-black school, showed the sharpest effect of opposition to the mix. The school listed 294 students as “expected” there; however, only six showed up. Jim Hill High fared a little better; it had 38 whites from an “expected” 177. The figures in the Jackson Clarion Ledger show a total of 119 whites appearing out of a total of 957 “expected” to attend classes at the formerly all-black schools (Jackson Clarion Ledger, February 8, 1970).

In the state legislature, Senator Bill Alexander estimated “40,000 public school students would not return to public school this semester due to court ordered integration and predicted the figure would be 75,000 next year” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, February 8, 1970). Senator Burgen stated that as of January 19, the average daily attendance was down 51,000 from the September average. The paper reported that because of desegregation, private schools were booming. In other words, desegregation remained largely unaccomplished in the thirty Mississippi districts ordered to integrate. In fact, some districts did not comply with the order. Although the rules of the court were being ignored, there was little violence reported around the South. Many parents kept their children home on the February 1 deadline waiting for further developments. In some counties, such as Tallulah, Louisiana, half of the white population enrolled in private academies. In two Mississippi districts, Tunica and Indianola, “some 1,000 white pupils stayed home, with the public schools turning all black.” Enrollment at three white private schools in Jackson jumped from 500 to 3,000 between semesters (Jackson Clarion Ledger, February 10, 1970).
In order to fight this order, four Dixie governors met during the second weekend of the court order. The conference was announced by John Bell Williams, who had been trying to have a get together since October of 1969. The conference was held in Mobile, Alabama, and was attended by Lester Maddox of Georgia, Albert Brewer of Alabama, and Louisiana’s John McKeithen. Williams said that “he would be willing to rot in jail if that would do any good. I will fight so long as any individual in the state of Mississippi opposes these acts of judicial dictatorship.” Three of the four governors, Brewer, Williams, and Maddox sought to “tackle desegregation problems through the courts.” Brewer and Williams had failed at the Supreme Court level, and Maddox’s suit to halt efforts to achieve racial balance in Georgia’s schools was still before a federal district court in Washington. According to the paper, “all four have already made it clear that they won’t stand for the busing of students to achieve racial desegregation, so it’s likely they may have something new to offer following Sunday’s session.” Only Florida’s Claude Kirk, who had “been just as solid in his opposition,” had not yet committed to the conference.

Marshall County and Total Desegregation

As a result of total desegregation, schools changed dramatically in the South. Holly Springs was not immune to the change. On February 1, 1970, Holly Springs, where black students outnumbered whites three to one, began the second phase of total desegregation ordered by Justice Hugo Black. “The people here haven’t really decided whether they are going to leave the schools or not,” stated Holly Springs Superintendent
Hollis Morris to the Jackson Clarion Ledger. “There is some talk but nothing definite yet. There is a private school here, the Marshall County Education Foundation, and we understand it already has about 350 students attending classes.” Holly Springs schools had a first semester enrollment of 573 whites and 1,825 blacks. The schools were registering students on Monday and began classes on Tuesday, February 2, 1970. Morris complained that “the biggest problem we’ve had has been transferring furniture and equipment and getting classrooms set up. We are making progress and hope to be finished by the weekend.” Morris feared that as many as half of the white student body would abandon public schools for private schools. Marshall County Superintendent Stanley Mullikin had similar fears as he stated that “four private schools are in operation in the county, and added that a few white families are known to have moved out of the district.” Marshall County had about 1,200 white students and some 3,300 blacks.

Holly Springs experienced similar problems as the rest of the state. School officials believed this change to be temporary. The Holly Springs pullout was believed by some to be temporary, as some 250 of the 500 whites failed to register. The transition was described as moving smoothly, “although eight white teachers resigned, and Negroes were in a 3-1 majority” (Jackson Clarion Ledger, February 3, 1970). Holly High did not experience a large dropout in the first year of desegregation however. That was not the case in the rest of state. In Holly High, many of the parents kept their children in through the first years of total desegregation, choosing to only pull out after the end of the first year. By 1973 only 27 white males and 28 white females remained in a class of 97 as compared to 1970. There were 24 black males and 14 females in a class of 99 before
desegregation. In 1973, there were only 19 white upperclassmen, including only seven senior females. The Holly Springs case was unique because they only used one white high school, forcing everyone into the same building. In other places it was not so easy, as whites pulled out of the former white schools and refused to attend the former black schools. On Friday, February 5, 1970, the first week’s school enrollment figures were released. Tables 9.1 and 9.2 show the change in enrollment, first for the city and then for the county.

Table 9.1

Enrollment in Holly Springs Schools after February 1, 1970, Jackson Clarion Ledger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School (grades)</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sallie Cochran (1-3)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frazier/Sims (4-9)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly High (10-12)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference from First semester</td>
<td>-370</td>
<td>-139</td>
<td>-509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total First Semester</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>1819</td>
<td>2392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers resigned</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 9.1 and 9.2 reveal the large difference in the white enrollment as compared to the black enrollment. In both the city and the county, over half of the white students left the schools. Also, eight teachers left the city schools. All grades were equally affected by the departures. Because of Marshall Academy’s location, in the city, many more elementary school students left the city than the county. The neighboring county of Benton suffered greater white flight than Marshall County, as white students fled the
public school system. The February 26, 1970, South Reporter reported that all white students assigned to the Ashland School, grades 1 through 2, and 10 through 12, and the Old Salem School, grades 3 through 9, refused to attend on February 23, 1970, in a boycott. Ashland had been about 27 percent integrated before the court case, and Hickory Flat, another school in the county, was not affected because of previous zoning by court order.

Table 9.2

Enrollment in Marshall County Schools after February 1, 1970, The South Reporter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School (grades)</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galena (1-8)</td>
<td>3.460</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slayden (7-9)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand Flat (1-6, 10-12)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byhalia (10-12)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry (1-9)</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1071</td>
<td>1219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potts Camp (1-3, 8-12)</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Reed (4-7)</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>3137</td>
<td>3716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference from 1st semester</td>
<td>-760</td>
<td>-175</td>
<td>-936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total First Semester</td>
<td>1339</td>
<td>3312</td>
<td>4651</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In keeping with the spirit of the desegregation laws of 1970, Principal Joseph Ford decided to keep the two student bodies separate, as if they were still attending two separate schools. Thus, the senior class of 1970, at Holly High, had two student body presidents, one from Sims, and one from Holly High; they also had two yearbooks, and finally, two valedictorians and salutatorians. Co-valedictorians, Eric Hardaway from Sims
and Carry Rather from Holly High, gave the address at graduation. The seniors of both schools vowed to finish the year together. That would be the only desegregated school year in Holly Springs. Although in the same school, there was little mingling between the races. The desegregation problem was much easier for the staff, as they accepted the change without overt resistance. Holly High principal, Joseph Ford, managed adequately, but some things could have been better if they had planned and discussed the changes with the teachers and students. Splendidly, thirty years later, he recalled some of the problems, however.

So when they integrated the school in nineteen seventy, January of seventy . . . there were some things they were doing wrong that probably even made it better for the integration, and what I mean by that is that there was no meeting between teachers, there was no meeting between students before this occurred . . . I blame myself because I was part of the administration . . . you know, I didn’t mention this either, but in hindsight it would have been much easier with integration if we had pulled all the teachers together and met with them and then had the teachers talk to students on a first day based upon what our sensibility meeting was about . . . but we didn’t do that and yet still integration went kind of smooth, we lost some white children . . .

. . . but if we had done all of the homework we probably wouldn't have lost these children . . . you know, but we didn’t do all the homework . . . and myself . . . because I feel like with the teachers that we had . . . if we had
kept the children we would have kept some of the teachers, even though Ms O'Dell stayed until she retired... but some of the others did not... but see, I think... for the type of town, and when I use the word type of town, I mean the background of this town, the old Mr and Mrs. Jane type... then I think integration went great because that's a lot of change that had to come about from both sides of the fence... particularly the white side... because this was something that was new and you know how we don't like to change so fast... and this was a change... if we had gone in there in the beginning and said we don't want to hear the word nigger, we don't want to hear honkey we don't want to hear white trash, none of this... I think we wouldn't have had that... but by not doing that we had children fighting each other and we just had to, you know... we had very few problems...

Principal Joseph Ford, who in 1960 was accused of writing inflammatory letters against segregation, was the architect of the desegregation of Holly High. His plan included dividing the three city schools by grade. He recalled that,

I would make the high school nine through twelve and make me principal, and I would put four through eight down at the middle school, five through eight, I told him five, and leave the one through four with Mrs. Belle... well they didn't quite do that... they did it another way... they put ten through twelve and put me up at the high school... and they left five through nine... a year or so later they added the ninth grade...
The 1970 - 1971 school year differed significantly from the initial year of
desegregation. That fall only about 40 white students returned, leaving 265 white students
to 1,781 black students. The high school white population declined from 90 to 56. Ratios
of blacks to whites soared. The largest discrepancy appeared at the middle school level,
with 991 blacks to 137 whites. The 60 percent of whites that left the schools was the
exact number that enrolled at Marshall Academy the next year. The dropout rate for
blacks was 70 percent, which increased after desegregation by about 30 percent from the
previous 40 percent. Table 9.3 shows the population for the city schools after
desegregation. Especially glaring the low number of white students in the elementary
schools. Only city children attended the primary school, as opposed to the intermediate
school, which also included children from the outlying areas of the city, especially in the
east and south. The low numbers at the elementary level also has to do with the odd
separation of 4-4-4, which Principal Ford believed would lead to a better racial balance.

Table 9.3


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City Schools (grade)</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holly High (10-12)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate (5-9)</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>1128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary (1-4)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>1781</td>
<td>2046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Year</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>1759</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The departure of whites from the schools continued until there were only 32 white males and 28 white females remained in 1973. That was 20 less than the year before. Whites could leave the public schools and set up a separate school system, and the community could not stop them, as it was a system of private schools. During segregation, whites had an interest in the community schools, although they tended to care more about the white schools. After desegregation, they no longer had any responsibility to the public schools, only to their private schools of choice, yet they still controlled all city and county politics, including the schools boards of Marshall County and Holly Springs.

Along with the rapid change in the students population, Holly High hired nine new black teachers in 1969, adding to the three that had been hired before desegregation as part of the court order to integrate the staffs of the school system. The hiring of these nine teachers is deceiving as the school never replaced the eight teachers it had lost. The first three hired; Charles Gary, Carl Echols, and E.F. Goodman, remained on the staff after desegregation, as well as the two women hired in 1969, Linda Marshall and Hilda Boyd (Interviews, Joseph Ford, June 30, 1999). Joseph Ford, who became principal in 1970 and is today on the county school board, remained at Holly High for twenty years until 1990. By 1972, all class officers were black, and athletics were mostly composed of blacks, as most whites that remained were either the children of school teachers or those children whose parents could not afford Marshall Academy or any other private school. During the summer, Holly High changed its team name to Hawks from Tigers, but kept its school colors, green and white. This reflected a racial and school compromise, as Hawks
was Sims' choice of name, but maroon and gold were their colors. In December of that year, the school system received excellent news as the elementary school received full accreditation from Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools (SACS), making it one of only 120 schools out of 700 elementary schools accredited in the state of Mississippi.

In order to deal with the 70 percent dropout rate of blacks, Superintendent Frank Ladd received a $114,210 grant in June 1972 to build a vocational education school on the Holly High campus. The total cost for the school would be $450,000. In April 1973, Russell Johnson became principal of the Holly Springs Vocational Education Center. In order to pay for the expenses of the new school building, the Holly Springs School Board asked for 1.5 million dollars in a bond election. The school had old and outdated facilities that were too small, and needed renovation and maintenance, and the high school portables needed to be replaced because they were a fire hazard. The first would be an 18-room addition to the primary school; second the buying of the land next to high school to build a new intermediate school, a new high school with home economics department, covered walkways between the schools, and air conditioning for the primary and intermediate schools and both school cafeterias. The election was held on September 24 for a 13-mill tax. Voters turned down the referendum by a margin of 1,133 to 1,101 (The South Reporter, September 25, 1973).

This historic vote signaled the loss of stature of the public schools in the community. Many whites in the community did not recognize the public school system and scorned taxes to support the schools. Holly Springs’ whites were tied to their
community, attending Holly High generation after generation. Once they left the schools, they abandoned the public school system. Marshall County blacks were in a dire state of poverty and were more worried about employment and food than whether the schools had a new vocational building. The vocational building did open for the 1975 school year. It attracted many night school students, mostly blacks, and became an alternative school for students who did not complete the high school requirements. The stopgap attempt to remedy the high black dropout rate, inadequate funding for facilities, and books left the public school system in disarray. The next section also examines some results of the post-civil rights era that shed light on what occurred in Holly Springs because of the rapid change in town.
What were the effects of the desegregation of schools during the Civil Rights Movement in Marshall County? The Movement that began in the 1960s and culminated with the court-ordered desegregation of public schools left two legacies in the area. The first was the involvement of the federal government in the politics and education of the daily life of the people of Marshall County. Marshall Academy, and consequently, the total resegregation of Marshall County and Holly Springs schools, the abandonment of public education by whites for a private system, and the relegation of blacks to an inferior public school system—except one now (in contrast to the old days) controlled by whites as whites attended the academy and blacks the public schools. Chapter ten examines the influence of the federal government through a history of Head Start, which offered blacks the opportunity to bypass the local political hegemony to receive help in the education of black children. Federal involvement also came with consequences that local blacks did not foresee, such as the loss local determinism, and the legitimizing of two school systems, one public for blacks and one private for whites. The end of legal segregation had caused blacks to question what their role in society, as seen by the conflict in the Head Start program (Marable, 1984; Swift, 1991).
Head Start

The Head Start program in Marshall County exemplifies the struggle between the white leadership of the county and the state to regain the decision-making process from blacks. In the final analysis, the entrenched white ideology and political dominance of its leadership succeeded in taking control away from local blacks. In 1967, Rust College had circumvented the local political and economic white leadership by applying directly to the federal government for $1.5 million from the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) through the nation’s largest Head Start program, run by Dr. Tom Levin through Child Development Group of Mississippi (CDGM). The federal grant was paid to the Institute of Community Services (ICS). The Rust College Head Start committee was made up of appointed citizens from Marshall and Lafayette counties. At the time, only a few Head Start centers had been set up in North Mississippi. Marshall County had only three designated Child Development Group of Mississippi (CDGM) centers, one in Holly Springs, one at Byhalia, and one at Potts Camp (Rust College Archives).

CDGM was a grassroots Head Start organization designed to teach lower-economic class students in Mississippi. The organization had achieved independence from both the local schools and the federal government because of the leadership efforts of its director, Tom Levin. He managed to avoid governmental interference by using local resources, such as teachers and community activists. Levin had secured volunteers through an extensive network in the Northeast, by soliciting and receiving support from SNCC and SCLC, by encouraging local leaders, and by employing local blacks as food servers, drivers, and teachers (Dittmer, 1995, pp. 364 - 382). The program’s success also
led to its failure. The involvement of civil rights leaders in its ranks attracted conservatives' ire, and led to investigations that resulted in charges of misappropriating funds. The program also paid Civil Rights workers’ fines, and allowed them to use OEO money and property to register blacks to vote (Dittmer, 1995). As John Dittmer (1995) has demonstrated in *Local People*, the Mississippi Democrats, especially John Stennis, used his influence in Congress to broker a deal with President Richard Nixon, who needed his influence over the Foreign Relations Committee to back his foreign policy in Southeast Asia. According to Dittmer, in 1968, Stennis demanded the federal government sacrifice CDGM and Head Start. CDGM was heavily audited, and their money cut. In a matter of one year, CDGM fell apart in North Mississippi.

In 1966, Rust College, in conjunction with the Office of Education and HEW announced two Summer Institutes, first for grades 4 through 6 for six weeks in June and July, and one for grades 7 through 12 from July to August 1966. Under Title XI of the Civil Rights Act, the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) provided money for teachers of disadvantaged youths to attend summer programs that would help them teach better. The federal government held that segregation caused race and class to be intertwined. This connection between the two caused discrimination to occur on two levels, skin color and economic position (Apple, 1979/1990; 1996). As the failure of the mill tax, in 1973 to improve the public school facilities demonstrates, after desegregation community support for the schools disappeared. Whites still outvoted blacks and also refused to vote for any tax for the public schools, as they no longer had any interest in it. The newly formed black community had to depend on federal programs such as those
sponsored by the NDEA to support the needs of the black community. The Summer Institute and Head Start had several objectives as to the education of blacks in the South. Lacking the economic power and political pressure of the previous year’s economic boycott of Holly Springs, the leaders of the Summer Institute believed they offered a great opportunity for the county’s teachers. The segregation of the schools made the institute segregated as well. The Institute at Rust was special because for the first time Holly Springs received national attention.

The goal of the Institute was to introduce new techniques for “disadvantaged and disrupted learners” (Rust College Archives, NDEA Summer Institute Proposal, 1966). The new curriculum was developed in the inner city of New York in the late 1960s. The new methodology used the ostensible knowledge of the learner as point of applied instruction (Spring, 1996). The goals of the Summer Institute did not address the economic distress of blacks in the county, overcrowded classrooms, child farm labor, or equal public facilities. The program had three phases: 1) non-grading and effective learning; 2) teaching vocal and quantitative concepts to disadvantaged youths; and 3) problems of teachers in depressed areas (Rust College Archives, NDEA Summer Institute Proposal, 1966). This focus was contradictory to the educational demands made to the city for education in 1965 by the Citizens for Improvement. Those demands centered on issues of equity and access, whereas the Summer Institute demanded separation and exclusion for children because they were different.
Once again, the formation of a black movement alerted the Sovereignty Commission. On July 25, 1967, Tom Scarbrough contacted authorities in Marshall and Lafayette counties concerning the Institute of Community Services (ICS), the name of the organization that was set up to run Head Start schools in Marshall and Lafayette counties. Eddie Lee Smith, the chairman and former teacher at Rust College, directed the program in the two counties. The Head Start Board of Directors reported that the committee had handled ICS "in a very good manner as compared to the way CDGM has operated" (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-60-1-1-1). CDGM had been funded by OEO through Mary Holmes Junior College. According to his sources, Scarbrough reported to the Sovereignty Commission Office that ICS was detouring from the guidelines, which specifically prohibited anyone connected with Head Start programs from participating in political activities either directly or indirectly. This is the same issue that was used to attack CDGM when it paid fines for voter registration instructors, backed black and liberal white candidates, and drove blacks to register to vote.

In July, Scarbrough received a copy of a letter, which established some of the inner workings of the new organization. The letter, "which was copied hurriedly by a person who worked in the Head Start headquarters in Lafayette County," was from a Mrs. Michael Trister to a Mr. Leland Hall. The letter began with a statement of confidence, where she [Mrs. Trister] felt that they would succeed after holding the first organizational meeting, which was attended by every teacher in the program. The goal of the meeting was on what the organization could do for the community. First, they had to follow up on
all complaints and make sure they acted on them (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-60-1-1-1). The program’s leadership believed that this gave “you a little voice in the program, helps to get the administration organized so you don’t have to got a different answer from every person on the central staff. Helps in meeting with other groups in the state. Unity speaks in getting group insurance, etc” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-60-1-1-1). The letter also discussed the compensation for teachers. The Head Start Board felt that there was no reason for teachers to have to pay for their meals. That issue was taken to the director and the Head Start board.

In order to have a voice, the teachers established an employees’ executive board made up of one representative from each center that would elect officers, define problems, and call general meetings at all centers and personnel meetings with the administrator. Mrs. Trister was worried that Eddie Smith would not be “very happy about what I am doing” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-60-1-1-1). She complained about the argument that was witnessed by Scarbrough’s informant, where Smith told her “about keeping politics out of education and in turning the people against the administration” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-60-1-1-1). In the letter, she wrote that she responded that “Stokely Carmichael only causes trouble when the white community refuses to listen or denies the outcries from the Negro community. It will be the same with the center’s staff and the administration. Michael [referring to her husband, an Ole Miss Law professor] may get a lawyer when the organization is interested in insurance and investments” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-60-1-1-1).
The Sovereignty Commission’s report reveals the infighting that helped cause the end of the Head Start program as an independent source of financial aid to blacks. When CDGM was disbanded, local whites charged that the leadership of Head Start should be under the local schools. One faction felt it was to educate poor blacks, especially children who were not getting proper nutrition and care. The other faction, led by outsiders and the younger members of the local black leadership, felt the organization should provide leadership in education of blacks, political influence, and voter registration. This internal division in the political culture of the black community was invisible to outsiders, but reflected the nationwide trend that occurred after Stokley Carmichael’s 1965 speech in Atlanta about “Black power.” Since Martin Luther King, Jr. had been assassinated in 1968, a power vacuum had existed in the black community, and Carmichael seemed to move into the role (Paris, 1991). Although there had always been arguments over where the Movement should go, King had been able to assert his influence on countless occasions. King had also been the point of contact for the federal government which gave him a special position for disseminating information (Katzenbach, 1985, pp. 49 - 64).

By 1969, the program was dismantled as the old faction of local leadership was replaced by the new leadership of outsiders, specifically whites and northern blacks who understood new federal legislation. Eddie Lee Smith, the director of ICS in Marshall and Lafayette counties resigned his position with Head Start on August 1, 1967. Scarbrough believed that he resigned “because of his dissatisfaction with some of his employees getting involved in politics” (Sovereignty Commission 2-20-2-60-1-1-1). Smith also was running for the Marshall County School Board, and believed that to help the black
community, schools had to be integrated (Interview, Eddie Lee Smith, July 7, 1999). He was succeeded by Arverne Moore, a former school teacher who had been dismissed from his teaching position. Moore, like Smith, had been active in civil rights activities in Marshall County, participating in marches and boycotts. The new vice-chairman was Quentell Gipson, also a candidate for County Superintendent of Education, and active in civil rights demonstrations and voter registration.

In 1968, after the successful NDEA Institute in the summer of 1966, Rust initiated once again a summer institute for high school teachers. This time the Institute was more aggressive than the one held earlier for elementary school teachers. The NDEA Institute in English for Secondary English Teachers of Culturally-Deprived Youth was acclaimed. The second time around the Institute boasted local black school teachers, instead of teachers brought in from the Northeast. This time, however, the Institute only educated thirty teachers because of financial constraints. The objectives had also changed from two years earlier. Instead of focusing on the teaching of self-esteem, the Institute focused on grading, introduced new curricula, taught teachers to use Rockefeller money to enhance their classrooms, and connected the black schools to a local black college or university. The timing of the Institute was also opportune. The South had adopted a testing plan for integration because the Fifth Circuit Court ruled that Freedom of Choice was not causing schools to desegregate. The testing system would take the children with the highest test scores and place them in one school regardless of race. It was not welcomed by whites or blacks, but it was the final stand of Massive Resistance for the schools. The focus of the
Institute was on testing and improving test scores of children, in order to match the scores of white students.

The Institute aimed to raise Blacks’ test scores to show that the US Courts’ testing program could work. The county and city schools decided to use testing to integrate schools. Before total desegregation, Blacks used the Institute as a tool to help raise black students’ test scores, thereby, forcing whites to desegregate the schools. According to Smith, that had been the intent of the program from early on, one which he believed was never fully developed. If the system required testing, then the Institute and Head Start should do everything in their power to have black children improve test scores. Smith believed that by improving the test scores of black students, whites would lose another option in keeping schools segregated. Head Start was one aspect of the aftermath of the Civil Rights Movement that was ignored by whites as well as many blacks, not to mention the government. Also ignored was the creation of an all-white private school that off-set all the court-ordered rules to integrate.

Marshall Academy

Marshall Academy (MA), supported by the Marshall Academy Education Fund, was founded in 1966 as a private school in the basement of the First Methodist Church of Holly Springs. The support of the Academy came from Senator Yarbrough, the vocal editor of the South Reporter. Many members of the community contributed scholarships, financial aid, materials, land, and other essentials to the fledgling school. Marshall Academy was the only school in the county that had a wide support.
The school had an inauspicious start. Lacking money for buildings, it used the First Methodist Church and enrolled no students in the 1967-1968 and 1968-1969 school years. Although Rust was supported by the Methodist church, it did not put up any objections to the use of the First Methodist Church as a school for only whites because no one was attending Marshall Academy. Most whites still seemed to believe that integration would go away. Second, they also trusted testing to assign schools. Whites believed that the blacks could never score higher than whites. Everything changed during the 1969 school year. As the Anthony vs. Marshall County case broke in the favor of full desegregation, Marshall was revitalized.

Whites remained in Holly Springs High School for the remainder of the 1969-1970 school year, but then, as the 1970-1971 school year began, only sixty whites remained in grades 9 through 12, including 14 out of 97 seniors in 1973. Apart from the student departures, eight teachers left the schools, five of whom received employment in Marshall Academy. The large influx of students forced Marshall Academy to build a new hundred thousand dollar structure. During the 1970 school year, the school changed from grades 1 through 8 to K through 12 after the winter break. It coincided with the end of legislation and legal actions by the states of Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Georgia to stop desegregation. With the influx of students came both cash and clout.

The biggest backer of the private school had been the South Reporter, whose editor had several relatives involved with the school, and whose brother, Senator Yarbrough, had fought desegregation. The newspaper slowly began to print more stories about MA sports than about Holly High athletics. For example, as early as October 2,
1969, a homecoming football victory at Marshall Academy received front page headlines, while there was no mention of the Holly Springs High School Homecoming game. In the past, that game and the ceremonies had been one of the highlights of the year along with the Pilgrimage of Homes and the Christmas parade. The paper also announced the first Patriot Day, the name for Homecoming week at the academy. Marshall Academy tried many different tactics to raise money for the school. One such event was a game between the Jaycees and Lions Club to benefit the Marshall Academy Foundation which raised money for the school.

In the summer of 1970, Marshall Academy announced plans for two kindergartens because of the overflow of applications for the school. The next day, North Mississippi Academy on Gholson Avenue announced it was beginning classes in September. In an unrelated note in the July 30 South Reporter, MA advertised that it was taking donations for scholarships. The academy had its problems. In October 1970, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) revoked the school’s tax exempt status. This move was not all that uncommon for the IRS to punish the white academies in the state. It was the federal government causing a hindrance.

Along the way, Jerry Rubin, who had been the primary civil rights lawyer in the city, was attacked by the newspaper after he criticized the private school. Business was as usual, as the MA Homecoming court made the front page on the same week that Jerry Rubin was being attacked as a troublemaker for mustering blacks to fight against their government. Rubin had taken a case defending blacks who were not allowed to register. These same students at Rust would later file a lawsuit against Circuit Clerk, Edward
Calicutt. The paper continued this trend of posting Marshall Academy and North Mississippi Academy's announcements and fundraisers, which occurred at one point every week between October 1970 and the summer of 1971. Along with these fundraisers was the popular MA basketball tournament, which made the front page. Marshall Academy (MA) had replaced Holly High as the single most important local institution in Holly Springs for whites. The white community of Holly Springs transferred all loyalty and events from the high school to the academy. The public school was deserted by whites. By 1974, Marshall County and Holly Springs consisted of two groups of people living next to each other who did not live together. The pictures on the hallways of Holly High represented the past, because only children from MA could relate to these photos of their relatives. The kids in the newly segregated desegregated high school had no connection to these pictures except to a past they never knew, since most of them were born fifteen years after the schools were desegregated in 1970.

In the past two years, the city has began to take notice that its public schools are failing. The city is following national trends, and the community has demanded an improved school system. The reality is that the property values of Holly Springs have not kept up with its growing population. The city services have suffered. The schools are secondary to other city services such as infrastructure, garbage, and health services. In a recent article in the *Journal of Southern History*, Charles Eagles discussed the historiography of the Civil Rights Movement in terms of the lack of intellectual criticism of the Movement. In this work, I hope to have dispelled Eagles' skepticism about civil rights historiography. Two areas that Eagles states are unexplored are ethnographic studies of
small towns and of schools. This study is an attempt to combine those two issues into one around the concept of the struggle for black identity in the midst of the revolutionary change in the U.S. South between 1964 and 1974. Schools were source of major tension in Holly Springs and Marshall County. The fight for control of schools is not new. Horace Mann wrote about the importance of controlling the schools. He believed that schools and the community were crucial to sustain a democratic society. He saw private schools as detracting from the public good by create economic separation. In the U.S. South, private schools have always existed. However, the new private schools, like Marshall Academy, formed after the Civil Rights Act, were founded for the explicit purpose of keeping blacks and whites segregated. Although the administration, and many of the parents publicly state that blacks can attend the schools, the reality is that the private schools are closed to those who cannot afford it, and especially blacks. The reality of Holly Springs is that the town’s school children remain socially and racially separated.

Conclusion

The Civil Rights Movement in Holly Springs and Marshall County was a long time coming, and took almost twenty years to fully be realized. The Movement began in 1954, and it fizzled out by 1970, after desegregation. Along the way, the city had some unique qualities that separated it from other small towns in the South. It was a central point of focus for the national movement, as Holly Springs was visited by every major organization and dignitary. However, unlike the towns of Greenwood and Selma that gained notoriety for violence, Holly Springs never experienced violence. If there is one word that describes
the movement in Holly Springs, it is “politeness.” The Civil Rights Movement was a fight for the right to control public space, as blacks tried to gain entree into the propitious mechanism of white society. The main object of their efforts was the public schools. Blacks believed that schools would secure economic and political freedom for their community.
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APPENDIX ONE

Desegregation and Holly Springs: Anthony v. Marshall County

In Marshall County, the case that began the issue of desegregation was Clarence Anthony et al. v. Marshall County Board of Education (MS No. 26432, US 409 F.2d 1287, 1969), which fell under all precedents set by Alexander v. Holmes County Board of Education (396 U.S. 19, 1969). Clarence Anthony, et al., v. Marshall County Board of Education, et al. was a class-action law brought back to the court by black school children, represented by their parents on April 15, 1969, in order to desegregate the two public school districts in Marshall County. U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Mississippi, with William C. Keady, Chief Judge, concluded that the “only workable method of bringing meaningful desegregation to schools was to continue under the existing ‘freedom of choice’ plans. Keady’s decision led to the appeal.

At the Court of Appeals, the Circuit Judge held that evidence, including the fact that during the 1967 - 1968 schools term, “only 21 of 1,868 Negro children in one school district and only 22 of 3,606 Negro children in second school district attended white schools, together with the fact that no white students from either district had ever attended a Negro school, established that schools systems remained dual systems and that ‘freedom of choice’ plans had not been effective in eliminating dual systems, and burden was, therefore, on respective school boards to come forward with realistic and workable plans for effectuating transitions to unitary nondiscriminatory systems.” The Court of
Appeals reversed and remanded the decision, which left the Board of Education of both Holly Springs and Marshall County filing an appeal to the Fifth Circuit Court.

The precedent used by the Appeals Court Judge Ainsworth was that both Green v. County School Board of New Kent County, Virginia (391 US 430, 88, 1968), and Raney v. Board of Education of Gould School District (391 US 441, 88, 1968), where the Supreme Court examined “freedom of choice” desegregation school plans adopted by the respondent school boards, and concluded that under the existing circumstances the plans did not constitute adequate compliance with the boards’ responsibility under Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas (349 US 294, 300-301, Brown II, 1955), “to achieve a system of determining admission to the public schools on a nonracial basis.”

The plan in both aforementioned cases was exactly the same used in Marshall County and Holly Springs. Therefore, it was in violation of the U.S. Supreme Court. In a third case, Monroe v. Board of Commissioners of City of Jackson, Tennessee (391 US 450 88, 1968), a “free transfer” plan was similarly weighed and found wanting under the circumstances of that case. Also, in United States v. Jefferson County Board of Education (US 372 F.2d 836, 1966), the Court interpreted this duty as requiring a “unitary school system in which there are no Negro schools and no white schools—just schools.”

The Court also followed the recommendations of Raney v. Board of Education of Gould School District (391 US 441, 88, 1968), where the Supreme Court threw out a “freedom of choice” plan as unacceptable and required the Board to formulate a new plan, where the evidence showed that “not a single white child had sought to enroll in the all Negro schools, and over 85% of the Negro children in the school system still attend the all
Negro schools.” In Green, as in the Anthony case, there was no residential segregation, both races residing throughout the county. Also in Green, as in Anthony, despite operation of the respective school systems since 1965 under a “freedom of choice” plan, “not a single white child had expressed a choice to attend a Negro school.” In Green, “15% of the Negro students were attending formerly white schools as compared to the much lower figures here of 3.2% in the Holly Springs District and 1.77% in the Marshall County District.”

The Anthony case was also held up against USA v. Greenwood School District (US 406 F.2d 1086, 1969), in which the Court, in conformity with Green, held that a “freedom of choice plan” under which less than 6 percent of the black student population attended “has not done the job that is constitutionally required, i.e., the job of converting a dual system into a unitary system in which the separate tracks for Negro and white students are no longer identifiable.” The Court held that it was the responsibility of the district courts, “to assess the effectiveness of a proposed plan in achieving desegregation.”

In the Green case, the US Court stated that, there is no universal answer to complex problems of desegregation; there is obviously no one plan that will do the job in every case. The matter must be assessed in light of the circumstances present and the options available in each instance. It is incumbent upon the school board to establish its proposed plan promises meaningful and immediate progress toward disestablishing state-imposed segregation. It is incumbent upon the district court to weigh that claim in light of any alternatives which may be shown
as feasible and more promising in their effectiveness (391 US 430, 88, 1968).

The second case changing the future of Marshall County and Holly Springs was Alexander et al. v. Holmes County Board of Education et al. (396 U.S. 19, 1969). The case was assigned on the basis of Certiorari to the United States Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, on October 23, 1969, and decided on October 29, 1969. Judge Hugo Black stated that the continued operation of racially segregated schools under the standard of "all deliberate speed" was no longer constitutionally permissible. "School districts must immediately terminate dual school systems based on race and operate only unitary schools systems." The Court of Appeals' order of August 28, 1969, delaying the court's earlier mandate for desegregation in certain Mississippi school districts was therefore "vacated and that court is directed to enter an order, effective immediately, that the schools in those districts be operated on a unitary basis." According to the Fifth Circuit Court, "while the schools are being thus operated, the District Court may consider any amendments of the order which may be proposed, but such amendments may become effective only with the Court of Appeals' approval." The lower court's decision on the case was vacated and remanded.

In the Holmes case, Jack Greenberg argued for the petitioners. Assistant Attorney General Leonard argued for the U.S., and Louis F. Oberdorfer argued the cause for the Lawyers' Committee for "Civil Rights Under Law as amicus curiae urging reversal." A brief was filed by Richard B. Sobol and David Rubin for the "National Education Association as amicus curiae urging reversal." Also, the Tennessee Federation
for Constitutional Government filed a brief as amicus curiae. This case presented an interesting opportunity to settle the school desegregation issue once and for all. However, it proved fleeting, as there would be more cases filed as a result of the Court's decision.

In a rare *Per curiam* decision, the Court ruled in favor of Alexander.

This case comes to the Court on a petition for certiorari to the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. The petition was granted on October 9, 1969, and the case set down for early argument. The question presented is one of paramount importance, involving as it does the denial of fundamental rights to many thousands of school children, who are presently attending Mississippi schools under segregated conditions contrary to the applicable decisions of this court. Against this background the Court of Appeals should have denied all motions for additional time because continued operation of segregated schools under a standard allowing "all deliberate speed" for desegregation is no longer constitutionally permissible. Under explicit holdings of this Court the obligation of every school district is to terminate dual school systems at once and to operate now and hereafter only unitary schools. (Griffin v. School Board, 377 US 218, 234 (1964); Green v. County School Board of New Kent County, 391 US 430, 438-439, 442 (1968).

Accordingly, the court decreed the following:

1. The Court of Appeals' order of August 28, 1969, is vacated, and the case is remanded to that court to issue its decree and order, effective
immediately, declaring that each of the school districts here involved may
no longer operate a dual school system based on race or color, and
directing that they begin immediately to operate as unitary school
systems within which no person is to be effectively excluded from any
school because of race or color.

2. The Court of Appeals may in its discretion direct the schools here
involved to accept all or any part of the August 11, 1969,
recommendations of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
with any modifications which that court deems proper insofar as those
recommendations insure a totally unitary school system for all eligible
pupils without regard to race or color.

3. While each of these school systems is being operated as a unitary system
under the order of the Court of Appeals, the District Court may hear and
consider objections thereto or proposed amendments thereof, provided,
however, that the Court of Appeals’ order shall be complied within all
respects while the District Court considers such objections or amendments,
if any are made. No amendment shall become effective before being passed
upon by the Court of Appeals.

4. The Court of Appeals shall retain jurisdiction to insure prompt and
faithful compliance with its order, and may modify or amend the same as
may be deemed necessary or desirable for the operation of a unitary school
system.
5. The order of the Court of Appeals dated August 28, 1969, having been vacated and the case remanded for proceedings in conformity with this order, the judgement shall issue forthwith and the Court of Appeals is requested to give priority to the execution of this judgement as far as possible and necessary (396 U.S. 19, 1969).

Along with the Anthony and Holmes cases, Carter et al. v. West Feliciana Parish School Board et al. (396 U.S. 226, 1969), would be the final case that challenged Hugo Black's call for immediate desegregation of the schools. The case went before the Honorable Hugo L. Black, Circuit Justice for the Fifth Circuit, for a temporary injunction order to stop the desegregation of the schools in the Parish. On December 13, 1969, a group of petitioners petitioned for certiorari review of a Court of Appeals ruling that authorized a delay in student desegregation in three Louisiana school districts until September 1970. They were granted temporary injunctive relief requiring the "respondent school boards to take the necessary preliminary steps to effectuate complete student desegregation by February 1, 1970," as specified by Alexander v. Holmes County Board of Education (396 U.S. 19, 1969). The Court granted the application as the Fifth Circuit Court issued a vacated judgement. In a Per curiam decision, Justice Hugo Black, as Circuit Justice for the Fifth Circuit, gave the petitioners a temporary injunctive order and other relief because of three cases that were originally filed in 1965, seeking the desegregation of three Louisiana school districts. Second, according to the orders of the District Courts, in July of 1969, the office of Education of the HEW prepared and
submitted terminal desegregation plans for each of the districts here involved for the school year 1969 - 1970, which were rejected by the District Courts.

Finally, the Singleton case reversed all the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit “sitting en banc, on December 1, 1969, subsequent to this Court’s decision in Alexander v. Holmes County Board of Education, ante, at 19.” The above court ordered respondent school boards and thirteen other school boards to desegregate faculties completely, and to adopt plans for conversion to unitary systems by February 1, 1970, but authorized a delay in pupil desegregation until September 1970. As of February 1, all school districts had to have a plan for total desegregation that had to be implemented by September 1970. This phase served to move the schools into the next phase of desegregation discussed earlier in the Swann case.

Then, on December 10, 1969, petitioners filed in the Fifth Court a petition for a writ of certiorari, together with a motion to advance consideration of the petition and a motion for summary disposition, contending that the decision of the Court of Appeals is inconsistent with this Court’s decision in Alexander v. Holmes County Board of Education (396 U.S. 19, 1969). The petitioners sought the implementation of the HEW plans for student assignment on or before February 1, 1970, simultaneous with the other steps ordered by the Court of Appeals.

Finally, the application by the petitioners seeking a temporary injunction required that the “respondent school boards, pending a decision by this Court on the merits, to take all necessary clerical and administrative steps – such as determining new student assignments, bus routes and athletic schedules and preparing for any necessary physical
changes – preparatory to complete conversion under HEW plans by February 1, 1970. If petitioners were successful, the administrative and clerical tasks necessary to conversion will have been undertaken roughly according to the timetable established by the court below in the Alexander cases, and petitioners’ right to effective relief will not have been put in question by the passage of time. If they were unsuccessful in this Court, the school boards would be under no compulsion to convert during this school year.” Hugo Black finally granted the petitioners their injunction.

The Judge ordered that, in accordance with Alexander v. Holmes County Board of Education (396 U.S. 19, 1969), petitioners’ application for a temporary injunctive order requiring the respondent school boards to take such preliminary steps as may be necessary to prepare for complete student desegregation by February 1, 1970. Secondly, by “way of interim relief, and pending this Court’s disposition of the petition for certiorari, the judgement of the Court of Appeals is vacated insofar as it deferred desegregation of schools until the school year 1970 - 1971.” Third, by way of interim relief pending further order of the Court, “the respondent school boards are directed to take no steps which are inconsistent with, or which will tend to prejudice or delay, a schedule to implement on or before February 1, 1970, desegregation plans submitted by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for student assignment simultaneous with the other steps ordered by the Court of Appeals.” The Court also said “respondents are directed to file any response to the petition herein on or before January 2, 1970.”

The Court finally placed all cases under Singleton v. Jackson Municipal Separate School District (US 419 F.2d 122, 1970). The case involved Derek Jerome Singleton
versus the Jackson Municipal Separate School District. The Clarence Anthony versus Marshall County Board of Education was also placed under the Singleton case, along with fourteen other cases. The case had been heard in the U.S. Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, on December 1, 1969, where judgement was vacated on Dec. 13, 1969. On January 14, 1970, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed the decision, thereby forcing immediate desegregation of schools by February 1, 1970. The same day, the West Feliciana Parish School Board filed a petition for certiorari, which was denied along with the one filed by Jackson Municipal Separate School District.

The Court of Appeals held, inter alia (that among other things) since pursuant to United States Supreme Court decision directing that “school districts begin immediately to operate as a unitary school system within which no person is to be effectively excluded from any because of race or color, it would be possible to merge faculties and staff, transportation, services, athletics and other extracurricular activities during present school term,” but faced difficulty merging the student body prior to fall term of 1970, would be able to implement a two-step merger plan; the first, including merger of faculties and staff, to be accomplished by February 1, 1970, and the second, including student body merger, to be accomplished by fall term of 1970.

The Court issued fourteen orders, of which the following applied to Marshall County and Holly Springs. “Testing as a basis for assigning students to schools subject to immediate desegregation order cannot be employed until unitary school systems have been established.” The Marshall County and Holly Springs suit was seeking to desegregate the two school districts. The district court approved plans that would assign students to
schools on the basis of achievement test scores. The Court then decided that it could use testing "in any event until unitary school systems have been established." Thus, all Court cases brought up would be reversed and remanded in favor of the party that can prove that the district is not in compliance with the requirements of Alexander v. Holmes County (396 U.S. 19, 1969) and the other provisions and conditions of this order. The Courts would use these cases as a standard to determine how a school system should be desegregated.

The Final Word: The U.S. Supreme Court and Desegregation

Then, on Tuesday, February 8, U.S. District Court Judge James B. McMillan ordered the Charlotte-Mecklenberg school system, the largest in North Carolina, to become desegregated during the spring; elementary schools by April 1, and others by May 4. He ordered the busing of some 10,000 pupils. This case would become the landmark case Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenberg, decided before Supreme Court on 1971.

Charlotte-Mecklenberg's plan for desegregation was designed by Dr. John Finger, an expert in school administration from Rhode Island College, who was instructed by the U.S. Court to prepare a plan that would reach, to the extent possible and using all available means, a 71:29 ratio of whites to blacks in all schools. He was appointed by the U.S. Supreme Court in December 1969, after the Court rejected the county's desegregation plan as not abiding by the letter of the law. Therefore, in February 1970, the District Court was presented with two plans, the new board plan and the "Finger" plan. The school board closed seven schools and reassigned those students. Second, it
redistricted itself to achieve racial balance in the schools, but also rejected popular methods of desegregation, such as pairing and clustering. Instead, they chose to keep the same grade structures. Third, the county merged all athletics into one league, developed a single school busing system, integrated the faculties and staffs of all its schools, and replaced the freedom of choice transfer plan with a minority to majority transfer plan, commonly known as an "m-and-m" transfer.

Today, the m-and-m transfer is the policy where students can attend any school they please out of their assigned feeder pattern school if the racial or ethnic group is underrepresented in that school they choose to attend. The m-and-m transfer is one of the most abused policies in high school athletics, as teams recruit players from around the district and bring them to their school, in order to play basketball. For example, in 1999, the Florida High School Athletic Association leveled a one year ban on Miami Senior High School for illegally recruiting basketball players, a practice that led to six state titles in ten years. Miami High, an 80 percent Hispanic school, recruited two Haitian blacks, two African-Americans, and one white player to play for them, although they were all out of district, using the m-and-m rule. In order for them to come to the school, they were offered gifts and other incentives. The m-and-m rule, intended to equal racial population because of segregation, was used and abused by other parties whose intention was not in the spirit of the law.

The Board plan proposed the transfer of blacks to nine of the ten high schools in the system, which produced a black population of 20 percent to 40 percent in each school. In the tenth school, the black population would be about 2 percent. At the junior high
level, twenty of the twenty-one areas would have a black attendance between one and 40 percent, and in the twenty-first school, in a black area of Charlotte, the population would be about 90 percent. The elementary school problem was immense. Because of the segregation in the neighborhoods, more than half of the elementary schools were over 85 percent black, and about half of the white population was assigned to schools with over 85 percent black.

John Finger’s plan was different, in that it required that 300 blacks from the city’s black neighborhoods be transported to the all-white Independence High school. He followed the rezoning plan of the board and also created satellite zones whereby inner city blacks were assigned to nine predominately white junior highs, leading to substantial desegregation. The biggest difference lay in the elementary school plan. For the system’s seventy-six schools, Finger recommended not using geographic zoning, instead opting for the use of grouping techniques, zoning, and pairing. The result would lead to all elementary schools having between 10 percent and 40 percent blacks in their schools. The city’s population was about 70 percent white, and 30 percent black, of which two-thirds lived within the city limits. That was the problem, how to get those students from the city to the suburbs. The District Court adopted the board plan, with the modifications made by Finger for the junior high and high schools. However, the Court rejected the board’s plan for the elementary schools, and decided to bus elementary school students around the large Charlotte-Mecklenberg system. The Court of Appeals agreed with the plan for the junior and senior high, but “vacated” the order relating to the elementary schools. The Court decided that the buses used to transport the children have direct routes. The
students would be picked up at schools near their homes, and then directly transported to their school. The Supreme Court discovered that the average trip was seven miles, and would take over thirty-five minutes. The Court summarized its brief with the statement that “Desegregation plans cannot be limited to the walk-in school.” Therefore, busing, as an extension of the school’s public facilities, can be used to achieve desegregation.

In Georgia, similar situations to those in Charlotte occurred. For example, in Washington County, schools planned to open Monday under a new plan of faculty desegregation after 48 of the 68 white teachers boycotting the system during the week decided to return to work. In Bibb County, schools remained unchanged because Judge Alexander Lawrence had not ruled on the integration plans submitted to him. However, the paper predicted that this was the tip of the iceberg, as “even greater numbers of Southern school districts are facing September desegregation deadlines as a result of other court orders.”
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LE You have to ask questions, because I wont... I dont think integration was necessary... Holly Springs was integrated, it always has been even back before the civil rights movement. It was always, people got along together, nobody had any problems. And its still that way. Oh, youll have a march or two... but marches are passé.

DC Tell me about your movie theater, what happened to your movie theater... it burned down?

LE Yeah, but it didnt have anything to do with integration... It burned way later than that... XXX tried to integrate, I didnt know what to do, nobody else knew what to do... Thats why they closed for about a month... XXX... they opened back up nobody wanted to come... it cost me a lot of money.

LE (Cookie's Fortune) We had the world premier of a picture they made here at that Rush College...

DC Right...

LE Yeah...

DC They had XXX and everybody went. Now that wouldnt have happened back in sixty-five to seventy-two... but it does now...

LE Its changing... its all becoming one...

DC The only thing thats going to change it is the white-trash getting educated and the black trash getting educated... Thats the only thing thats going to change it. Because I can not understand half of what the uneducated blacks say now... the old folks yeah... but not the young ones... they got a language of their own...

LE But Holly Springs, like I said, has never been XXX problems. The theater closed for a month... it wasnt even a month... about a week... opened back up... I had one or two incidents personally... white girl and I knew her family real well, walked up with a black guy for a ticket. He said he wanted two tickets, I gave him one.
He said ‘I want two’. I said I can sell you one, but I cant sell her one, cause I dont like her.

And I said Im not breaking the law. Then I had the opposite, a white boy with a black girl, and I sold him one. XXX...turned around to the other side of the box office and bought two tickets to sit up-stairs...which is cheaper... and I said you can sit downstairs if you like you dont have to go upstairs, you can sit anywhere you like...but not those two, because I dont like them. I dont like the way he combs his hair. I wasnt breaking the law. Thats the only kind of problems we had in the movie theater. But never XXX...nobody ever XXX. Now it ruined my XXX business... cause the blacks were scheduled XXX...scared there might be a problem...XXX wouldnt let theirs come cause they were scared there might be a problem. So it ruined my business there for about two years...but it all worked out...nobody thought anything about it...

LE Thats interesting, I never thought about it that way...

I didnt think I was going to be able to tell you much when you called. Because really truly there has been nothing in Holly springs. Oh XXX right in the middle of the thing...marches...the sheriff being a segregationist...XXX telling them to stay off the grass of the courthouse...they didnt do it either. Take them to jail or beat them across the head, but the blacks have forgotten it. Because they elect his son every year to another office. So you see its all over with. We dont think about it any more.

...and they kept the old colors the same...
...and tore down a good school. There wasnt a thing wrong in the world with the building... but they tore it down...I didnt like that.

Now they are building this...

Well the thing about it is, why tear down a good building? Where so many people in Holly Springs graduated from it? All the whites... so when they tore it down they were mad as hell.

They should have just gutted it and fixed it up.

...and after all theres nobody living today that had a slave...

No...

...and we cant answer for what our grandfathers did...and the white man didnt bring the slaves over here anyway... if you go back and check it. One tribe would catch another tribe and sell them to the Dutch and the Dutch brought them over here and sold them.

Cant fix problems in the past...You know, back home they wanted me to find something definite and division and stuff like that. I havent found any of that stuff. They just tell a story... which ever way it turns out it turns out.

You can go up town and not know a soul and speak to everyone... they’ll all
speak to you black and white. Cafes are all integrated. Only thing that XXX are the schools. And that's not because of black and white. The school system is just not any good...they do not teach them anything. They can graduate from high school and can hardly write their name.

360
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DC Was there...do you remember, was there a lot of ...you taught till what year? Nineteen sixty-five?

FO With the first ones...at first we had what's called freedom of choice, you know...and that was nineteen-seventy and so just a few black students...and then when freedom of choice was XXX...and there was just one high school for everybody...

180

FO They went on with the clubs that we had, and I'm trying to remember what they were now...we did have XXX integration...we did have Christmas parties at school, just refreshments on the last day before Christmas...and they did bring records, you know record players and records...we had Christmas music...other records besides Christmas music...

DC Yeah.

FO The first thing you know we had rhythm and dance going on...and I remember one of the boys, I can't think of his name, came into the room where we were and ...'Something has got to be dead.'...maybe they...the white boys did not want the other boys to dance with their girls...and I don't know...senior prom...I don't remember...

DC What about athletics? The teams like the basketball and...football and baseball...

FO There were a few whites on the teams...

DC Right.

FO ...in the school with the integration...after they passed it most of the white children went to Marshall Academy and I believe that the ones who stayed at public school was a matter of financial XXX...so there was not that many white students XXX...although we did have...white students XXX...as I remember...

DC Yeah.

FO ...of their basketball and football teams...and track...

FO They tore down the primary building...they left XXX the cafeteria...which looks like a wreck itself...
DC They left the cafeteria and the principals office...
FO Well, all those class pictures that were hanging up and down the hallway...we never know what to expect...sometimes you misjudge people, what they may or may not do...and some people, we thought that the pictures might have got damaged so we took them down and we put them down in the basement, just stacked up for a long time and then we took them to the museum...

FO Well, I dont know that it accomplished anything...in as far as education is concerned...and I think it will be...I dont know several generations...XXX my way of thinking...what it takes, is parents who are interested and are concerned XXX about the education of their children ...and so many parents today its just a different kind of world, and so many parents today are both working...if there are two parents, if its a two parent home...and some children I believe are eventually not going to know what home is ...because nobody gets up take the children to baby-sitters or to school...and they go on to their jobs...

FO Well I believe, that the people in town...of course I dont know what all goes on up there, because, Im removed from it, I dont even vote in Holly Springs...

480
FO ...and it has nothing to do with the board XXX...or the issues XXX. The mayor...now, I know the mayor, taught his children, and hes a nice guy, and his children were nice...well behaved, polite, XXX acting, what schools should do...If they dont XXX manners...and politeness, what those attributes are, you do your best to try to instill them...and I belong to the old 'yes mam, no mam', 'no sir' school...

240
FO I think Mr XXX...I think this particular thing...
DC Yeah...
FO XXX...wanted an equal number of black and white students...and I thought, because XXX was wrong...just color blind, you never see colors...
DC Right.
FO ...but if you say an equal number of black and white, what are you doing but seeing color? And I would think that the one who performed best should be the cheerleaders, and not because you happen to be black or happen to be white...
DC Right...if there happen to be eight white cheerleaders or nine black cheerleaders, it doesnt matter...
FO Or if you have a dozen black ones, or a dozen white ones...OK?
DC They were trying to put numbers on everything, and I think that it really hurt the...the school and stuff...
FO I dont know, what the real XXX education is, and you want to know what, I dont. I know its not money, you are not putting money into the schools...that was one
mistake, I think, we made...or the administration did...the children are behind in reading. XXX sharp talking salesman from a book company, with a work-book. And this will raise your reading level...and we just started going through it, every couple of years he'll come up with something else...’Drop this one and pick up this other one.’...what I dont know, Ill just put money out there’s not going to do it...
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CD ...He was the one who lead the part of it...but the Mayor and myself...helped out other people who started the movement...right, we started this movement...and I struggled with him all the until the Mayopr got out of it because he was a school teacher...

DC Right...

CD ...and then after he got out of it, then Skip Robinson took over it...and started, and kept the movement going until his death...

DC Right...

CD So far we havent had another leader to continue on, until that...now its kind of XXX the things that are in and out of whats really happening.

DC Let me ask you a question, how was integration at the school, Holly High, when it first happened?

CD How was it?

DC Yeah, from the outside, when you are looking at it...

CD From that point, a fellow named Cottonreader...

DC Right, I heard his name...

CD He was the one, who come here from the...connected with the Christian leadership movement...

DC Right...

CD He was the one who was sent here to motivate that movement...and it started all over, youll find a lot of those kids, several of those kids...that was involved in that process...

DC Outsider, to be between two sides...

CD Well, he was an outsider of the two sides...then the...then when Snick came in here...Snick was able to stay with...we kept them on Rush...

DC Right...
CD When they first came, we stayed them on Rush...Eugene Smith was the president at that particular time...then the Southern...

CD And by them merging the Southern conferences of the churches...then during that time they moved Dr. Smith from the college...because he was a much more open person...somebody that they can control...

180 CD ...the white structure...allowed the blacks to control the negroes...that's what I'm saying...and that was spilled into the...you could probably get yourself a lot of information, and its probably good information...but its kind of filthy...if you would look under the Mississippi sovereigns committee...

240 CD ...if I think of it right...to solve that...that was part of the thing that I wasn't in...you know they...Eddy Smith and some of your other leaders...educated leaders didn't like people that didn't have too much education involved and so I was an outsider also...the white folks didn't want me in here and so I was too much of a radical individual and so they didn't want me to stay here...

CD Yeah...it's getting worse...it's much worse now...

DC I think it's more segregated now...

CD It is more segregated now...than it was then...because back then...see, you had blacks who lived on the plantations and they had to deal with those people too, see...they lived on the plantation and they worked, so we had to work carefully enough to educate enough blacks, get them off the plantation, get them the idea that the white man was taking their money...the blacks would raise four or five hundred bails of cotton and they would tell them 'well, you just almost got out'...you got to go back and do that all over again...

CD That's right, the moment that they integrated the school system, they gave the white folks an excuse to leave the school system...

DC Yeah...I was talking to Leon Roundtree...

CD Leon Roundtree...yeah, he was a hell of a person...who I was working for him at the time...during the integration of the theater...

DC Yeah...he was telling me that you and Charles Gary were the projectionists on the night they came down...

CD Yeah but he's a damned liar behind that chair,...

300 CD ...because that's why they burned down the theater...they burnt it down...he's a lying cock-suckin' peckerwood...they burnt the school, burnt the thing down because he was not going to integrate it...

DC Right...

CD He brought up some old bull-shit...that they had...well when they first started, we
had... I was working there running the projector and then I was the one who refused to run the projector to a segregated crowd...

CD  Well, that's why because I refused to run a projector to a segregated crowd... because it was... almost unbearable to sit there and watch the people...

DC  The white kids downstairs and the black in the balcony...

CD  Well, it wasn't all that bad, it was that the white kids were more open to integration... but you had so many other people... the old whites stood in those peoples way... and XXX it... if they had let those kids alone, integration would have went on easy... if they had done what the nineteen sixty-four civil rights activist president stated that if you integrate the first grade each year...

DC  Yeah... Eddy was telling me... two, four, eight...

CD  Yeah... integrate the first grade... and if they had integrated the first grade each year, and let those kids... go to school, then they would have integrated all the schools in Mississippi... if they had... but see after they had got up, then after twelve years came... they still hadn't integrated the schools... and then we had... all of the integration that was done here in Marshall county... we had to demand... that they be integrated... we had to demand, and bring lawsuits... adjust the white structure in order for it to be... finished...

DC  Well, the class of seventy was only integrated because of the federal law...

CD  The class... was integrated because of the supreme court... thats the only reason it was integrated... and you will find a lot of children who will tell you... participated in it... and it is a lot more easy to find those that participated in it, than those who were afraid of it... there were two sides to the whole situation... you had people who were afraid of integration much more than anything else... if I were standing here talking to you and there with a boy standing right there... he would be mad at me for telling you what I'm doing, talking about...

360

DC  Right, right.

CD  ... because I just got through whooping his ass for the same, identically, thing... he want to know why I talk to white people... White people, are people who are trying to learn what happened... because you wasn't grew up... you wasn't born at the time that all this happened...

DC  Yeah, I heard that story... Let me ask you a question... how come they elected his son...

CD  Well, you see... that's another story, you can not do anything about that... the fact of business, we got the problem really that's going on now... we got a boy thats running for... got two kids running for... running for the constable now...

DC  Right...

CD  ... they are running for the constable now... there are two kids running for the
constable now... white kids... one of them is a radical individual... and the other white boy is a liberal individual who is trying to... make things different, but here again you've got people here who don't want that to happen...

DC Yeah...

CD ...and that is one of the reasons that... Johnny Taylor did a lot of things for... blacks... you know, he was the first that gave negroes bulldozers... let them drive bulldozers and stuff like that... and he did a lot of stuff... but during the civil rights movement, he didn't like that, because we went out to his café, and he pulled a shotgun on me twice... 'you ain't going to eat in here'... and I said well if we don't eat here... then you won't get our business... and so eventually we got the students out at Rush...

DC Yeah...

CD ... then we eventually went and ate... because he was running a truck stop that was in the state commerce...

DC Yeah... interstate commerce...

CD He felt that he had to let us eat... even though that he was the sheriff... and then after they... XXX another boy named... it was Skip Robinson's son in law... person that was arrested and put in the jail down there and stayed in there almost a week... but see several other things were going on at that time... as the trying to get the white structure to integrate around the square...

420

DC Yeah...

CD ... we were trying to get the white structure to put in blacks in the courthouse... we were trying to get the grocery stores to hire black cashiers... all of that was going along at the time... all of that, we was marching... because, we were marching for economics...

CD Cookwood was an individual who in my opinion was... he was the type of person who would take your lies by the hair... but he no longer XXX the white society, and he pushed for what they wanted... and I went to him several, several times... when I first came here... while, when I first came here I did a lot of work around the square... I was, had a janitor service, and I gave kids jobs to work and we would clean the banks and I would clean... and most of the whites... offices and the white lawyers offices... and from that, I was able to move up with the whites, and they would say 'now you are supposed to do what we tell you to do'... Oh no sir, Mr. Whitefolks, I don't do things you tell me to do... I don't like that you tell me what I have to do... and then the fact of business, I was the only black businessman... that would support the movement... and then they come to me... tell me 'Caldwell, you supposed to tell us what the blacks are doing'... no, if you want to know what we are doing, you come to us Mr. Whitefolks and we will tell you what we want you to do... we ain't going to let now blacks leave here
and tell you what we are doing... XXX we had those types of people...

CD The white people are holding on to the ante-bellum homes and they are forced to lose one... the lady up by the courthouse lawn, bought the old Daniel's state... all right, she taught XXX... it hadn't even been painted... she XXX to even getting someone to work on it... XXX, because they didn't want her to do that...

DC Leon told me, his neighbor down the block... bought three houses around him, to keep Rush college professors from buying it... Leon said that when he dies he's going to leave it to Sylvester, Syl...

CD ... and he's, he's for sale... and that still happens today, your boys selling homes... whites still have black servants, but they don't let them get out among negroes... then we had a lot of that happen... he feels that we uprooted the white man from where he was... He thinks whites are supposed to be superiority... I never believed no shit like that, I don't believe that shit... How come me and... I told XXX go down to that swimming pool and jump in the son of a bitch... and there is a white swimming pool down there, and a black boy jumped in there and they tore the pool up the next day... filled it up full of dirt... these whites were... they were very nitted... of society... you see they never did like it... when this boy just left, he was talking about XXX, and you see he's not a very educated individual...

DC Well, that's why they are worth so much...

CD ... and so what they done is... whites became too XXX... why did their racism come to be so hatred... what caused it to be that way...

DC Because it was family...

CD It was family...

DC Nothing like a family fued...

CD When you get to looking at it, you'll find out that it was families... they didn't want...

DC Right, their two families getting together... everything was fine as long as they were separate...

CD Everything was fine...

DC Right... the minute they started getting everything together... they didn't like that...

CD And I used to talk to several kids that used to come from Ole Miss... I used to lecture the kids from Ole Miss, that would come to the Southern Culture... at Ole Miss you may find several statements of mine in the library... statements that I made when the kids were attending the southern culture class... and they would come to me for lectures of the things that XXX... from the years that I was here... from the forty-five years that I was here... and then they would go back and write about it... but still and all... nobody wants to face the atrocity of whites being kin to white...

DC No, no, no... that always...

CD That's what I always used to ask the whites 'how come this'...
DC ...we have the same last names...
CD They say 'Why are you asking these questions'... 'Why are you doing this to me'... I'm doing it to you white people to get you to realize what you are doing to society...
DC Cutting out a whole segment of society...
CD You are cutting out a whole segment of society... and its why... and the boxes that you'll find out... when black folks go out to start trying to find their inheritance... they'll keep going back and then all of the sudden they'll run into a place where all the names disappear and become numbers...
DC Yep...
CD Well what happened? You are a slave then, you become a number...
DC ...XXX...
CD ...and then you become a number... why did we come to become numbers?
Because the old master maintained two families... he had a black family and he had a white family...
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DC How many businesses were in Holly Springs before integration?
Ca Before integration there was something like a hundred and forty-nine or fifty...
DC Black businesses?
Ca Right... Two barber shops, XXX stand... XXX, was a... used to be a dressed shop...
DC And there used to be a mechanic...
Ca ... there was a barber shop there and we called that a XXX... a heck of a good restaurant... then they had a XXX mechanic shop... XXX... back then, in this area... you were able... people was... if you notice visitation around here, you'll find that you... begin to notice how the houses were built... in the white or the black neighborhoods... you'll find that the houses were stretched out... all modified from normally the old original house... that was because originally in the black neighborhood, blacks had to go to school, and the schools had so many students that they didn't have enough room for them... and then the people... the kids would come to school all over the south... and then come here to go to the two colleges...
DC Rust?
Ca: Right... Rust and XXX... you will find out that they... thats what they were for... 
DC: That's what Ruth told me... Ruth Harper Greer told me that... and her dad used to
rent out different rooms...
Ca: Every house you see in the black neighborhoods has two or three extra
rooms... then the kids themselves would come and work in these businesses... the
kids would come up and work around, learn how to be a good businessmen... kids
would come here to learn how to be a barber... the boys barber shop down on the
hill... had a master degree in barbering... and then he had a... college... and then you
had several other beauticians who had the same identically opportunity on the
count...

DC: How was the... after the school was fully integrated in seventy, how was it?
Ca: After the school was fully integrated, they call it desegregation... here in the
city... they was not much integration...
DC: No it was just desegregation...
Ca: They went to the same school but they didn't hang together... and then only in
certain XXX... a certain caliber of white kids got to go to the school... they
wouldn't integrate the schools... but of all the children, they tried to
integrate... they kept the better kids in the private school, and so there was not a
whole lot of... you only see very few white kids associating with black kids... and
by... in the two years that they were free to do that but after four or five or six
years the XXX tried to... then that demolished a lot of relationships between
kids... and I saw that happen because a lot of white kids no longer associated with
the blacks... back then because when they first integrated... five or six white kids
in the choir, or five or six white kids in the band, you had five or six white kids in a
whole lot of things... and then out of that there came one of two kids marry
blacks... I know of several kids who married blacks out of that... but it was only a
small number... where they were families that the father left these kids and then the
only refuge they had they would take it and put it into XXX... but that was a small
number... who moved into... and they even had the housing authorities... I lived in
the housing authority... in the house... until, up until ten years ago... I lived in the
housing authority house for forty years... and never had any problems of having to
move until a black mayor... a black became mayor... then they said you got to
move... and people began to XXX 'XXX' how could you stay like you did doing
the things that you did during the civil rights movement and they never our you
out?... I was the type of person who worked for the housing authority, I worked
for them... people that I associated with... the whites that I associated with needed
me as much as I needed them... so they didn't have anything to say... they just let
me stay there without any thought...

DC: Right...
Ca: Because they had a half a XXX...
Well Rust was...M-I-Y...then again here again, was Rust supported the integration...but out of the Rust...

I was talking to some of the blacks, and they said that Rust should have taken more of a leadership role...

Well, Rust should have had! They had a chance...but what happened...a lot of people do not understand that...why wasn't there as much support, was because...Rust was appointed by the United Methodist church...

Right..

By the Methodists...so Rust had to abide by Christian ethics...the ethics was they tell them the president of the college, who was very educated but he wasn't a XXX education...he only interest was Rust...so what did he do...before then when Snick came in...Snick stayed at Rust...

Two hundred...

But they stayed at Rust...but later on, then what did the Methodist church done? The Methodist church finally got hold of all the trustees...all being Methodist preachers...’we want you to be Methodist leaders’...Oh, out of there Asbury United Methodist church...was the only church that they integrated, the white students that came here to Oxford...we were the ones who watched XXX...don't mind me back then...they couldn't have told me, I did whatever I wanted to...and they brought out the doctrining...that I was supposed to be...and the president came to me several times ‘you are supposed to be...’ No, I'm going to do what I want...I had arrest students...all of the white students that came...during the civil rights movement...I stayed, I used to leave my restaurant, leave my sick dad, XXX kids house and cooked for them, I did that for years, I even bought them groceries...because they were marching ad working...I was the one that XXX, I bought it for them and cooked it for them...

I was the one who worked for them...the Snick house...and then the students that didnt...those that needed residency, some stayed there, and some got an apartment...until they changed presidents...and when they changed presidents the students could no longer stay up there...

They XXX...

But before then Rust was very supportive...because Dr. XXX was XXX and he had an open and liberal mind and knew that these things should be done and considered...and he gave those kids refuge, and because a lot of them came through, thats how a lot of them got out here...from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Minnesota, from those kind of places, and then XXX he got here and found out, because Rust used to sing at all those churches, the a capela choir had into all of these big churches and cathedrals...and some of those students caught on and came back and then Rust had...and along with that Rust also had what we called student exchange...
DC Right.
Ca ...and through that the whit students would come... the students that picked to
come were students of Snick... all of the kids that come down here to get involved
in the civil rights movement, they come out of Snick...
DC Right... MI, didnt do anything...
Ca No sir. MI closed the doors too.
DC How about COFO?
Ca COFO was set up in the same house...
DC Right, two hundred Rust avenue...
Ca ...two hundred Rust avenue... as Snick left, Snick was there first, COFO was there
later...

DC How about Junior Cummings? That was Skip’s...
Ca That was Skip’s boy...
DC How was he? Did he come and talk to you?
Ca Well, Junior was always a white person XXX... the white folks controlled him the
whole time... they couldnt get me for nothing else and he set me up... another close
friend of mine they got this person to get me to go get some whiskey for him... and
then when we were talking about going to get the whiskey, we were at Junior’s
place... and that was the only way they could set me up and get me... against the
law so the law could start messing with me... during the civil rights movement...

Ca But see, Junior was working with the mayor... Cookwood...

DC A hundred dollars...
Ca A hundred dollars for profane language... a hundred dollars...
DC Yeah, he was good, he was the mayor and the judge... and thats XXX every time I
catch you, you gonna sit at the bench... we gonna put you away one day... not
while you living... you not gonna catch me, not while you living... for thirty-four
times... each time I went before XXX... he said ‘who called you a lawyer’... I said

DC So there were no more pool halls...

DC ... everybody wants it to stay nice... nobody ever bothers to find out anything...
Ca You’ll find that this is one of the worst open and closed societies that you ever saw
in any place...
DC Yeah, even in Mississippi... everybody stays on one side...
Ca ... and its unbelievable to believe that, that you go XXX... you will find out in the
back that they made people XXX and they would stand there XXX and just moved
the man, he’s eighty four years old... he’s not a XXX, but last year was his last
year of staying...slavery, he’d come here and stay here all day...and when he came home...he came down here to one of them big white houses, mansions, and drop him off...he would walk go by them mansions...and then I asked him ‘Don’t you ever want to move’ and he said yes...he didn’t know anything about money...except what he had on him...and that was his daily work, get up, go to work, go home, go to bed...and he never knew anything about a check, so finally, last year or two years ago, a fellow bought the property, bought all of the property, and they said ‘Mr XXX, we’re going to find you a place...’ were going to get you out of here...were going to get you welfare, and social security and XXX...get you to understand what we are going to do with social security...then they got him a check so they could sell him...finally they put him...but before then he had never never, knew in his own house...

DC So eighty-four before he got liberated...
Ca Yeah.
DC I was looking at the high school, XXX Brooks...and I saw XXX he went up to see, because he knew Mr. Brooks before, and he goes ‘XXX you get me in trouble, before I retire’...I think they’re afraid that something is going to happen to them...something is going to happen to them if there’s a change going on or something...
Ca Well, they use, like, Brooks to maintain segregation...’you can’t come over here’...’you can’t play with these white boys’...well, Mr Brooks...and there used to be a house over there, that’s where he lived until he passes...and they used to have XXX Brooks day, where they have...
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Ca ...where they have football, during homecoming...that was his day...XXX Brooks...and they would dress him up and they would XXX hundred dollar bills all week long...XXX in his honor...hundred dollar bills...XXX they bought his clothes for him...
DC Yeah they have that sweater with XXX-nine...
Ca ...XXX-nine...
DC Yeah, there was a lot when he died...
Ca ...and when he died they asked for a white flag...over there...XXX...he’s not the only black that were buried XXX...
DC ...How was Miss Smith...the one in the photograph...all the black kids said that she was a very good teacher...
Ca Miss Smith was a very good teacher...

DC Yeah, that’s what I heard...
Ca She just...XXX see you got a lot of white people who lived in the negro neighborhood...and the college, you’ll find the college the same way...you’ll find several Collins, XXX his wife had beautiful blonde hair...its natural...
DC Business...
Ca Business, and they needed government money, and they knew they cant...the university, the city itself, the college and the university itself runs the city...
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ES XXX...and...I was, one thing was that you had to XXX...and I was there to fix the...that marks the transition from a segregated system to a non-segregated system...XXX where is the XXX involved and all that stuff, and you know...in sixty-seven, I guess...everybody's still fighting over that, you know...XXX get going XXX and he asked me to come back to XXX...and so I when Rust was all you could do...it wasn't that I wasn't interested in the civil rights movement but I had a lot to do for the school...and they should be XXX civil rights you know...
DC Well, Rust seems like an important part of the movement, but I don't think it took...like Tuskegee took an extremely high leadership point...I don't think Rust did the same here...
ES Well, there were people from Rust that did...but thats true...other than allowing people to come from the campus...you're right...thats what the civil rights people changed when they got here...you know, Rust had the same XXX concerted effort...XXX tried to run him out of town, then they tried to run me out of town...XXX...they went up to Nashville XXX...Smith was the president before XXX...he left Rust college, but that doesn't settle XXX and I had to XXX myself...
DC Around town the paper would publish the names of people who would register to vote...
ES That was part of that XXX...
DC Was it hard to register people? Was it hard in the city or the county?
ES Well, it all was the same process...XXX I registered in nineteen fifty-four and I didn't have any problem...but after that point they really made it difficult, because at that point, there were blacks who tried to register and they wouldn't let them and they didn't have any political power...then XXX and educate...people like XXX...
DC Was there a difference between the city and the county in terms of the civil rights movement...
ES Well, yeah...it was easier to get people out in the county involved in the civil rights movement...
DC How about in the schools in the county and the city? Was there a big difference?

DC The numbers are amazing, before the court ordered integration...there were I think fourteen black kids in the grades eight through twelve...by seventy-three, there are I think
only thirty white kids in the high school... only grades ten through twelve... everybody just
left...
ES Because they founded Marshall Academy...
DC Marshall Academy... and then you see in the Mississippi book of education,
Marshall Academy doesn't become accredited as a school until sixty-nine... the elementary
school... and then by seventy three it was huge... and a lot of teachers left Holly High and
went over to Marshall Academy... which is one of the interesting things that happened... I
guess integration gave them an excuse to leave the public school...
ES Yeah, but it was more than that, they was running... they just abandoned the
school system... because they keep saying the school system is XXX...
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ES ... but it's not as bad as they say it is... so that's a problem... probably one of the
biggest obstacles to overcome...
DC Of course... the school is essential to the success of a place... I mean when you
move into an area... the first thing you ask is 'how good are the school?'...
ES Yeah...

ES Yeah, Appleton was the superintendent of schools when I was in the school
system... and I was a principal... and he wanted the principals to be his informers... and,
because, he ended up moving out of XXX for about two years... and because of the
NAACP... and was the speaker... I was there... and they went out and took members... and
there was one lady who was there, whose husband was a member, she was a school
teacher... and he went to the school the next evening and fired her... and then he called me
in... and told me XXX... but I think he was fired... he wasn't quite sure how to deal with
me... and the excuse was that I had XXX... really it was that the girls bathroom... that
XXX the bricks that they made these schools out of... so for the girls... we had a lot more
girls in the school than boys... I think we did some calculations and XXX two years before
the stalls, you know so you can use the commode... and Rev. Hayes... just had the
XXX... it was ten years old based on the use of its design... and that was one of the things
that he said... we had these cheap chairs... I mean we had these folding chairs... and we
didn't have enough desks for the kids... so they would have to use the same desks... XXX
so the thing just came out... and you know it was that kind of stuff... but he... he XXX that
later... I left the school system a year later and he went to Rust... that's another thing I
want to tell you about... Rust was a place, XXX...
Coach D. Ash

DC Yeah, I was talking to some of the students...and there weren't any problems...even the fights, there weren't too many interracial fights...

DA Oh, black on black and white on white...most of them were black girls on black girls...two white boys fighting or two black boys fighting...those were the kind of fights that we had...every once in a while they would have one because they had gotten mad at each other...but it wasn't racial...

DC Anything sticks out in your mind about anything they did when they tried to integrate the schools?

DA Well, Mr Ford was XXX, in other words, we were allowed to teach school and we talked about it...and he just wanted us to follow the rules and regulations...He was a polite man...

{Door Opening}

DC ...yeah...

DA The first year I coached there we had about six white boys on the team...white ball players...one of the white kids, two of them complained about XXX...but the next year...we had twenty XXX at Holly high...XXX ball player...that's the way it went then the baseball came around...XXX...the same as other schools...XXX and they took more to baseball than the white kids did...and boys track team and the girls track team...

DC Yeah, I saw it in the yearbook...
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DC ...starting, and how was your time at the school?...

CG How was it? I started in sixty-eight...sixty-nine in the school system...XXX...at the end of the school year, and I retired six months... XXX a year and a half...XXX when the changes of the community and the school went under way, that's when I XXX...probably the same...

DC Where did you go to college at?

DC After...was is full integration or partial integration?

CG Full integration...

DC Full integration....What was the population of the school?
and that it was fully integrated...it was about eighty percent black and twenty percent white...

OK, all of the whites had already left to Marshall?

Yeah most of them...

How were the interactions between the students? The ones that stayed...

Fortunately it was a lot...I anticipated much more than anybody expected...I think reality stepped in and the students XXX things weren't going to be like they had been twenty, thirty years ago...but it was much smoother than anybody expected...

Was the word around town that integration was going to be smooth?

Well, the word around town... XXX didn't go to work and XXX the lower level...

...schools XXX but that learning capacity was a lot above what anybody anticipated...reading format and of course changes in where you live and the category of people that you live in...

Were there any fights at all?

Very few...

OK.

The fights that I saw were just...

Yeah, at any high school...kids will fight over the smallest years...

One of the things that I noticed over the first four or five years was that if XXX it was two people of the same color fighting with each other, or two people fighting that had nothing to do with color...it was no racial, or that kind of thing...even in years past...I myself that didn't XXX white, white, white, and so forth realized that it was something that XXX...

Well, you could pretty much tell from the attitude of the students and regular conversation...XXX they wanted to graduate from the school they had been affiliated in years passed...but similarly nobody ever, XXX I attended Simms school XXX wanted to go back after integration...XXX...I graduated from XXX...

Yeah...that was one of the things that the principal, at that time, Joseph Ford, and the assistant principal Herman Young...

Yeah I'm talking to him too..

...and they pushed not necessarily integrational standards on the school, but everybody was qualified was eligible because that was part of the educational system...That's something that I think they did...and if one club wasn't very integrated for one reason or another, it wasn't really very important...but to get all the kids active in the clubs...was important...and Herman Young really pushed...and that was real integration, even without saying or showing, just by putting it out there...so kids learn that in this world they have to learn to compete and participate...

They were based on merit...

Yes, based on merit, and of course often times you would hear XXX blackies and that kind of thing, but the XXX need to learn how to be competitive in this world...I
could say that's what I saw, and the support it took from the administration...

DC You were probably one of the first black teachers there...the white students did not give you any problem in class...

CG No... they were very respectful... there was XXX... when I was doing that for them... I had normal problems... and race had nothing to do with it one way or another... and being able to work in XXX was very helpful... XXX and that was sort of a flash forward... XXX...
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CG ... put themselves into that process... and what I noticed is that there is always going to be some people that will always complain about this and that, black and white... but there's not a lot of those... they were scared that there were going to be those that would show that at any given time... there were those that would go ahead...

DC But the business community... like the bank owner Rathers... supported integration...

CG You're talking about white people... and others that were supportive of it... who didn't show so much support for it openly, but did support it... from time to time the situation existed that they needed something XXX to go to and there were people that were there with a lot of aid... in that category... at this time XXX that integration XXX...

CG Right... XXX early part of the integration, first time XXX... but they showed a real XXX for betterment of the community as well as betterment of the black community... and they kind of XXX...

DC ... and McLaren Smith... he was a teacher...
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CG Yeah, a teacher here, some fourteen or fifteen years... and worked real hard... very positive in trying to join all these black kids... to the black to the white people in the school...

DC ... and the last one Charles Gary... what do you want to say about yourself?

CG I don't... I enjoyed working here, and I guess I was lucky enough to stay... and I realized during the first year... you don't make nearly enough money to go out and get a real job... so I barely enjoyed most of the time... because even though you don't enjoy it as you go through it... you don't hear about the successes but you see them...

DC Yeah, I know what you're talking about...

CG ... and of course... the future should stand out... and that's what I stood for... be what you can be... do what you're supposed to do right now, and things will take care of themselves... and those that do not do that should not be successful... XXX in the school... XXX ever kid... and that's what I stood for during my time at Holly High... and that's what I believe now... I hope that things change... I hope that it changes so that I can get paid, so it wouldn't have to be...
CG Well, I though that when the schools were integrated, I thought back then that it was good, of course I feel strongly right now...but if I had it all to do over again, for me the one thing that would change is everybody would be expected to XXX to support the school... school is Ok, who was attending school, who was going to school...ACT test scores should be about the same, being competitive in this world should be about the same...if we are going to have all poor schools then we should have all poor schools... XXX we should have all... I was standing strong for that... that all the school at least in this town, in this county... in this country, every school should be able to produce students who can compete with any other student...

CG That too cause a little problem, in that people started doing something that dealt directly with businesses... had they supported the public schools, XXX that affected a lot of people... and that too caused a little problem, not nearly as much as you hear about, but some problems... but one day people XXX really make other people know that our school system should be exactly what it is supposed to be... competitive with other school systems around the world...
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JJ Right, thats when we integrated...nineteen seventy...so the senior class of nineteen seventy, some of them had been to Simms...they were probably fifty-fifty white and black...cause the yearbook had already been printed and thats what happened...

DC Oh, OK...

JJ That was the fourteen seniors that had been there before integration...

DC I was talking to Mr. Gary and he said that he didn't experience any disrespect or anything like that...

JJ Yeah, I didn't either...in fact it was kind of amazing...when I went over and the kids that played baseball over at Holly Springs High School, said 'XXX you going to be our baseball coach'...and I said yes...'We're so glad'...I said 'What you glad for?'...’cause you win a lot’...I dont win a lot, my players win...cause we had a real good year that year...now I had the cream of the crop...the best people that came from Simms, and I had the best people that were over at Holly Springs...

JJ I didn't know a whole lot of them at the time...I knew the coaches, I knew the principals...I didn't know Ms. O’Dell...until integration...I did know Ms. Beck...well, when I went over...you know I found Ms. Beck to be on the best teachers you could find...I didn't know any body but the coaches...so to speak...the principal at the high school before integration...
JJ He was the first black principal that Holly Springs had ever had...so he made the transition just the rest of them...when they changed the school...the principal of the high school...so it was quite a turn around...and I found Ms. Beck and Ms. O'Dell were very very supportive of the school...I didn't see any animosity at all between the principal and the teachers...I would love to know what was going on with his thinking through all that time...

JJ I can understand...I mean can you imagine that the school you had gone to your whole life, that all your children had gone to...now you don't go there, nobody in your family...I can understand...and it was by choice...but I can understand...one thing I noticed was that some of the kids didn't want to leave...first time it was integrated...it was on television and all these things...some kids did not want to leave Holly High School...in fact a senior did leave...but everybody that was a senior did stay...I can understand why...they'd been there all the time...so the white seniors stayed there...

120 JJ If the annual had been written after January it would have been a big difference...because you see all the seniors that went to Simms went to Holly Springs and all the Seniors that went to Holly Springs stayed at Holly Springs...it amazes me...Simms didn't have an annual...so they had two annuals that year, one for Holly Springs and one for Simms...

DC You came over as a baseball coach?
JJ Yeah...I went over as a baseball coach and the chemistry teacher...I don't remember who taught chemistry before I came...XXX a guy named MacLaren Smith...

DC He was biology...yeah I saw his name...
JJ Yeah...Mac was a character...

JJ Yeah, he was a character...one of my best friends...in fact Mac and I got to be good friends, I guess the first day I was there...because, the XXX we went over to XXX...and he was one of my best friends and I never knew him before then...but I know...well he had one thing going for him...he used to make light of the fact that Mississippi only had three certified Physics teachers and he was one of them...in the High school Mississippi only had three certified teachers at the time...

180 JJ then the first day of integration I dropped my wife off, because she was a primary teacher...at the same place I had been dropping my son off...and then I started back out to park so I could go to work...and I got a ticket...wrong way...and the amazing part of the ticket...and this was the only thing that I saw about segregation...I was driving and I saw three or four cars going the same way...but I was singled out to get a ticket...only me that pulled over...and there are three other cars behind me that he waved on by...there was another cop behind all these people that pulled someone else over...but the two people who were pulled over were black...and the other people...I
kind of got upset... and I don't know why I had my camera... I said XXX I don't see any one way sign... he said 'yeah but this is a one way street' so I got out and I mad a picture of XXX... I said 'I'm making a picture so you can't come here tonight and put a sign up and make this a one way. '...cause I don't plan to pay this ticket... I was probably wrong, but it was amazing that ten cars drove by and the only two people that got pulled over were black... they were just waved on by... but that was the only thing that I saw... the whole time I was over there...

JJ The schools in Holly Springs have been segregated... its integrated in the sense that there isn't a white public school and a black public school... but there is a public school and a private school... and its amazing, I've heard coaches from Marshall Academy talkin... we talk together... there was a couple coaches that left Holly Springs public school and went to Marshall Academy... see with the public school they used to make XXX... Marshall Academy... we can have racial football teams... because we could take the big lines from over there... and be running backs from over here... and we'd be hard to beat... think about it... you got a lot of players over there from their football team XXX...

JJ You used the right word... Polite... nobody makes a lot of noise... everything happens but there's not a lot of noise made about it... I know two, three kids... one of them, all of them were arrested this year... one black person... no noise was made XXX... not a single one... you know they just don't make a lot of noise about it...
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DC Yeah he told me... he graduated from MI and then he went to Ole Miss...
JJ Yeah... well he went to Ole Miss in seventy... in our school system I was the first one to go to Ole Miss... because I was...

DC How was that?
JJ Oh, OK, no problem... I went to Ole Miss... I got my degree in seventy-one... I went to Ole Miss in sixty-nine... so... and I guess that reason I ended up at Ole Miss is that I had XXX... so I had been to several institutions... I had been to Indiana University... I had gone to Ohio State... XXX... Atlanta University, in Atlanta, Georgia, that summer XXX... so I had used all the eligible money XXX... so I thought now I'm going to get a degree... so I went to Ole Miss... I went down and I talked to her... XXX scholarship... like the one XXX I had used all of the money eligibility... the guy that was in the admission department... but now we have to give you a small stipend... in order to waive your tuition... I think I was getting like thirty dollars a month... stipend... so after I stayed there one semester... a guy named Dr. McGovern, XXX... when I turned it in, he called me up and said 'I understand that you teach science' and I said 'yes'... XXX stipend... well I'm ineligible now, so I've used all that I can use... well, he said, 'that is true, but they also leave a clause in there that the school can extend and give you more than that'... and he said 'I tell you, if you made some good grades this semester, the board will give you some more money the next semester'... and he said 'I'm on the board'... so I made the good grades... and I went to Ole Miss on stipend... I got my masters degree on
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stipend... and I know that my senior year... there was some more people down there... and we were going through this line for registration... when we got to the end of the line... they had to write a check and I got a check... XXX...

DC   Thank God for the cold war...

JJ  That’s what happened now... XXX... wasn’t bad, it could have been a lot better...

DC   How was the Vietnam war? How did it affect the high schools, both of them?

JJ   Not a whole lot, cause see... they were drafting at the age after high school, eighteen... so as you would hit school I think you would go ahead and finish... but now we had a few students who go into that war after they finished high school and they got killed... in fact the guy that’s coaching High School, the man... had a class mate that went in, he finished at Simms in sixty-five... was a real good football player, his name was XXX... we had about six students that finished at Simms at the time that got killed in the Vietnam war... I had a lot of students go, but after they finished high school, none of them were drafted out of high school... so it didn’t affect the high school... some had friends and relatives that did get killed...

JJ   That was before integration... I think it was sixty-eight...

DC   Sixty-eight...

JJ   In fact they marched down through downtown... and they marched over to the high school...

DC   Right...

JJ   But that was the year of sixty-eight... that was the class of sixty-seven...

DC   It was the senior class.

JJ   Well, you know what happened... you know how you were talking about people coming to Holly Springs and a guy come in, and came to our school system and told a lot of XXX... a lot of it was true too...

JJ  ... he told the folks that you all are using books that they don’t want Holly Springs high school, and this kind of stuff... he got the kids stirred up... they marched... left our school that day... marched up town and over to the Holly Springs high school... but somebody came in, and I guess he was just getting started... that was the only march that we had... they stayed out of school almost a week with that stuff...

DC   What was the person’s name?

JJ   Cotton-reader.

DC   Cotton-reader... some names too they gave me...

JJ   Cotton-reader...

DC   Yeah him...

JJ   Ok who was another...

DC   Shelby Gibson...

JJ   Shelby, Shelby Gibson... OK... another probably was McKinnley, did they give you
480
DC Yeah...like I said before it was very peaceful...but...compared to the other
integrated areas...not peaceful...polite...
JJ Yeah...polite...

---
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JF This was what you call the city news and came out once a week...and everything
came out on that page regardless of what it was...
DC ...all I need from you is what you remember from the integration, just things
that...
JF Well, what phase are you really interested in?
DC I'm interested in...starting with 'freedom of choice'...
JF ...Freedom of choice...
DC Right before seventy, January of seventy...they forced all out integration...
JF See I came here in sixty-eight from Water Valley, that's where I'm from...and they
had freedom of choice at that time, and I guess the year sixty-eight sixty-nine over
at Simms...they had about thirteen or fourteen children one through twelve...and
we integrated teachers that year...cause I had XXX Davey Hill who's out at XXX
field now...and XXX was his first year there, XXX first year, Luster...so XXX I
had just come in that year...the year went great then somewhere about the fall of
sixty-nine...they started to have some protest because there was not the XXX
tested...
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JF ...and it went to the court and the supreme court ruled against it and therefor they
had to worry about trying to place children...and also that you had to go ahead
and integrate the schools, so this had been going on for a while...nineteen-sixty-
-nine the first XXX in nineteen fifty-four...
DC Yeah, fifteen years...
JF So when they integrated the school in nineteen seventy, January of seventy...there
were some things they were doing wrong that probably even made it better for the
integration, and what I mean by that is that there was no meeting between
teachers, there was no meeting between students before this occurred...having
been in the service...I think I served in fifty-six...so I hadn't been out of the service
too long but there was no sensibility meeting, which I would think that we should
have had...and I don't blame the administration...I blame myself because I was
part of the administration...you know, I didn't mention this either, but in hindsight
it would have been much easier with integration if we had pulled all the teachers
together and met with them and then had the teachers talk to students on a first
day based upon what our sensibility meeting was about...but we didn't do that and
yet still integration went kind of smooth, we lost some white children...but the
white children that were twelfth grade...middle school, had that year...

DC That's what Jesse Jackson said...
JF ...and those others we lost a lot of them...
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JF ...but if we had done all of the homework we probably wouldn't have lost these
children...you know, but we didn't do all the homework...and XXX
myself...because I feel like with the teachers that we had Ms Blake, Ms O'Dell,
Ms Winters and others...if we had kept the children we would have kept some of
the teachers, even though Ms O'Dell stayed until she retired...but some of the
others did not...but see, I think...for the type of town, and when I use the word
type of town, I mean the background of this town, the old Mr and Mrs. Jane
type...then I think integration went great because that's a lot of change that had to
come about from both sides of the fence...particularly the white side...because this
was something that was new and you know how we don't like to change so
fast...and this was a change...so I think integration went smooth, now we did have
some, for the first two years...XXX and I had some problems with children...and I
feel like that was because we didn't have that sensibility training that I was talking
about...if we had gone in there in the beginning and said 'we don't want to hear
the word nigger, we don't want to hear honkey we don't want to hear white trash,
none of this'...I think we wouldn't have had that...but by not doing that we had
children fighting each other and we just had to, you know, XXX until we XXX
and told them everybody XXX...
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JF ...but I think that part of it was our fault, because we didn't do that...years later,
Herman and I used to use ourselves as examples...if we can get along you can get
along...and we got along beautifully at the end as principal and assistant principal,
no problem...we didn't always agree on everything, but we still got along...and I
think that over the years we found that teachers...I know some part of the white
community in particular, did not think that black teachers could teach white
children and vice versa...but we found that we had some good teachers and we
had some teachers that we had to let go...because they were not XXX...but those
teachers that were good teachers did a good job, we had children that made good scores on ACT tests...we had children who are in all fields of endeavor now from Holly Springs high school...that can verify that if they had not had this type of training they would not have been able to do that...so I think that we did well...

DC  So there was no problem with the teachers...everybody was very respectful and pleasant...thats what both Mr. Jackson and Mr. Gary told me...that they had no problems in class with the kids...

JF  No...we had very few problems...we all have problem children...so based on the percentage of children that you have problems with I would say that our children were about the same, we didnt have what you’d call a lot of problems...one of the reasons was that we had teachers who demanded respect in the classroom and they knew that if they were sent to the office they knew...
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JF  ...one of two things is going to happen, you’re going home...you’re going to get a paddling...XXX you’re so bad you're going to get expelled...you know, so we didnt have a lot of discipline problems...now one year there we had some problems with marijuana, using our own methods which I wont tell you...we were able to kind of eradicate that...and another time we did have some girls that would love to drink in the morning and they got away with it for a while in the morning until I was able to smell it in the hallway...and was able to go in there and get the jug...and broke that up...but just problems, we didnt really have much problems...they were basically good...

DC  The first year...how supportive of the integration in the first year...

JF  See, it had some people up in the air...some didnt mind...and then supportive there were some of the old establishment that may not have been...and on the other side of the coin you had some of the old establishment that were supportive which kind of balanced the situation...and Mr Rathers XXX he is eighty-something year old now...he had been one of the people in this community that could see far ahead, who had a vision...and with that type of vision that he had...even quiet spoken as he is he was able, a lot of times, to get other people to react...
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JF  ...and I think that him and a few others who had foresight were able to keep things from getting things going like they could have...but yet at the same time we did have some leaders who didnt want things to go the way they were...but we did have these leaders who kind of kept them alive...

DC  How about the superintendent...I saw...I don't know...the Southern...he’s a doctor Dr. XXX...he’s on the school board...

JF  ...on the school board...

DC  Yeah...

JF  A.D. Jones...
Yeah... he seems like he was on the school-board forever... how was his role in integration...

He was another quiet man, but people listen to him talk... he was the one who really got me put in, for me to become principal here... because he was a friend of mine... and so he was for education and... to the extent that he felt that the schools had to be brought together... but now that's just one voice... kind of like in the wilderness... and the superintendent that they had at the time... Dr. Morris who has also passed... was a kind of visionary and he and I talked a lot about what to do... because, more so than Dr. XXX... but you take fellows like Dr. Jones and Ed Rathers, and XXX these guys were guys that kind of see down the road...

How did you get this job? How did they pick you for the integration?

You were the ranking principal...

No, cause I had only been here a year... I received a masters back then in biological science... and in the summer while I was teaching, I would go to summer school and I was taking some courses in administration XXX... but also going to school with the National Science Foundation... and I had planned to go by the registrars office and fix it so they wouldn't XXX I didn't do it... so I got a letter from Tuskegee which is where I was going... and they said in seven hours I was about to get my masters in administration and I wasn't about to give up that... so in summer of sixty-eight I went back and took those seven hours to get my masters degree, and in the mean time I had let Mr. Williams know, who came round to see me... and see what I was doing... so I let him know that that summer I was going to get my masters and would be here til August instead of July... so that's how I got the job... and when I got here they had XXX who was the principal of the other school and of course Mrs. Belle was at the elementary school...

Sally Cochrane XXX...

So when they integrated they put me at the high school because I had a masters degree...

Oh... OK.

... and the school XXX integration too... I had a masters and at that time XXX did not have one...

Oh... OK. What became of Simms?

That's the school that is now the middle school...

Oh...

... so now see when they first integrated... they had a fellow on that board named Green who asked me before they integrated 'what should be done?' ...

... and I told him Mr. Green, I wouldn't think you would ask me... but what I would do if I were you all... I would make the high school nine through twelve and make me principal, and I would put four through eight down at the middle school,
five through eight, I told him five, and leave the one through four with Mrs. Belle... well they didn't quite do that... they did it another way... they put ten through twelve and put me up at the high school... and they left five through nine... a year or so later they XXX the ninth grade...

DC Yeah... I saw that... in the year book... you were ahead of your time... Well, until Paul George and these guys at UF in the sixties... when they pushed for the same thing nine through twelve and five through eight...

JF Well, I had had good teachers... I did some administration work at Michigan state... in sixty, fifty-nine or sixty, then I did a XXX at Ole Miss before I went for my masters... in Tuskegee, and then I did some more work in administration at Ole Miss... but I went to Michigan state before I got my masters degree... so I had kind of a broad knowledge of administration... in different areas...

DC So you knew what to do... How did you handle clubs and athletics and stuff like that...

JF I really didn't have any problems with them... now, I did start girls basketball... XXX to teach them, you know, and I told them title nine was coming... so we went on and started girls basketball... and I started the National Honor Society, because they didn't have one... and that's why XXX cause XXX... but I set up time for them... because when I came here they didn't have no schedule... and I'll never forget this... this particular time a player asked me 'It take them two months to make our schedule, you walk in here and make us one in one week!'

DC How about when they first started at Holly High... how did you handle the integration of the clubs?

JF The first year... like all the officers of the Holly Springs high school student council... all the officers from Simms high school and I brought them over and I talked to them... now everybody... but the next year...

JF ... the coloreds came over...

DC Right and you all did another one separate for Simms...

JF I think so... cause I think they had the yearbook... that year there was two yearbooks, because both had been started before integration... but then after that they only had one... I told him I understand this thing here... but this is your school now and everybody has to be involved... and that's just the way it's going to run... so they didn't have no problem like that anymore...

DC How did the... tell me the story of how the name change from Tiger to Hawks...

JF OK... on that... you know they were trying to come up with all these different things to do to change names... change colors... change XXX... so what I think what they decided to do was change the name but keep the color of Holly Springs high school, which was I think, back then, black and gold...
JF ...I'm not sure what their color was, but what ever their color was they kept the color and just changed the name to the hawks instead of the tigers...they used to be the tigers and that was to try to appease both sides...

DC Yeah...

JF But overall I thought we had kind of a smooth thing...I still think that we missed the boat...I'm talking about the leaders, in that we didn't do what we could have done to be able to make it better than what it was, even to the extent that we probably would have kept more of our white students at that time than we had...but I think as changes go I think it was a smooth change...

JF Not necessarily...the banks came after it...some of the children that we had after we integrated, began to work over at the banks...

DC Oh, OK.

JF But this was some things that were done, again, XXX quiet like...and did a terrific job with it...and... {To Other}Hi how are you feeling?...

Oth I'm fine, thank you.

JF ...same way with stores...even though they had XXX...you see you just cant send anybody out there, you gonna use somebody, you gotta use somebody whose qualified...and thats my thing...if you going to do something, you gotta be able to do it...if you're not able to do it then you don't need to be there...so once we had people in place who were able to do kind of things there was no problem...
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JF ...one of the young ladies still working at the bank...so...one of the people that started at the bank is now a judge over in Greenville...or was a judge he lost the election...so we had people that we could put there that could perform...that made it much easier...

DC How about the theater...I find the theater interesting because for kids that was one of the few...that was probably the only place they could go...

JF I don't know when that place burned down...but I remember talking to Roundtree soon after it burned and he though he would try XXX...and then I talked to him later and then...cause at the same time he had a theater that XXX...and he didn't think he was XXX...I guess his uncle Willie XXX...but he didn't think he was going to be able to get it back...and we haven't had one here since...
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